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Abstract 
  
Society is on an unsustainable trajectory. The challenges of sustainability, potential 
solutions, and pathways toward sustainability are well-documented. However, progress is 
not happening to the degree necessary to achieve sustainability. As a result, 
transformational change that fundamentally alters the structure of social-ecological 
systems will occur. While some of these transformations will be forced, meaning people 
will need to respond to overwhelming ecological change, society has the opportunity to 
pursue deliberate transformations that bring about more desirable, sustainable futures. A 
better understanding of how to make progress toward sustainability, particularly how to 
bring about deliberate transformation, is needed. This study addresses the question of 
how collectives (large, intentionally organized groups) drive deliberate transformation 
toward sustainability through a qualitative study of three transformational collectives – 
350.org, Arizona State University, and the Natural Capital Project. Key leaders from each 
case were interviewed. Analysis was an iterative process of text analysis, based on 
repeated readings of and reflection about interview data, key documents, and scholarly 
literature. The collectives drive transformation toward sustainability by identifying and 
articulating ideas of what is necessary for sustainability, using science as a key tool in 
doing so. They build and reshape power to drive these ideas into mainstream discourse 
and practice. Building this power involves coupling a top-down focus on purpose and 
bottom-up vitality of many people driving change that results in collective leadership. 
After finding initial success, the collectives do this by (a) employing narratives that 
relentlessly focus on a transformational idea as purpose, supported by a small set of 
strategies, and pursued through widely-varied tactics, and (b) fostering leadership that 
plays out through three key roles in which visionaries maintain focus on purpose, change 
agents manifest this purpose in practice, and facilitators play coupling roles. These 
collectives are agile at using internal networks to hold the collective together around 
purpose and at engaging in external networks with clarity about roles and purposes. 
Given the complexity and incumbent power structures in social-ecological systems, a 
collective does not control transformation. However, by driving transformational ideas 
into the mainstream collectives provide essential inputs into the deliberate 
transformations needed to achieve sustainability.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

Increasing human population and affluence are coming up against the limits of a 

finite planet (Steffen et al., 2015). As the 21st-century unfolds, human activity continues 

to contribute to climate change, biodiversity loss, altered nutrient cycling, and other 

global environmental changes, all of which impact the ability of people and societies to 

thrive. While both human society and the planet have long been dynamic, the 

environmental changes happening now impact natural systems globally rather than in 

specific places, and the impacts of these change will be felt over centuries or millenia 

rather than over more limited time periods (DeFries et al., 2012; Steffen et al., 2015).  

In the face of such major environmental change, society must change. The 

challenge of doing so is one of achieving sustainability in practice. Many studies outline 

solutions for achieving a more sustainable future with regard to climate (Pacala & 

Socolow, 2004), energy (Loftus et al., 2015), agricultural and food systems (Foley et al., 

2011), and a combination of food, energy, water, and conservation (Tallis et al., 2018). 

Research on climate adaptation is increasing and includes where to focus investments to 

be as efficient and equitable as possible in developing climate resilience (Chen et al., 

2016). These studies, and others, show that achieving sustainability is possible based on 

current technology and the state of the planet, and they outline useful paths and plans for 

doing so. However, how to effectively move forward on these potential paths toward 

sustainability to make the needed progress in practice is less well understood.  

The scope of global environmental change also indicates that it will drive 

fundamental change in society. How desirable or undesirable these fundamental changes 
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will be is uncertain. Changes in ecological systems may force fundamental change in 

some places as these places become uninhabitable or inhospitable to current ways of 

living (Kates et al, 2012). Other fundamental changes may be brought about intentionally 

through efforts to create more desirable, sustainable futures. For example, in its report 

Global Warming of 1.5 degrees C, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

states, “Pathways limiting global warming to 1.5°C with no or limited overshoot would 

require rapid and far-reaching transitions in energy, land, urban, infrastructure (including 

transport and buildings), and industrial systems” (IPCC, 2018). According to this same 

report, even if society manages to achieve less than 1.5°C warming, people in some 

places will be forced to deal with fundamental change driven by a changing climate and 

other ecosystem change. At higher levels of warming, the numbers of people impacted 

rises significantly. Scholars of sustainability science call the kinds of fundamental change 

needed to achieve sustainability transformational change, or simply transformation. 

While forced transformation may be unavoidable in some places, deliberately bringing 

about transformations needed to make progress toward sustainability is still possible in 

many places and on the planet overall. Therefore, a key question for achieving 

sustainability is how to bring about the deliberate transformations needed to move toward 

sustainability.  

 This study addresses the question of how to make progress toward sustainability 

by focusing specifically on how to bring about deliberate transformation in society. 

Deliberate transformation is defined as intentionally bringing about fundamental change 

in a system. More specifically, deliberate transformation happens in social-ecological 

systems (SESs) when at least one key element in the system is intentionally changed, 
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which then triggers a change in dominant feedbacks, or relationships, in the SES that 

ultimately results in change in the structure of the system (Moore et al., 2014). 

Importantly, while bringing about these deliberate transformations at the scale needed to 

achieve sustainability is difficult and not fully predictable, it also not random (Moore et 

al., 2014) because the current systems, and people acting in them, affect the possibilities 

for transformation. Therefore, understanding how actors affect the trajectory of deliberate 

transformation, in particular how they can drive these deliberate transformations toward a 

more sustainable future, is essential. 

 This study focuses on how collectives drive deliberate transformation. A 

“collective” as an intentionally organized group of people who identify with the group 

and share a common purpose and set of strategies that is often associated with, but not 

fully encompassed by, the membership in an organization. By using this definition of 

collective, I am able to study collective actors working toward transformation in different 

contexts such as in organizations, with organizations, and as part of movements with the 

intention of increasing understanding of how to drive deliberate transformation toward 

sustainability.    

 This study’s overarching research question is how collectives drive deliberate 

transformation to make progress toward sustainability. I used several literatures to 

develop understanding of key aspects of deliberate transformation. The two key 

literatures I relied on are resilience thinking, which focuses on understanding change in 

social-ecological systems, and transition management, which focuses on managing 

processes of major change in social-technological system. These literatures develop 

conceptualizations of transformation that focus on the forms of transformation over space 
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and time. This literature also points to key elements of transformation including power, 

narrative, leadership, and networks. In chapter two, I develop the theoretical grounding 

for this study, including definition of key terms and discussion of key elements of 

transformation. The chapter concludes by developing this study’s research questions from 

the theoretical grounding. 

 I address the research questions through a qualitative study of three collective 

driving deliberate transformations toward sustainability. These collectives are 350.org, 

the Natural Capital Project, and Arizona State University (ASU). 350.org is building and 

sustaining a climate movement to transform the cultural and political landscapes so the 

progress necessary to address climate change can be made. The Natural Capital Project is 

driving transformation by mainstreaming ecosystem services and getting the value of 

nature considered in all relevant decision-making processes. ASU recognizes that 

research universities are key partners for society making the transition to a sustainable 

future, but that these universities are not designed in ways that enable them to meet this 

potential and need. ASU is, therefore, transforming itself to become the kind of university 

society needs as a partner in making progress toward sustainability. More details about 

the research approach and methodology are in chapter three.  

 Research findings are covered in chapters four and five. Chapter four consists of 

case studies of each of the collectives in this study, particularly focused on their history 

and strategy. These case studies serve as a foundation for developing the research 

findings in chapter five. This study finds that collectives driving deliberate transformation 

identify and articulate transformational ideas and develop and reshape power to drive 

these ideas into mainstream discourse and practice. These transformational ideas come 
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from asking what is necessary to achieve sustainability, rather than from asking what is 

possible given the current state of the system. The power to drive transformational ideas 

forward comes from the collectives coupling a top-down focus on transformational ideas 

with a bottom-up vitality of many people engaging in driving the transformation. The 

collectives demonstrate their ability to couple top-down focus with bottom-up vitality 

from the earliest stages, and they maintain the capability to do so over time by using key 

elements of deliberate transformation in effective ways.   
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Chapter 2 – Theoretical Grounding and Research Questions 

This chapter serves as a theoretical grounding for this study and develops its 

research questions. The first part of the chapter reviews, and in some cases defines, key 

terms and concepts including sustainability, sustainability science, sustainability 

transition and pathways toward sustainability. The idea of transformation as a key part of 

sustainability transition is then discussed. Next, the concept of deliberate transformation 

is defined and further developed. The chapter then turns to a review of theoretical and 

empirical literature that is useful for advancing understanding of deliberate 

transformation. The study of transformational change, with an increasing focus on 

deliberate transformation, is addressed in resilience thinking and transition management 

literatures. These literatures point to key elements of deliberate transformation including 

power, narrative, networks, and leadership. These key elements of deliberate 

transformation are explored with more in-depth literature review. The chapter concludes 

with a discussion of this study’s research questions.  

In developing this theoretical grounding, I draw from key literature as well as 

examples of empirical studies. The literatures in each of the areas from which I draw is 

vast. My aim in developing this theoretical grounding is to use this literature to develop 

more precise understanding of important terms and to discuss how these literatures come 

together to serve as a foundation from which to extend understanding of how collectives 

drive deliberate transformation as part of the transition toward sustainability. 

Defining sustainability 
The definition of sustainable development in World Commission on Environment 

and Development’s report Our Common Future is a widely-used definition of 
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sustainability. Matson, et al. (2016) explicitly state they use the terms “sustainable 

development” and “sustainability” interchangeably, and I follow this practice, but for the 

most part use the term “sustainability.” The Our Common Future report defines 

sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (World 

Commission On Environment And Development, 1987).  

According to Matson et al. (2016), “… Sustainability is achieved to the extent that 

inclusive social well-being does not decline over multiple generations” (p 199). 

Following Matson et al. (2016), inclusive social well-being is made up of multiple 

constituents of well-being including material needs, health and education, opportunity, 

and security. These components of well-being depend on multiple kinds of capital assets 

– natural, human, manufactured, social, and knowledge – which are mediated through 

social-ecological systems (SESs) to provide the constituents of well-being. Both of these 

definitions of sustainability focus on human well-being and recognize ecological systems 

as an essential component of human well-being, and that decline in the function of 

ecological systems impacts human well-being.  

Leach et al. (2010) argue achieving sustainability requires more than a focus on 

the environment and includes addressing economic, social, and environmental concerns. 

These three aspects of sustainability are often called the “three-pronged stool” of 

sustainability. Leach’s use of “sustainability” recognizes that reducing disparities in 

social, economic, and environmental realms is essential to sustainability. This means that 

achieving sustainability goes beyond stopping reductions in total well-being and 

addresses questions of justice about the distribution of well-being not just across 
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generations, but also within them. This recognition of justice as part of sustainability is 

also implied in the definition of sustainability in the Our Common Future report, which 

describes the meeting of needs as an essential part of sustainability. 

This study uses the Matson et al. (2016) definition of sustainability as non-

declining inclusive well-being and adds the insight from Leach et al. (2010) that 

distribution of well-being within generations is also an essential part of sustainability. 

The study does not assume exactly what achieving a sustainable future looks like, just 

that it includes society functioning in a way that means inclusive well-being is not 

declining over generation and involves attention to distribution of well-being both within 

and between generations.  

Several assumptions underlay this study. First, sustainability is a normative 

concept, and I assume a more sustainable future is better. Second, achieving a more 

sustainable future requires that society functions in a way that recognizes that (1) society 

depends on ecological systems, which (2) are undergoing significant changes because of 

human activity. (3) These changes threaten people’s ability to thrive and must be 

addressed, and (4) people can take actions that addresses the challenges created by 

human-driven ecosystem change. Taken together, these assumptions develop the idea of 

sustainability as an orienting concept and a reason society needs to change. In other 

words, sustainability functions as what Leach et al. (2010) describe as a discursive tool 

that enables discussion and argument about different kinds of futures. Instead of focusing 

on a final state of sustainability, this study’s focus is on the process of change and 

follows Matson et al. (2016) in recognizing that, “…sustainability is not something to be 

achieved but is instead something to be worked toward” (p 137).  
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As the urgency of sustainability has increased, strands of research from many 

disciplines have been developing into the field of sustainability science. I now turn to a 

discussion of sustainability science as a philosophical research foundation for this study.  

Sustainability science 
Sustainability science has developed out of increasing recognition and 

understanding of sustainability challenges, and the field draws from numerous other 

disciplines. Miller (2015) describes the history of sustainability science, starting with 

development of the concept of sustainable development. Studies of sustainability come 

from a wide range of disciplines including large percentages rooted in social sciences, 

engineering, and biology, and in recent years the field of sustainability science appears to 

be coalescing based on networks of scientists and scholars working on sustainability 

research (Bettencourt & Kaur, 2011). Sustainability science has grown to have both an 

array of its own journals as well as its own section in top-tier scientific journals (Clark, 

2007), and students can earn degrees in various aspects of sustainability as well as 

sustainability itself. 

Sustainability science is a mission-driven discipline (Clark, 2007; Miller, 2015). 

As a mission-driven discipline, sustainability science is first defined by the problems and 

solutions it focuses on, rather than by traditional disciplines (Matson, 2009). For 

example, hydrology is concerned with answering questions about how green 

infrastructure in a city would affect the flow of water in a city. Sustainability science, on 

other hand, would ask how to address stormwater management problems and use 

hydrology as one tool to help identity and define potential solutions. As a mission-driven 

discipline, sustainability science is also concerned with both epistemic and normative 
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inquiry, or the study of how things work and how they should be (Miller, 2015). For 

example, sustainability science does not only ask questions about how the earth’s climate 

works and the impact of these changes on people, it would also evaluate the tradeoffs 

about different paths forward, include values as part of this evaluation, and argue some 

choices are better than others based on an assessment of the state of the earth’s climate 

and values. Sustainability science pursues use-inspired basic research, meaning it is 

concerned with both extending basic understanding of how the world works while also 

considering the uses of this knowledge (Clark, 2007; Miller, 2015). Kates et al. (2001) 

proposed an initial set of questions to define sustainability science organized around (1) 

fundamental understanding of how nature and society interact, (2) how society can move 

these interactions toward more sustainable pathways, and (3) the social learning needed 

to do so. Miller et al. (2014) describe the early years of research on sustainability as 

having focused more on developing understanding of challenges, and then argue that the 

next decade of sustainability science research should focus more on solutions. They argue 

a focus on solutions would include “mapping and deliberating sustainability values,” 

which is important because although sustainability science is normative, inquiry about the 

values underlying sustainability have largely been absent. Other important areas of 

solutions-focused research are “envisioning and pursuing sustainable futures,” 

“navigating socio-technical change,” and “enabling social and institutional learning for 

sustainability” as important areas of research (Miller et al., 2014).  

The kinds of research needed to address sustainability science questions requires 

moving from what Wiek et al. (2012) describe as analysis of complex systems to a 

transformational mode of research. This transformational mode of research moves from 
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understanding how systems have developed to how they function now and how they may 

develop into the future, explicitly grappling with the normative questions posed in 

sustainability science. The sustainability research agenda also challenges researchers to 

come together across disciplines and to work in different ways, in particularly working 

with collaborators outside of academia (Lang et al., 2012). Pursuing this kind of engaged 

research for sustainability can be difficult for individuals, disciplines, and research 

institutions (Whitmer et al., 2010), and it has spurred changes in some universities on 

their research approaches and agendas (Hart et al., 2016) and in how they educate 

students in sustainability. In an effort to advance the teaching of sustainability as a 

science and practice, Wiek et al. (2011) developed a framework of sustainability 

competencies for sustainability education programs that includes systems-thinking, 

anticipatory, normative, strategic, and interpersonal competencies.  

The history of sustainability science, as well as the research and education 

structures developing around it, demonstrate an increasing focus on the knowledge, 

practices, and norms needed to transition to a different, more sustainable future. Miller 

(2015) follows this line of thought, arguing sustainability science should be considered a 

science of design, what he describes as “a science of what ought to be in order to achieve 

certain goals, rather than a science of what is” (Miller, 2015: p 80). As a science of 

design, sustainability science should help (1) design solutions and (2) foster the spaces in 

which solutions are created, deliberated, and moved toward reality. This study builds on 

the idea of sustainability science as a transformational science and science of design 

aimed toward achieving sustainability. Achieving sustainability involves an iterative 

process of discovering and making progress along different pathways toward 
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sustainability, and sustainability science is developing as an important tool to aid in this 

transition toward sustainability. 

Sustainability transition, pathways toward sustainability, and the need for 
transformation 
 The increasing focus of sustainability science on contributing to society’s ability 

to move toward a more sustainable future undergirds the idea that achieving sustainability 

is a process of transitioning to a different, more sustainable future. The idea of a 

sustainability transition goes back decades in sustainability research. A 1999 report by 

the National Research Council’s Board of Sustainability Our Common Journey: A 

Transition Toward Sustainability addresses the idea of transitioning toward sustainability 

(NRC, 1999), which explicitly recognizes progress toward sustainability will “be a 

collective, uncertain and adaptive endeavor in which society’s discovering of where it 

wants to go is intertwined with how it might try to get there…” and that “pathways of a 

transition to sustainability cannot be fully charted in advance” (p 3). Matson et al. (2016) 

define sustainability transition as follows, “Sustainable development is not a destination, 

but a goal-driven process. A sustainability transition involves altering those processes so 

as to ‘bend the curve’ from its present unsustainable trajectory toward one more 

consistent with achieving sustainability goals” (p 199). In emphasizing the process of 

moving toward the goal of sustainability, learning, change, and continual progress are 

seen as important aspects of sustainability transition. 

This understanding of sustainability transition includes two assumptions. First, 

society must change in order to become sustainable. Second, the changes needed and how 

they will be brought about are not yet clear and will have to be discovered and realized 

through the process of going through a sustainability transition. These two assumptions 
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suggest sustainability transition involves multiple approaches in which different actors 

engage in complex, sometimes competing, visions of sustainability and how to get there. 

Leach et al. (2010) develop the idea of a pathways approach to sustainability transition 

focused on the political and plural nature of achieving sustainability. They argue there is 

a tendency to narrow focus in ways that promote dominant narratives of sustainability, 

which can miss or shutdown important pathways toward sustainability that are connected 

to particular places and/or are supported by less traditional sources of power. Instead, 

Leach et al. argue, intentional work to open up and move toward different pathways of 

sustainability should be pursued. They argue this “pathways approach” to sustainability 

addresses the four key challenges of sustainability including complex dynamics, 

incomplete knowledge, multiple framings, and the normative aspects of sustainability. 

This study uses a pathways approach to sustainability transition in that it focuses on the 

process of driving change to make progress toward sustainability, rather than on 

promoting or prioritizing a specific approach toward achieving the outcome of 

sustainability.  

In order to realize the sustainability transition in practice, scholars and others 

increasingly consider a specific kind of change – transformational change – to be 

essential. Increasing calls for transformation come out of evidence that the scale and 

scope of human impact on the environment, and the changing environment’s impact on 

people is accelerating (Steffen et al., 2015). Sustainability science scholars identify 

transformation as inevitable, though the extent to which it happens in response to 

biophysical, rather than human-driven change, is unclear (Kates et al., 2012). Scientists 

are actively exploring the potential that transformation in the earth’s biophysical system 
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could happen even as emissions trend down through reinforcing feedback loops that 

could tip the planet into run away climate change (Steffen et al., 2018). The evidence of 

potentially transformational environmental change makes the case for the need for 

driving transformational change as a key part of the transition toward sustainability, and 

scholars in multiple fields have responded through the study of sustainability 

transformations.  

Transformation in focus – resilience, resilience thinking, and transition 
management 
 Scholarship on transformation as part of a transition toward sustainability has 

emerged in response to the need for fundamental change in response to global 

environmental change. The study of transformation has grown significantly in recent 

years. It draws several strands of scholarly inquiry, and consensus on what 

transformations are and what they entail has not yet emerged (Feola, 2015; Moore et al., 

2014). In this section, I discuss Feola's (2015) systematic review of sustainability 

transformations and briefly describe contributions of climate change adaptation research 

to understanding of transformation. Both of these discussions contribute to an overall 

understanding of the developing scholarship sustainability transformations of which this 

study is a part. I next discuss resilience thinking, which serves as a foundational literature 

for this study because of resilience thinking is directly focused on understanding the 

process of change itself. I clarify the relationship between sustainability and resilience as 

well as key concepts in resilience thinking, including transformation. Finally, I argue 

resilience thinking has some weak spots in the study of transformation, which transition 

management literature can help fill.  
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 Feola (2015) systematically reviewed research on societal transformation in 

response to global environmental change using literature published between 1990 and 

2013. While not specifically focused on sustainability, response to global environmental 

change is an important aspect of sustainability. Feola explained the need for this review 

because of the widespread emergence of transformation in studies of sustainability and 

global environmental change as well as the increasing institutionalization of 

transformation as a concept in major global science collaborations such as Future Earth 

and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. In about half of reviewed articles, 

transformation was a prominent theme but was not developed with a clear conceptual 

basis, and in many cases the papers included had no clear definition of transformation. In 

these articles, transformation was used as more of a metaphor than as a rigorous concept 

for study. The review identified emerging concepts of societal transformation as a 

response to change in the global environment, which suggests the study of sustainability 

transformations has come out of a number of scholarly traditions that have not developed 

a shared understanding of the concept.  However, the varied concepts of sustainability 

transformation have some similarities. All the concepts of transformation use a systems 

model, though these systems models differ in fundamental system elements and how they 

interact. Importantly, all of the concepts of transformation “involve structural change, i.e. 

a qualitative change of system” (Feola, 2015: p 380). The review discusses the concepts 

of transformation from the perspective of form and temporal range, causality, social 

consciousness, and outcome. From the perspective of form and temporal range, all 

concepts of transformation reviewed recognize transformations do not proceed smoothly, 

and instead are characterized by thresholds and discontinuities. Feola’s (2015) review is 
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an effort to move from transformation as metaphor to better understanding of the 

intellectual diversity of transformation as a foundation for advancing scholarship on the 

topic.  

 The study of adaptation to climate change in geography is another rich source of 

scholarship on transformation. In a widely-cited study, Pelling (2011) argues climate 

adaptation is too often framed around what should be preserved and what can be 

considered as expendable. Furthermore, climate adaptation is often considered from a 

technical and non-political standpoint. Instead, Pelling (2011) argues, climate adaptation 

should be viewed as an opportunity to reimagine and reconstruct different and more just 

economic, social, and development relationships. In other words, transformation can be a 

way to make progress toward a more sustainable future. In this approach, climate 

adaptation is essentially social and political. Pelling proposes consideration of three kinds 

of climate adaptation pathways – resilience, transition, and transformation. In Pelling’s 

framework, a resilience approach to adaptation is centered on maintaining the status quo, 

transition on incremental change, and transformation on radical change. Pelling discusses 

the need for adaptation as transformation in society as necessary to promote a more just 

society. While Pelling’s framework uses similar language to resilience thinking, which is 

discussed in-depth below, Pelling’s descriptions of “resilience” and “transformation” are 

different than, and in some ways at odds with, these ideas as developed in resilience 

thinking. This study uses the understanding of these concepts developed in resilience 

thinking. 

While this study recognizes the contributions of varied disciplines to advancing 

understanding of transformation, it draws most from resilience thinking as a theoretical 
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foundation. Resilience thinking developed to understand processes of change in SESs. 

Because this study asks questions about how to drive a specific kind of change in SESs, 

resilience thinking serves as a useful and relevant theoretical foundation. Furthermore, 

resilience thinking has grappled with precise understanding of different kinds of change, 

particularly adaptation and transformation, as parts of SES resilience.  

Like the concept of sustainability, resilience is a widely-used idea that evokes 

different meanings in different contexts. The study of resilience in SESs goes back to 

Holling’s (1973) study of change in ecological systems and has since expanded to 

complex systems including both social and ecological elements. In essence, resilience 

thinking is a set of concepts and tools to understand persistence and change in systems 

(Carpenter & Brock, 2008). The idea of resilience is used far beyond resilience thinking, 

including in the fields of control theory, psychology, disaster preparedness and response, 

and psychology. As the need for change is increasingly part of sustainability, resilience 

thinking has also become part of sustainability science, so much so that resilience and 

sustainability are sometimes conflated (Redman, 2014).  

 Although scholarly and practical work on sustainability and resilience are 

increasingly connected, the relationship among these and related concepts is often unclear 

(Redman, 2014). Anderies et al. (2013) describe the relationship among sustainability, 

resilience, and robustness from the perspective of global change and argue the concepts 

should remain distinct, with a careful alignment among them. According to them, 

sustainability is a measure of performance that “emphasizes inter-generational, intra-

generational, and inter-species equity.” These performance measures align with the 

definition of sustainability developed earlier in this study and adds an explicit recognition 
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of equity with other species. Robustness and resilience, on the other hand, are conceptual 

tools and frameworks that contribute to understanding how complex systems function 

and change. In other words, robustness and resilience are useful in characterizing the 

decision contexts of sustainability. Work on robustness explicitly connects system 

function with system performance (in this case sustainability), and it measures how little 

system outputs vary as system inputs vary widely. For example, a robust agriculture 

system would maintain stable crop yields even as rainfall varied over different growing 

seasons. Robustness has a narrower focus than resilience, and it is not central to this 

study. A science of resilience, what I refer to as resilience thinking, has also developed 

that is a “broad, multi-faced, and loosely organized cluster of concepts, each one related 

to some aspect of the interplay of transformation and persistence” (Anderies et al., 2013). 

I discuss and define some of these concepts that are key to this study in the next 

paragraph. Redman (2014) also explores the relationship between sustainability and 

resilience. Similar to Anderies et al. (2013), Redman emphasizes that sustainability is 

more focused on outcomes while resilience is more focused on process and change. 

Redman concludes with describing six domains of action for research and practice in 

sustainability and resilience. Three domains – system dynamics, strategic competency, 

and inclusiveness – apply equally to both sustainability and resilience. In the three other 

domains – prioritize either outcomes or system dynamics, focus on community input, and 

the past as a laboratory for innovations – Redman (2014) argues it is more useful to keep 

sustainability and resilience as distinct pursuits. This study follows both Anderies et al. 

(2013) and Redman (2014) in using sustainability as an orienting concept and purpose of 

change, while using concepts from resilience thinking about different kinds of change 
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and processes of change in order to advance understanding of decision contexts and how 

to make progress toward sustainability. 

In resilience thinking, resilience is defined as the capacity of a system to absorb 

disturbances while maintaining essentially the same identity, which includes maintaining 

the same structure, function, and feedbacks (Folke et al., 2010; Walker & Salt, 2012). In 

resilience thinking, there are two kinds of change important for maintaining the resilience 

of a system. Adaptive change allows a system to learn and adjust in response to external 

and internal pressures while generally staying within the bounds of a stable state. 

Transformational change happens when a system fundamentally changes because key 

economic, cultural, ecological, or social aspects of the system make the original stable 

state no longer tenable (Folke et al., 2010; Walker et al., 2004). Adaptive and 

transformational change can both contribute to resilience through the interactions among 

different scales in a system. Transformation at one scale or in one context can contribute 

to adaptation in other scales and contexts, and in some cases transformation is an 

essential part of maintaining the overall resilience of a system. For example, in order to 

remain a resilient agriculture region may need to transform the kinds of crops it grows 

and cropping systems it uses (see (Marshall et al., 2012) for more explanation on this 

example). “The idea that adaptation and transformation may be essential to maintain 

resilience may at first glance seem counterintuitive, as it embraces change as a requisite 

to persist” (Folke et al., 2010). By using resilience thinking to enter into the study of 

change processes, this study recognizes that achieving sustainability is a process of 

constant change. In addition, as global environmental change continues at increasing pace 
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and scale, the ability to grapple with change, and the adaptations and transformations it 

demands, will become more important.  

Scholars engaging with resilience thinking to study sustainability transformations 

recognize limits of resilience thinking in the study of transformational change. These 

limitations include the need to better understand how actors influence and engage in 

SESs (Moore et al., 2014) and the power dynamics in SESs as these systems move 

through transition and transformation (Olsson et al., 2014). To better understand both 

how transformations work and how to bring them about, several scholars have argued 

resilience thinking should engage with transition management, another area of 

scholarship concerned with sustainability transitions and transformation (Moore et al., 

2014; Olsson et al., 2014; Redman, 2014).  

Transition management began as a mode of governance in several European 

countries, particularly the Netherlands, and it has also developed into field of study to 

promote the transition to sustainability in a practical and theoretical sense (Loorbach & 

Rotmans, 2010). Transition management’s intellectual roots are in transition studies, 

which studies change in social-technical systems (Smith et al., 2010). It brings together 

brings together understanding from the study of complex systems with more practical 

concerns of governance (Loorbach, 2010). While transition management scholarship does 

not use the word “transformations,” it is focused on how to bring about radical change in 

social-technological systems in specific governance contexts and offers useful insights 

and for studying transformations toward sustainability. In particular, transition 

management has grappled more with concepts of power (for example, Avelino & 
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Rotmans, 2009; Avelino & Wittmayer, 2015; Geels, 2014) and governance than 

resilience thinking has.  

Resilience thinking and transition management scholarship complement each 

other in the study of sustainability transformations. They both emphasize change 

processes in complex social systems. They both conceptualize change processes as multi-

level, meaning the relationships of actors and events among scales is essential to 

understanding, and as multi-phase, meaning change proceeds through different phases 

that are functionally different and involve different activities (Olsson et al., 2014). The 

two fields have elevated the importance of different aspects of the systems under study. 

Resilience thinking is centered on social-ecological dynamics, while transition 

management has centered social-technological dynamics (Olsson et al., 2014). Social, 

ecological, and technological aspects of transformation are important, and together 

resilience thinking and transition management aid in understanding these different 

components of the systems under study. However, this study is most concerned with 

transformation in SESs and uses this understanding of systems as a foundation. 

Transformations in social-technical systems are referenced only when using literature 

coming out of transition management and transition studies more broadly.   

While both resilience thinking and transition management offer useful insight, 

resilience thinking is more appropriate as a theoretical foundation for this study because 

it has a more clearly developed conceptualization of transformation than transition 

management. In addition, resilience thinking studies the processes of change in different 

kinds of governance contexts in which the buy-in about the need for change, as well as 

the ability to manage or direct change is not clear. Transition management, on the other 
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hand, comes out of a governance context in which a national government has made 

transition a priority of the government, and it relies on a more widespread acceptance of 

the need for a sustainability transition than is assumed in resilience thinking. In essence, 

resilience thinking has developed from a more widely-applicable theoretical context. 

However, because resilience thinking comes out of the study of ecology, it has less 

developed scholarship about the role of agency and how actors in systems bring about 

change to the systems structures. Transition management literature is more strongly 

connected to governance questions, and the role of actors in governance, management of 

change, and power has been a more central part of the development of this literature 

(Redman, 2014). These perspectives aid in filling in some of the theoretical and empirical 

gaps in resilience thinking. Therefore, while resilience thinking, particularly its 

conceptualization of transformation, is a foundation for this study, I also draw from 

transition management literature to develop research questions and advance 

understanding.  

Defining and discussing deliberate transformation 
Transformational change happens in at least two distinct and important ways in 

regard to sustainability, forced and deliberate, with a continuum between the extremes. 

Forced transformations become necessary when physical changes in a place are too 

significant for a society to intentionally adapt to, and these forced transformations may 

already be happening or become necessary in some places given the pace and extent of 

climate change (Kates et al., 2012). In forced transformation, people are compelled to 

change by events outside of their own control and beyond the agency of individual and 

collective actors. Deliberate transformation brings human agency into the transformation 
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of systems, and these transformations result from actors intentionally working to change 

a SES (Folke et al., 2010; O’Brien, 2012).  

In chapter one, I defined deliberate transformation as intentionally bringing about 

fundamental change. Specifically in an SES, a deliberate transformation happens when at 

least one key element in a system is intentionally changed, which then triggers a change 

in dominant feedbacks, or relationships, in the SES that ultimately results in change in the 

structure of the system (Moore et al., 2014). Key ecological elements of SESs include (1) 

natural capital, which provides the foundations of (2) ecological functions that people 

depend on and value as services. Social elements include (1) norms, values, and beliefs, 

(2) rules and practices, and (3) and the “distribution and flow of power, authority, and 

resources” (Moore et al. 2014). Moore et al. develop this definition of deliberate 

transformations after recognizing, “a consensus has not emerged about what a 

transformation involves” (Moore et al., 2014). Because Moore et al. offer the most 

thorough and clear definition of deliberate transformation, and their definition draws 

significantly from resilience thinking, I use their definition in this study. 

Moore et al. (2014) also develop a framework for studying deliberate 

transformations that has a foundation in resilience thinking, Specifically, they build off of 

a framework proposed by Olsson et al. (2004) that describes transformations as 

proceeding through three stages, “(1) preparing for change, (2) navigating the change, 

and (3) building resilience of the new trajectory of development” (Moore et al., 2014). 

Moore et al. bring learnings from other literatures focused on transformational change 

including social movements, transition management, and social innovation, to enrich the 

understanding of Olsson et al.’s (2004) original framework.  
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Two key assumptions about deliberate transformation are important for 

understanding (Moore et al., 2014). First, transformations are rare because system 

relationships in systems are generally mutually reinforcing and small changes in the 

systems can be handled through adaptive change. Second, transformations are not 

random because they are shaped both by the existing structure of the system as well as 

the agency of people acting in the system. This means that (1) creating deliberate 

transformation is difficult, and (2) though it can be influenced by human agency, the 

extent to which transformations are controllable and predictable is an open question. This 

study assumes intentional action by individual and collective actors has the potential to 

drive transformation in SESs, which means it assumes that although deliberate 

transformation as part of sustainability transition may be difficult, it is possible and 

necessary.  

I now turn to a discussion of theoretical and empirical literature on deliberate 

transformation in order to develop a richer understanding of deliberate transformation as 

a basis for this study’s research questions. 

Theoretical and empirical scholarship enriching understanding of deliberate 
transformation 
 While many studies have focused on different aspects deliberate transformation 

and related ideas, this scholarly work has not yet been brought together in an 

authoritative way (Feola, 2015; Moore et al., 2014). The studies related to deliberate 

transformation draw on resilience thinking and other fields studying complex systems, 

which develop theory by principles from various disciplines including ecology, 

economics, political science, and geography, and then further develop and test this theory 

through application to comparative case studies (Walker et al., 2006). Scholars have also 
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developed understanding of various aspects of deliberate transformation through the 

study of multiple cases connected through the lens of one or more questions relevant to 

deliberate transformation. In this section, I review several studies that use multiple cases 

to advance understanding of how to bring about transformational change. The study of 

deliberate transformation is still quite new, and not all relevant literature uses the framing 

of deliberate transformation, which makes the decision of which studies to include 

unclear. I have chosen to review studies that (1) use multiple cases studies to (2) study an 

aspect of transformation or change that is relevant to deliberate transformation, and (3) 

combines these two things to advance theoretical understanding of transformational 

change in SESs regardless of whether the study uses the language of SESs or deliberate 

transformation in its development and analysis. In addition, the reviewed studies have 

been published over more than a decade, a time during which understanding of deliberate 

transformation has advanced. I include earlier studies to provide a thorough review of the 

literature and recognize that the later studies, particularly Crutchfield (2018) and Westley 

et al. (2017) are more directly relevant to this study. In addition to the collections of cases 

studies, the section reviews several empirical case studies of transformation. The section 

then moves to a discussion of the form transformations take over space and time, which is 

developed with theories of multi-level and multi-phase change in resilience thinking and 

transition management.  

 Walker et al. (2006) introduce a special issue of Ecology and Society dedicated on 

Exploring Resilience in Social Ecology: Comparative Case Studies and Theory 

Development. This issue includes seven papers covering 15 different cases at various 

stages of scholarly understanding. The article by Olsson et al. (2006) focuses explicitly 
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on transformation and uses five case studies of regional SESs based in Sweden, Thailand, 

Australia, and two in the United States to assess efforts to transform these systems toward 

adaptive governance. Olsson et al. describe the transformations happening through 

preparation for change and transitioning to a new system structure, with these two phases 

connected by a window of opportunity. Resilience can then be built in the new system 

structure. In the preparation phase key factors facilitating transformation are building 

knowledge, networking, and leadership. Following Kingdon (1995), the authors analyze 

windows of opportunity through the convergence of problem awareness, available 

solutions, and political action. Finally, the transition to a new form of governance may 

occur, though it is not guaranteed. Olsson et al. (2006) argue this phase is not well 

understood because it is unpredictable and turbulent. This phase of transformation must 

be navigated instead of managed, suggesting the need to be open, flexible, and willing to 

improvise based on changing conditions in the SES. The authros conclude their article by 

identifying two critical factors for transformation in regional SESs – the emergence of 

shadow networks and leadership. Shadow networks are informal and often self-

organizing. They arise through the action of individuals and then wider groups of actors 

that recognize a social and/or ecological crisis. These networks include actors from 

traditional governance, but the individuals and network are acting outside of traditional 

governance spaces. Through the emergence of these networks, knowledge is generated 

and embedded in the system in ways that potentially enable transformation to occur. The 

emergence of leadership is critical to enabling transformations, and key leadership 

activities include reconceptualizing key issues, managing relationships (both building 

them and handling conflict), communications, and working across levels of governance. 
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The role of leadership is essential, but it is variable and hard to predict. The authors 

suggest future research should focus on key questions related to windows of opportunity 

and the vulnerability of relying on one or two key people for leadership in a 

transformation process. The authors conclude with a list of 14 considerations and actions 

that may be useful for managers of SES navigating transformations, which particularly 

focus on the need to think across scales, building resilience into leadership and projects 

by having multiple leaders and a portfolio of projects, the need for shared vision (though 

not agreement), and expecting to encounter and manage conflict. Notably, the time 

horizon for effecting and assessing transformations is decades, at least 30-50 years. 

Anderies et al. (2006) summarize the articles in the special issue on exploring 

resilience, including the one on transformation described above. In describing 

implications for SES management, they highlight the need to recognize windows of 

opportunity and that when transformation is the only option, moving toward 

transformation quickly will make it more likely that transformation will be successfully 

accomplished. Walker et al. (2006) offer some heuristics and propositions based on the 

15 case studies. They suggest transformability depends on incentives to change or not, 

cross-scale awareness (including networking), willingness to experiment, and reserves of 

human, natural, and built capital that are highly convertible. Walker et al. (2006) propose 

future transformability research questions should include asking what attributes of the 

system helped and hindered in successful transformation and in SESs as well as what 

factors prevent transformation in SESs trapped in undesirable states. 

Huitema & Meijerink (2010) introduce a special feature in Ecology and Society 

on the role of policy entrepreneurs in water transitions. This special feature, along with a 
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related book, covers 16 cases of national water policy transitions. In studying this 

collection of cases, the authors are trying to answer research questions about the extent to 

which policy entrepreneurs play a role in water policy change, who these entrepreneurs 

are, and what strategies they use. The authors describe their use of the term “transition” 

from a transition management perspective that is similar to transformations and relevant 

to the study of deliberate transformation. They “equate transitions with fundamental 

change in government or public policy,” while also recognizing that policy change is just 

one aspect of a transition. The cases are focused at the national policy level, and in 

developing the case studies the role of individuals or groups of individuals is the 

phenomena of interest. The authors use the term “policy entrepreneur” to describe these 

people. Using literature from policy studies the authors develop a set of potential 

strategies including development of new ideas; coalition building and selling ideas; 

recognition and exploitation of windows of opportunity; recognition, exploitation, 

creating, and/or manipulation of multiple venues; and orchestration and management of 

networks. This initial set of strategies serves as foundation for the analysis in the case 

studies. In choosing cases, the scholars involved in the overall study did not follow a pre-

set strategy of case selection, but rather used a “most different systems approach,” which 

attempts to understand a dependent variable (in this case the influence of policy 

entrepreneurs on water policy) across highly diverse settings (in this case countries with 

widely varying incomes, sizes, political regimes, and cultures).  

Meijerink & Huitema (2010) bring together the learnings from the 16 cases. 

Individual policy entrepreneurs play important roles in water policy transition, and 

similar actors are involved across transitions. Donor organizations play a unique and 
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important role in shaping water transitions in low- and middle-income countries when 

compared with high-income countries. While individual policy entrepreneurs matter in 

transitions, on the whole policy entrepreneurship is a collective activity that happens in 

groups and networks. Meijerink and Huitema (2010) confirm the importance of shadow 

networks also found by Olsson et al. (2006). They also found a key pattern that new 

policies do not replace old ones, but rather come alongside of or integrate with old 

policies, and also that these new policies can be resisted or delayed in many ways during 

implementation. Key insights on strategies include the importance of combined top-down 

and bottom-up strategies, networks, finding or creating the right venues to push change, 

and framing narratives for change. In addition, successful policy entrepreneurs 

thoroughly know the systems in which they are working to create change.  

Loorbach & Rotmans (2010) describe and draw lessons from four cases of 

transition management. In these case studies, transition management is pursued as a 

governance strategy, working intentionally through a process with a set of actors 

including government actors. The cases include three from the Netherlands – 

transitioning a regional economy away from mining, transitioning from bituminous 

construction of roofs to using roofs in ways that produce energy and address water issues, 

and transitioning approaches to long-term care – and a case of transitioning waste 

management in Belgium. The authors conclude that the specific context of the transitions 

matters and requires different actors and approaches. However, the importance of 

including frontrunners, or pioneers, and ensuring they have networks and protected 

spaces to work in is important. Being prepared for dominant power structures to push 

back on the transition process as well as for unexpected events is also necessary. As 
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transition processes unfold, both the substance of the transition and the process of how it 

works matter. Finally, the transition management cases discussed are in the early stages. 

The transitions set in motion will play out over years and decades, and they may or may 

not spread depending on how much dominant players in the system push back and how 

effective transition actors are at advancing the transition. Loorbach and Rotmans suggest 

the study of power and people will be important to understanding how transition 

management could move forward and, more broadly, how sustainability can be achieved. 

Farla et al. (2012) introduce and summarize a set of case studies on systems actors 

in sustainability transitions for a special issue on actors, strategies, and resources in 

transformations of social-technological systems in the journal Technological Forecasting 

and Social Change. Using seven case studies of transitions of these kinds of systems in 

the US and several European countries, Farla et al. focus on two key questions. What 

strategies do actors use to shape transitions and what resources do they mobilize in doing 

so? And what kinds of actors are involved in transition processes, and how do they align 

strategies? In the Farla et al. paper, actors are defined by an ability to pursue strategies. 

The authors found different kinds of actors are involved in transitions including firms, 

public and government authorities, associations, and research institutes, as well as 

individuals, and that in a given transition many actors are involved in actor networks and 

through collective action. In pursuing strategies and aligning resources for these 

strategies, actors struggle with pursuing strategies that challenge the broader system 

while also benefitting from resources that come from the broader system. To address this 

challenge, actors need to build up structures that support creating change, which they do 

by developing both formal and informal networks and engaging in what the authors call 
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expectations work. Expectations are held by many actors, and these expectations serve a 

structuring role and as a resource for collective work toward change. Working to change 

and align expectations creates different narratives of possibility, which supports change. 

Farla et al. conclude with the idea that transitions involving transformation are not the 

result of unintentional interplay among actors, but rather these transitions can be traced 

through strategic interventions and work by actors working with a larger plan or vision in 

mind. One promising area of future research they highlight is to address and better 

understand the roles of incumbent actors, who gain beneficial resources from current 

systems, and newcomers or entrepreneurs, who are working to change systems. 

A book by edited by Westley et al. (2017) brings together eight case studies of 

social innovations that led to social transformations in an effort to understand how these 

innovations came about and subsequently scaled into transformations in society. The 

book takes an historical approach to these case studies, which are from the 19th and 20th 

centuries in Europe and North America. The case studies include national parks in the 

United States, intelligence tests, legalization of birth control in North America, duty to 

consult and accommodate in Canada, the development of the Internet, the global 

derivatives market, Indian residential schools in the United States and Canada, and the 

Dutch Joint Stock Companies. The scholars involved in the book use resilience thinking, 

complex adaptive systems theory, and innovation process theory in developing and 

making sense of the case studies. While the cases are not completely connected to 

sustainability, the study’s approach, focus on transformation, and theoretical foundations 

make its insights useful for this study. In addition to the case studies, the book includes 

three synthesis chapters on agency and opportunity; scaling innovation and cross-scale 
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dynamics; and self-organization, strange attractors, and social innovation. In the chapter 

on agency and opportunity, Olsson (2017) considers the case studies and concludes 

“understanding agency is key to understanding large-scale, transformative change” (p 

69). Agency is the ability of actors to act independently of a system and influence the 

systems trajectory. By arguing agency is key to understanding transformative change, 

Olsson implies understanding the role of actors in bringing about and shaping 

transformation is essential. Moore (2017) synthesizes the case studies and thinking on 

scaling innovation and cross-scale dynamics in transformations. She recognizes that 

previous work in scale and social innovation focuses on the importance of networks and 

small groups of innovators working in a niche, but then argues that the cases in the book 

demonstrate that this is not the only way social transformations occur. The cases in the 

book demonstrate that many people contribute to the social innovation “without ever 

collaborating and existing in the same space or time” (p 234), suggesting something more 

than networks is important for holding together a transformation across space and time. 

Furthermore, the most transformative changes focused on building new proto-regimes 

that existed alongside dominant systems. By developing a new proto-regime, an 

innovation does not just rely on destabilizing current systems, but also replacing them 

with a new system. Moore concludes by discussing the finding that true transformation is 

rare. 

While Westley et al. (2017) overall take a historical perspective on understanding 

social innovation leading to transformations, Westley (2017) concludes the book with a 

chapter discussing the authors’ hope to better understand which among the many current 

social innovations hold the most promise of scaling to achieve transformation. She 
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identifies seven patterns from the transformative social innovation cases. These patterns 

are: 

(1) meaning matters, and a “breakthrough social philosophy lay at the origin of the 

cascade of innovation” (p 240) 

(2) transformative innovations unfold over long time periods and transcend individuals, 

(3) coherent principles continue through development of the social innovation, while 

coherence of practice is not necessary  

(4) the innovation is shaped by adaptation through pairing with other related work, what 

Westley et al. (2017) call “adjacent possibles” defined as “the range of alternative social 

arrangements just beyond the horizon of the prevailing possible” (p 6) 

(5) transformative innovations are characterized and shaped by paradox and tension  

(6) progress is driven through combination and recombination driven by conflict, and 

(7) policy change impacts transformative innovation development, with positive policy 

creating stability for experimentation and development while negative policy contributes 

to development of shadow networks and preparing for opportunities  

While these patterns are gleaned from looking at historic transformations, 

Westley (2017) also recognizes the interest in identifying social innovations that have the 

promise to scale to become transformations. She articulates four questions that could help 

in identifying which social innovations have the potential to become transformative. 

These questions are: 

(1) “Does the innovation contain a radical seed” (p 248)? Transformation requires 

fundamental change in how society works, and as such “Transformative social 
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innovations begin with radical ideas” (p 248), which are necessary for transformation, but 

not sufficient. 

(2) Is the originator of the idea prepared to compromise in ways necessary for the idea to 

grow and secure resources? Westley (2017) writes, “One of the most interesting 

revelations from the cases in this book is the degree to which those moving the 

innovation forward at any point in time were prepared to compromise and partner with 

unfolding initiatives that were the ‘adjacent possible’ for the innovation” (p 250). Social 

innovations that turned into transformations are not tightly controlled by founders, rather 

founders and other key people associated with the innovation hold tight to fundamental 

principles and are open to a variety of practices to move the social innovation forward 

and help it scale into becoming a transformation. 

(3) Is there awareness of the need to change broader institutional structures? Social 

innovations that become transformative must scale up, which requires institutional 

change and breaking down institutional barriers that prevent the innovation from scaling. 

Innovations that became transformative were associated with people who understood the 

need for this systemic change from very early stages of the innovation. 

(4) “Is there evidence of the possibility of push back, of conflict with those who control 

the status quo? Can that conflict be managed?” (p 253). By definition, social innovations 

that scale up into transformation create fundamental change, which challenges and 

changes power associated with the status quo. Incumbent actors will push back, creating 

conflict. This conflict is expected and not necessarily bad, but it does have to managed in 

ways that productively contribute to advancing the transformation. 
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Overall, Westley et al. (2017) stress the importance of meaning in social 

innovations that become transformative, as well as a need to understand how people 

working on innovations and transformation interact with dominant power structures in 

shaping and reshaping the innovation into something transformative. 

Crutchfield (2018) explores the question of why some social movements are 

successful and others are not using cases of US-based movements from 1980 to the 

present. While this study is not explicitly about deliberate transformation, the study is 

useful because movements are essential contributors to transformation in society. 

Crutchfield’s study is particularly useful because it studies a wide range of recent and 

current movements in drawing its conclusions. While she recognizes the vast literature on 

movements, in developing the study she found this literature was less useful for the study 

of more recent movements. Instead she and her research team “decided to look to systems 

design and complexity theory for alternate lenses to make sense of them [social 

movements]” (Crutchfield, 2018: p 16). This systems approach connects with resilience 

thinking and transition management in how it conceives movements holistically and in 

the focus on relationships in the system. Crutchfield discusses movements that resulted in 

successful social change. Crutchfield does not make a moral judgement on these social 

changes, rather she is interested in understanding how change was successfully brought 

about. The social movements include acid rain reduction, drunk-driving reduction, LGBT 

marriage equality, gun rights expansion, polio elimination (globally), increase in mass 

incarceration, and smoking reduction. In addition, she studies changes “in progress” 

including carbon emissions reduction, criminal sentencing, gun violence prevention, 
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living wage, diabetes and obesity reductions, racial justice, and equity in public 

education.  

Crutchfield (2018) found successful movements working on systems change did 

several key things. First, successful movements invest in and rely on networks of 

grassroots individuals. These networks were not just “armies of activities fighting against 

a common enemy,” they were “collectives of individuals who were part of networks 

[Crutchfield’s emphasis] and who gained as much from being deeply connected to each 

other within the movement as they did from outwardly attacking foes” (p 26). Second, in 

working toward federal and national change, the successful movements had a 50-state 

strategy made up of different aims in subsets of states, but all focused on advancing the 

common cause. Third, the movements aimed to change both hearts and policy and had an 

emphasis on changing not just behaviors, but also what was socially acceptable, or 

norms. Fourth, these movements “reckoned with adversarial allies,” meaning they had 

leadership willing to and ways to deal with the internal strife among different 

organizations and groups that were all part of the overall movement. Fifth, in the 

successful movements, business broke with business as usual to contribute in different 

ways to the creating social change. Finally, successful movements are “leaderfull,” 

meaning they depend on many people stepping up to offer leadership to the movement. 

Fostering this kind of leadership across a movement requires “strong leaders who possess 

clarity of vision and unbounded will to relentlessly pursue impact” (p 167) and are also 

capable of letting go of ego. Leaders in these movements must also be able to deeply 

listen with the goal of understanding differing views.  
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In addition to the studies of multiple cases of deliberate transformation, there are a 

number of empirical studies covering a single case or particular aspects of 

transformation. Olsson et al. (2008) discuss the transformation toward ecosystem-based 

management of the Great Barrier Reef in Australia. They found strategies connected to 

making internal changes to organizations, bridging science and policy, working to change 

public perception, including community participation and consultation, and political 

support were all important parts of this transformation in ecosystem governance. The 

authors concluded that understanding how to navigate windows of opportunity as well as 

the leadership involved in transformation would be important going forward. Walker et 

al. (2009) assess the sustainability of the Golbourn-Broken Catchment in Australia using 

a resilience-based approach. The authors assess multiple thresholds operating in the 

system as well as the constraints of current governance approaches and conclude that the 

system will likely need to be transformed in order to be sustainable. A study of 

transformational capacity in the Australian peanut industry found that while place 

attachment and occupation attachment are important for adaptation in places dependent 

on resource-based industries, these same attachments can be barriers to transformational 

change in these same areas (Marshall et al., 2012). 

 As discussed above, (Moore et al., 2014) develops a framework for analyzing 

deliberate transformations that involves multiple phases. The strategies and approaches 

for transformation that these authors organize through this framework are worth 

exploring in more detail here. Transformations begins with a trigger or pre-

transformation that is characterized by a major disruption that then creates a window of 

opportunity that enables change agents to navigate to another phase and system structure. 
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The ability to respond to triggers for transformation requires preparation for change, 

which involves sensemaking, envisioning, and gathering momentum. Once a 

transformation is underway, navigating this transition involves selecting which change 

process to invest in, learning, and adoption of changes. Finally, to become fully realized 

the new trajectory of a transformation must become institutionalized, which involves 

routinization, strengthening cross-scale relationships, and stabilization of the 

transformation. This framework for the process of deliberate transformation aligns with 

the multi-level and multi-phase conceptualizations of change developed in resilience 

thinking and transition management, both of which serve as important theoretical 

constructs in deliberate transformation. 

Transition management and resilience thinking conceptualize the change process 

across spatial scales with the multi-level perspective (Smith et al., 2010), which describes 

the change process as an interplay amongst niches, regimes, and landscapes. Regimes are 

the dominant rule sets in a SES (Westley et al., 2011), or the dominant institutional and 

societal structures that enable these system to fulfill key societal functions (Smith et al., 

2010). Regimes exist on landscapes, and these landscapes are the environment in which 

regimes can evolve. Like in biological evolution, the landscape applies selection pressure 

to regimes, as a landscape changes the possibilities for different regimes also change 

(Westley et al., 2011). Niches are spaces in which new ways of doing things develop. 

They are protected spaces shielded from the dominance of regimes, and they are spaces 

in which radical or path-breaking innovation can develop (Smith & Raven, 2012).  

Transition management and resilience thinking conceptualize transformational 

change over time as a multi-phase process. Transition management, building on the 
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broader discipline transition studies, uses the concept of an s-curve to explain the phases 

of transition. The four phases are pre-development, take-off, acceleration, and 

stabilization (Loorbach, 2010; Rotmans et al., 2001). Resilience thinking uses the concept 

of the adaptive loop developed by Holling in ecological systems and applies it to social-

ecological systems. In a sense, resilience thinking closes the loop on the s-curve in 

transition management. Systems go through a loop of conservation, release, 

reorganization, and exploitation (Walker & Salt, 2006). Westley et al. (2013) rename 

these phases to fit with thinking about deliberate transformation, calling the phases 

conservation/institutionalization, release/creative destruction, reorganization/exploration, 

and exploitation/launch. Both transition management and resilience thinking recognize 

the need for different activities and skills in each phase of transformation. Transition 

management has so far focused on the work and lessons of the predevelopment phase 

(Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010). In resilience thinking, researchers have identified activities 

and skills useful through the different phases of transformation (Moore et al., 2014; 

Westley et al., 2013). 

Two other articles describe useful perspectives on the form of and approaches to 

deliberate transformation in SESs. Westley et al. (2011) identify several general 

considerations in asking the question of whether society can innovate rapidly and widely 

enough to transform society in ways that take it off the current destructive pathway. 

According to the authors, supporting innovation as a means to creating transformation 

requires top-down approaches that shape the context for transformative innovation to 

emerge and harnessing innovative potential at the grassroots level. These two approaches 

are connected by the agency of actors navigating the complex systems of SESs to create 
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change. Abson et al. (2017) uses ideas from Donella Meadows’ concept of leverage 

points to argue sustainability interventions are too often focused on tangible, but weak, 

leverage points rather than less obvious and more difficult to change, though stronger, 

leverage points for transformation. In order to move toward transformation, focusing on 

more challenging to change, but more powerful, leverage points will likely be necessary. 

These empirical and theoretical studies point to the complexity of working in 

SESs to create deliberate transformation to make progress toward sustainability. Given 

this complexity and the relatively new study of transformation, a general theory of 

deliberate transformation has not yet emerged, and one may never be fully developed. 

However, key themes can be found in the reviewed literature, and these are discussed in 

the next section. 

Key themes in studies of deliberate transformation 
 The reviewed empirical and conceptual literature develops an understanding of 

deliberate transformation and related phenomena as involving actors working to exert 

agency within complex systems. The studies develop this understanding by approaching 

the study of transformation as a process in particular contexts or systems and then build 

understanding from there. The studies try to understand key aspects of what made the 

transformation work or not by looking at a whole system and identifying different 

activities, strategies, and approaches that have been effective in changing the system. 

Several themes emerge in this literature. 

From the earliest studies of deliberate transformation, the importance of 

leadership and networks in transformation are explicit and consistent themes. Olsson et 

al., (2006) identify leadership and networks as essential for bringing about 
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transformation. While leadership is a theme throughout the studies, it is not described 

always described with the term “leadership.” The studies describe key actors who make 

things happen, whether they use the term leadership (Crutchfield, 2018; Olsson et al., 

2006), policy entrepreneurship (Meijerink & Huitema, 2010), institutional 

entrepreneurship (Westley et al., 2017), actors (Farla et al., 2012), or frontrunners 

(Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010), as well as the strategies and practices these actors use to 

bring about transformation. These strategies and practices can generally be thought of 

leadership practices and strategies. In addition, the importance of networks is consistent 

throughout the literature. Meijerink & Huitema (2010) confirm Olsson et al.’s (2006) 

finding about the importance of shadow networks, and Loorbach & Rotmans (2010) 

describe networks connecting frontrunners as important. Farla et al. (2012) concludes 

many kinds of actors are involved in transitions, and that these actors are connected in 

networks. Crutchfield (2018) identifies networks among activists as important for 

activating the grassroots, while also recognizing the challenges of managing a network of 

what she calls “adversarial allies” in a movement. Westley et al. (2017) offer a more 

nuanced understanding of networks, with Westley (2017) identifying shadow networks as 

particularly important in response to negative policy change, and (Moore, 2017) 

recognizing that while networks are important in transformation, something more than 

networks connects work on transformations because actors driving transformation are not 

always connected in space or time. 

Meaning, and the shaping of meaning, also emerges as an important theme in the 

literature of deliberate transformation. Westley (2017) identifies the “importance of 

meaning” as one of the patterns of social innovations that become transformative, and 
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using this lens to look at previous work enables disjointed findings to be connected by a 

focus on meaning. Meijerink & Huitema (2010) describe narrative framing as important, 

and Farla et al. (2012) describe expectations work as part of transformation, both of 

which are practices of shaping meaning. Crutchfield (2018) describes successful 

movements as shaping both “hearts and policy,” which involves changing social norms 

and meaning. Moore et al. (2014) describe sensemaking and vision as important in 

transformations, both of which involve meaning and the shaping of it. 

Power also emerges as a theme, both explicitly in calls for the need to grapple 

with power (Loorbach & Rotmans, 2010), and implicitly in describing processes that 

challenge and change the status quo and need to address pushback (Meijerink & Huitema, 

2010; Olsson et al., 2014). Farla et al. (2012) suggest understanding the different roles of 

incumbent versus new actors should be part of future research, a distinction that rests on 

the different kinds of power different actors have and use. Resilience thinking has been 

criticized for its lack of engagement with power (Olsson et al., 2014), which may be 

reflected in the lack of explicit discussion of power in many of the reviewed studies. 

However, by definition transformation involves changes that alter power, and deliberate 

transformation involves the intentional application of power. As a result, power is an 

important element of deliberate transformation 

While the studies all make an effort to identify common themes of transformation, 

the importance of understanding and reflecting individual contexts in which transition 

and transformation is happening also matters. Meijerink & Huitema (2010) conclude 

successful policy entrepreneurs know the systems in which they work very well. 

(Crutchfield, 2018) describes successful social movements in the United States as having 
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an overall purpose, but strategies in different states reflect sensitivity to individual state 

contexts. Westley (2017) found coherence in principles, but not practice, as important for 

moving forward transformative social innovations, and practice reflected the contexts and 

individuals working on the innovation. The multi-level and multi-phase 

conceptualizations of change also suggest a need for sensitivity to context, in particular 

being aware of what phase of transformation a system is in (Moore et al., 2014) and if a 

window of opportunity is opening up (Olsson et al., 2006). 

 A final theme is that deliberate transformation is a collective activity. Given that 

collectives are central to this study, I more fully elaborate on this theme in the next 

section.  

The importance of collectives  
 The reviewed studies all point to the idea that deliberate transformation requires 

many people. While individuals can play key roles (see especially (Olsson et al., 2006)), 

deliberate transformation is a collective activity in which groups and networks are 

essential. Meijerink & Huitema (2010) are explicit in articulating a finding that policy 

entrepreneurship is mainly a collective activity. Crutchfield (2018) highlights the 

importance of an activated grassroots and that successful movements are “leaderfull,” or 

full of people acting as leaders. Farla et al. (2012) identify many actors involved in 

networks key to transformative change. In taking a decades-long view of transformation 

Moore (2017) makes the point that while many people are involved in societal 

transformation, these people don’t necessarily have to be in the same place, or even time, 

meaning the work of transformation must be collective.   
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With the exception of Crutchfield (2018), the reviewed literature approaches the 

study of creating change from the perspective of the system rather than from 

understanding the actors pursuing change and how these actors work. While recognition 

of the complexity of these systems is essential, taking a systems perspective can obscure 

the role of individuals and groups (Leach et al., 2010). This study takes Leach et al.’s 

point about a systems perspective seriously. This study prioritizes the importance of 

actors and their agency in deliberate transformation by entering into the study of 

deliberate transformation in complex SESs through the study of collectives, or groups of 

actors, doing this work and how these collectives do their work.  

 The choice to use “collectives” to describe groups of actors involved in 

deliberative transformation is not obvious and worth some discussion. In a study of actors 

and agency in transformation, Farla et al. (2012) describe actors as entities that can 

pursue strategies, whether these entities are individual or collective. While I recognize the 

role of individuals is important in deliberate transformation, the importance of collective 

action in the reviewed literature suggests that individual actors ultimately work in groups, 

institutions, and other kinds of collectives to enact agency for transformation. Therefore, 

the word “actors” does not make sense for this study. The words “institution” and 

“organization” are other potential terms to describe the groups working toward 

transformation. Institutions are the set of power structures that define a field of action and 

organizations suggest a formal, in many cases, legal connection among a group of people. 

Both “institutions” and “organizations” suggest conformity with organizing structures 

and power systems already in place, which may not make sense for transformative 

collective actors given the strength of current systems (Geels, 2014) and need to 
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fundamentally change them in a transformation. Farla et al. (2012) identify comparing the 

roles of incumbent and new actors as a potentially fruitful area of research, which also 

suggests current institutions and their structures potentially differ from new, emerging 

transformative actors. I, therefore, have chosen not to use the words “institution” or 

“organization” to describe the collectives in this study. A more general descriptor of 

“group” could also be considered. However, “group” is more often associated with a 

small number of people or a team, especially in leadership literature reviewed later in this 

chapter. The word “group” does not encompass the expansive groups of individual actors 

I aim to better understand in this study of deliberate transformation at the scale of a 

country and beyond, I therefore do not use this term. As discussed in chapter one, 

movements often drive, and are associated with, transformation, but they may not be the 

only collective actors able to drive transformation, and not every case study in this group 

is a social movement.   

In this study, I use the word “collectives” to describe the groups studied. As 

defined in chapter one, a “collective” as an intentionally organized group of people who 

identify with the group and share a common purpose and set of strategies that is often 

associated with, but not fully encompassed by, the membership in an organization. These 

collectives exist in complex systems, and through these collectives individuals work to 

exert both individual and collective agency to change the trajectory of the system. For the 

purposes of this study, collectives working in complex social-ecological-systems are of 

particular interest.   
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Elements of deliberate transformation 
 The themes emerging out of the empirical and theoretical studies based on 

multiples case studies of transformation suggest there are at least several important 

elements of deliberate transformation important in understanding how to bring about 

deliberate transformation. Power is an important element because deliberate 

transformation requires application of power and results in the restructuring of power 

relationships. Meaning is at the core of deliberate transformation, but the reviewed 

studies do not describe the role of meaning in a consistent way. I have chosen to use the 

idea of narrative to broadly encompass the role of meaning in deliberate transformation. 

This choice come out of early data collection, which identified narrative as an important 

tool in driving change, as well as from key texts that describe narrative as an important 

part of sustainability transitions (particularly (Leach et al., 2010)). Narrative encompasses 

ideas related to meaning including visioning, sensemaking, and expectations-shaping, 

which are described in the reviewed literature as important in deliberate transformation. 

In addition to the element of meaning in transformation, the reviewed studies consistently 

identify networks and leadership as essential elements of deliberate transformation, 

describing the roles of these elements in driving transformation as well strategies to do 

so. I now turn to a more in-depth review of literature related to each element of 

transformation in order to deepen understanding of how these elements of deliberate 

transformation work. 

Power and deliberate transformation 
 Deliberate transformation involves fundamentally changing at least one aspect of 

current systems that then results in changes in essential relationships and, ultimately, the 

structure of the system. Power is an essential part of this kind of change, and power is 
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important in understanding how transformations come about. Despite the importance of 

power in transformation, both resilience thinking and transition management have been 

critiqued for their lack of engagement with power, and scholars are increasingly 

responding to these critiques. This section begins with a discussion of these critiques and 

then moves to a discussion of three ways scholars have attempted to address these 

critiques. The section concludes with a discussion of the ways in which this literature is 

relevant to and informs this study. 

 The critiques of transition management, and the broader field of transition studies 

of which it is a part, focus on transition management’s lack of engagement with and/or 

naive understanding of politics and related power relationships. These critiques are 

particularly important for transition management because scholars in the field partially 

position transition management as a form of governance, developed mainly in the 

Netherlands (Loorbach, 2010). Shove & Walker (2007) caution that simplistic uptake of 

complex transition concepts rooted in the study of systems could result in obscuring the 

political implications of transition management, gloss over conflict and inequity, and 

leave out important actors in the transition process. Smith & Stirling (2010) argue 

transition management puts goal-directed processes into social-technical transformations, 

which brings up important questions of whose system counts, who governs, and whose 

sustainability gets prioritized? To address these questions, transition management must 

better grapple with power and politics. Meadowcroft (2009) questions whether it is 

possible to manage these kinds of large-scale transformations at all before arguing acute 

political and power struggles underlie transformation, with even defining the system itself 

being a political act. Of particular concern for deliberate transformation are critiques of 
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transition management about whether it is capable of truly facilitating transformational 

change as part of transitions. Transition management explicitly relies on what it calls 

frontrunners, many of whom are visionary elites that benefit from current power 

structures. Reliance on these frontrunners raises questions about whether it is credible 

that processes starting with and relying on these people will really challenge and change 

incumbent power structures (Smith & Stirling, 2010). 

 Critiques of deliberate transformation as conceptualized by resilience thinking in 

SESs center on concern about whether theories rooted in the study of ecological systems 

obscure or downplay power and the historic lack of engagement with power in resilience 

thinking. Brown (2014) reviews concerns about using ideas from ecological systems in 

the social realm in resilience thinking, notes the criticism that work on resilience does not 

fully account for politics and power relations, and concludes that while research trends 

are bringing more social concerns into studies of resilience, there is still more work to be 

done. Cote & Nightingale (2012) argue relying on ecological principles to analyze social 

concerns can obscure important questions of “resilience of what” and “for whom” 

unclear, and more focus on power, as well as authority and knowledge processes, could 

help make the answers to these questions more clear (Cote & Nightingale, 2012). 

O’Brien (2012) calls power and politics “formidable barriers or pathways” to 

transformation, yet argues they are often invisible in the system analysis of SESs in 

resilience thinking.  

Resilience thinking scholars have recognized concern about engagement with 

power, particularly Olsson et al. (2014), who acknowledge the concern that, “managing 

for resilience runs the risk of reproducing inequality and domination” is valid and should 
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be addressed. Olson et al. (2014) also point out that critiques of how resilience thinking 

has engaged with power have not, and need to, address the difference between power 

related to the concepts of adaptability and transformability. In their view, resilience 

thinking has done more to address power in adaptability and less to address power in 

regards to transformability (Olsson et al., 2014).  

Attempts to address concerns related to power and deliberate transformation take 

three main approaches including (1) discussing literatures from social science, 

particularly political ecology, in relation to resilience thinking. (2) using power as the 

explicit focus of analysis in the study of transformations, and (3) developing new 

conceptual frameworks of power designed specifically for analysis of deliberate 

transformations and the management of transitions.  

Numerous authors have applied insights from well-developed social theories in an 

effort to develop a better understanding of power in resilience thinking. This approach 

recognizes that understanding power is at the core of social science, and many of its 

theories may be potentially useful for resilience thinking and transition management. 

Social science fields and theories concerned with social and ecological spheres may be 

especially useful. Stone-Jovicich (2015) explores how three social science perspectives 

that stress complexities of interconnected social and ecological realms can be used to add 

insight into social concerns, particularly power, in SES resilience. These perspectives are 

materio-spatial world systems analysis, actor-network theory, and critical realist political 

ecology. Materio-spatial world systems analysis brings an understanding of how an 

inequitable world system structures ecosystems and society that is grounded in history. 

Actor-network theory examines how power comes out of networks among human and 
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non-human actors, and by tracing these network relationships using actor-network theory 

techniques this literature could be used to bring a more empirical understanding of power 

to resilience studies. Finally, critical realist political ecology offers critical (concerned 

with power) understanding of the role of knowledge and knowledge systems in society, 

which offers insight about the power of knowledge and the power involved in knowledge 

production to studies of resilience. Stone-Jovicich, (2015) makes no conclusions about 

bringing these social science perspectives to bear on resilience, rather discusses them 

only to “highlight some points of synergy, as well as constructive tensions in the hope of 

illuminating pathways for stronger social science-resilience engagement.” 

In addition to Stone-Jovovich, several other scholars have highlighted the 

potential benefits for understanding and conceptualizing power resulting from examining 

the relationships and interfaces between political ecology and resilience thinking in SESs. 

Essential to political ecology is that how an environment is managed is not simply a 

matter of objective analysis, rather it involves many values and is contested by different 

groups (Fabinyi et al., 2014). From this perspective of political ecology, resilience is a 

property of a system, and without careful analysis a focus on resilience can obscure 

normative assumptions by bringing certain interests more into focus, while obscuring 

others (Fabinyi et al., 2014)  Fabinyi is highlighting a central idea of political ecology for 

resilience in that there are important questions about knowledge that go beyond getting 

facts and models “right,” and rather focus on how knowledge is produced, framed, and 

contested (Cote & Nightingale, 2012; Fabinyi et al., 2014). Ingalls & Stedman (2016) 

specifically point to the importance of knowledge, and power associated with it, to 

highlight the importance of assessing tradeoffs, and how these play out over time, in the 
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governing of SESs. These authors go back to the origins of political ecology and find 

that, like in resilience thinking, in political ecology the “nature-society nexus” is of 

primary concern, and political ecology brings tools for assessing trade-offs and the 

knowledge and discourses that underpin consideration of trade-offs.  

The papers discussed so far in this section are all engaging with resilience 

thinking, which includes more ideas and concepts than deliberate transformation. 

Deliberate transformation is partially distinguished because it requires a normative 

judgement about what the transformation is working toward and why actors are working 

to bring it about. In the case of this study, that normative judgement is one that views a 

sustainable future as better than the one society is currently on the path of realizing. This 

explicit normative judgement goes some way to address concerns about power. At the 

same time, attention to power, particularly the power of knowledge and in knowledge 

production processes as well as clear distinctions of values in tradeoffs, are useful 

insights on power for deliberate transformation. 

Several of these same authors highlight contributions of resilience thinking to 

political ecology and social science more broadly. Resilience thinking has made 

important contributions to bringing together scholars from different disciplines who all 

share an interest in environmental change. Bringing scholars together across ecological 

and social science as well as science and policy has been useful in advancing engagement 

with complex social systems (Cote & Nightingale, 2012). Contributions from resilience 

thinking could usefully contribute to political ecology by helping to not lose sight of 

ecological aspects of SESs and pushing political ecology to move beyond critique and 

into engaging more actively in policy processes (Ingalls & Stedman, 2016). Both of these 
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perspectives suggest that while scholars working in resilience thinking need to more 

actively engage with power concerns in their scholarship, these resilience scholars should 

be recognized for their willingness to engage in the broader landscape of policy and 

governance processes.  

The papers reviewed so far discuss how some social science theories inform 

resilience thinking generally. A few scholars have also brought power into analyses of 

more established theories of transformation in transition management and resilience 

thinking. 

In transition management, and the broader transition studies it is part of, the most 

power-laden concept is the multi-level perspective, which conceptualizes change as 

operating as an interplay among niches, regimes, and landscapes (Avelino & Rotmans, 

2009). While quite a few studies study of transformations, particularly of transitions to 

low-carbon futures, focus on innovation in niches, attention to the role of regimes, and 

particularly the power structures and processes that keep regimes in place, is less well-

studied and understood (Geels, 2014). Geels (2014) explores what he calls regime 

stability through the analysis of resistance by incumbent actors in the regime and the 

power these actors have and use. Geels analyzes the ongoing low-carbon energy 

transition in the UK using frames of instrumental, discursive, material, and institutional 

forms of power developed in work on political economy. He concludes that focusing 

mainly on niche innovations is likely not going to be enough to realize needed 

transformation in the energy sector, and more attention should be paid to how to 

destabilize the power underpinning incumbent fossil fuel regimes.  
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Moore & Tjornbo (2012) recognize power must be discussed in transformations 

of SES governance regimes because these transformations redistribute power, require 

disrupting existing institutions (likely resulting in pushback), and those working toward 

transformation must use different and/or novel sources of power to advance 

transformation. In their article, the authors recognize there are many theories about 

power, and that there is no “right” choice of which of these theories to use. Rather these 

theories can be thought of as different lenses. Moore and Tjornbo analyzed a case of 

transformation in governance of a coastal temperate rainforest in British Columbia that 

transformed from an understanding of this ecosystem as the Central Coast Timber Supply 

Area to understanding it as the Great Bear Rainforest. They chose a taxonomy of power 

developed by Barnett & Duvall (2005) to analyze the transformation because the 

taxonomy highlights different aspects of power and, importantly for understanding 

transformations, focuses on the dynamics of power. Barnett and Duvall’s power 

taxonomy uses four categories of power – compulsory, institutional, structural, and 

productive. Compulsory power involves direct interactions among actors in which 

resources are used to achieve a certain goal. Institutional power involves control of others 

through indirect means like rules. Structural power is made up of the ways in which 

structural positions affect the capacities and interests of people. Productive power refers 

to how relations are constituted through knowledge and discourse. Moore & Tjornbo's 

(2012) overall conclusion is that in the transformation from timber supply area to Great 

Bear Rainforest power shifted in the governance transformation, but the shift of power 

was not simply a story of one set of actors gaining power while another lost it. Rather, 
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different actors used different types of power in the transformation, and the different 

types of power shifted as the transformation unfolded. 

Applying previously developed power frameworks to analysis of transition 

theories and transformations highlights both the value and challenge of exploring power 

in deliberate transformation. In order to more fully realize the benefits of analyzing 

power in transformations, several authors have developed conceptualizations and 

frameworks of power for studying deliberate transformation and related concepts. Like 

Moore & Tjornbo (2012), Avelino & Rotmans (2009 & 2011) recognize that there is not 

one correct understanding of power, rather the challenge is to develop a language of 

power useful for advancing understanding in a given context. They argue that already-

developed theories of power are not well-suited for analysis of power in transformations 

because many of these understandings of power (1) privilege stability over change and 

(2) involve high levels of abstraction and subtlety in language that make this literature 

difficult for use in interdisciplinary contexts. These shortcomings make many 

conceptualizations of power problematic for analysis of transformations toward 

sustainability, which focuses on long-term dynamic change and uses interdisciplinary 

approaches (Avelino and Rotmans, 2009 and 2011). 

Avelino and others have developed a conceptualization of power for use in 

studying transformational change in transitions (Avelino & Rotmans, 2009) and more 

broadly in sustainability research (Avelino & Rotmans, 2011). In developing their 

framework, these authors make several distinctions about power that are useful in 

studying transformation. They define power as the “ability of an actor to mobilize 

resources to achieve a certain goal” (Avelino and Rotmans, 2009: p 550) and define 
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resources broadly as things that can be “owned.” The exercise of power can be 

innovative, destructive, constitutive, transformative, or systemic. Exercising power 

requires four conditions – access to resources, strategies to mobilize these resources, the 

skills to apply these strategies, and being willing to do so. Relations of power include 

having power “over”, having “more” or “less” power, and having “different” power 

(Avelino and Rotmans, 2009). These relations are connected to the resources mobilized 

in the exercise of power. Power over happens when a person mobilizes other people as a 

resource, such as a boss directing employees. Having more or less power refers to the 

differential ability of people to mobilize the same resource, such as one person 

mobilizing more money than another. Having different power refers to mobilizing 

different resources, such as one company mobilizing money as a resource while another 

company mobilizes a capital asset like an apartment building to exercise power in a 

community. 

This framework of power is useful for analyzing transformation because the 

framework includes the ability to develop new and different kinds of power (innovative 

power) as well as to transform distributions of resources (distributive power), both of 

which are important in transformations (Moore & Tjornbo, 2012). The framework is also 

clear about what it takes to exercise power. The framework enables understanding of 

power that is not simply power to do something, or power over someone or something, 

but rather it enables understanding of how actors in a system use different kinds of power 

in a dynamic way. For example, as transformations proceed the power to mobilize people 

in a movement develops over time and may become capable of overcoming the power to 

mobilize money resources held by some industries, a situation that is best-described with 
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a framework that captures how power can change. Avelino and Rotmans (2009) also 

address the relationship between knowledge and power, which is a highly contested 

relation in social theory. They view knowledge as both a condition of exercising power 

and that power produces and shapes knowledge. According to these authors “Knowledge 

relates directly to the conditions of power: access [emphasis is the author’s] to resources, 

strategies to mobilize them, skills to apply these methods and the willingness to do so in 

pursuit of a specific goal” (Avelino & Rotmans, 2009: p 558), and is considered a meta-

condition of exercising power.  

In conceptualizing power in the study of SESs, Boonstra (2016) echoes Avelino 

and Rotmans (2009, 2011) in articulating that resilience thinking generally views power 

as a human capacity to act. However, Boonstra argues, by not explicitly addressing 

contextual and structural power, it becomes difficult to allocate responsibility of different 

outcomes. While allocating responsibility is difficult in complex systems in which cause 

and effect can be distant in time and space, ignoring responsibility means actors holding 

different responsibility for a problem, say subsistence farmers versus fossil fuel 

companies as contributors to climate change, can be lumped together. Boonstra proposes 

using the idea of social power, which he defines as a “social relation” to address this 

shortcoming. Boonstra also develops a three-level structure of social power, with social 

power as the first level. The next level develops social power as context-shaping and 

conduct-shaping. Context-shaping power shapes “the social and ecological context that 

structure the range of possibilities and abilities of other” (Boonstra, 2016). Conduct-

shaping power is the ability to shape the conduct of oneself and others. The third level 

includes things that can be used for operationalizing context- and conduct-shaping power. 
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These are generally thought of as resources for exercising power such as monetary and 

human resources.  

An essential part of understanding power in deliberate transformation is the 

dynamic and shifting nature of power relations. Avelino & Wittmayer (2015) develop a 

multi-actor perspective on sustainability transitions to aid in understanding these shifts. 

Their perspective distinguishes among four sectors – state, market, community, and a 

“third sector,’ which is an intermediary among the first three sectors and includes 

voluntary and non-profits organizations. The multi-actor perspective also distinguishes 

among level of aggregation with individual actors, organizational actors, and sectors. 

This multi-actor perspective complements conceptualizations of what power is and how it 

is used by adding a framework to address who is exercising the power. 

This study recognizes the essential role of power in deliberate transformation by 

considering power an important element of deliberate transformation. It also recognizes 

there are many different conceptualizations and understandings of power, but does not 

apply just one in analysis. Instead, based on the literature on power and deliberate 

transformation reviewed here, several key aspects of power to pay attention to in this 

study emerge. First, while the extent to which transformations toward sustainability can 

be fully controlled or managed, the agency of individuals and collectives is a fundamental 

part of deliberate transformation. Therefore, the study follows Avelino and Rotmans 

(2009, 2011) and Boonstra (2016) in recognizing power as a capability of using resources 

to influence outcomes. The study is centered on the power of actors in deliberate 

transformation, while also recognizing that structure and discourse also have power. I 

also recognize power as a phenomenon that goes beyond “power to” and “power over,” 
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and rather follow Avelino and Rotmans (2009, 2011) as conceptualizing power relations 

as more dynamic and involving “power to” along with as “more” and “different kinds of” 

power. Also important in the study of collectives is the ability to have “power with” 

others in acting on collective agency. I also recognize power as something exercised by 

different actors in different ways, which is highlighted by Avelino and Wittmayer (2015). 

Important in transformation is the idea that the capability to exercise power as well as the 

kinds of power that most matter are dynamic and changing in transformation. Finally, the 

review points to the need to pay particular attention to power held and exercised by 

incumbent actors and regimes, which is power that often resists transformation. 

Narrative and deliberate transformation 
 The engagement of deliberate transformation and related scholarship with 

narrative is critiqued in the same way power is, nor is narrative discussed and analyzed as 

consistently or extensively as power. Based on early literature review, I did not include 

narrative in my initial research protocols. However, the first interview subject brought up 

narrative as an essential part driving transformation, and narrative came up consistently 

throughout the interviews. In revisiting the literature throughout the study, ideas related 

to narrative, but not consistently using the language of narrative, emerged. This 

combination of early data collection and a different read of the literature led to 

identifying narrative as a key element of deliberate transformation. 

 By narrative I mean the stories people use to make sense of themselves, their 

connection to broader group, and to the world as a whole. At their core, narratives are 

stories that create meaning for individuals and collectives from small groups to entire 
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nations and across borders. They are essential for constructing the kinds of collective 

identity needed to create social change (Ganz, 2010). 

 Only a handful of studies explicitly discuss narrative in relation to sustainability 

and deliberate transformation. Leach et al. (2010) use the idea of narratives to frame their 

treatment of pathways to sustainability. They argue more attention needs to be paid to the 

sustainability narratives of groups with less power, both to avoid marginalizing these 

groups and because these narratives may describe valuable pathways toward achieving 

sustainability. Meijerink & Huitema (2010) describe the framing of new and different 

narratives as an essential strategy for policy entrepreneurs in water governance 

transitions. 

 The idea of narrative is implicit in other literature on deliberate transformation 

and sustainability. The connection to narrative falls into two main categories – helping 

people make sense of complex SES and what needs to be done to change them and the 

importance of meaning and ideas in deliberate transformation.  

 In order for people to contribute to deliberate transformation, they need an 

understanding of how the SES works, what isn’t working, and what the potential for a 

different kind of future is through transformation. Westley et al. (2013) describe an 

important strategy of change agents working on transformation as vision-building, which 

is a forward-looking kind of narrative. Moore et al. (2014) include envisioning, or 

generating new innovations for the future in their list of transformation strategies. This 

envisioning activity, along with what these authors describe as sensemaking, or an 

analysis of the most problematic current structures in society, can be combined into a 

kind of narrative work. In addition to identifying narrative framing as an essential tool of 
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policy entrepreneurs, Meijerink & Huitema (2010) also include the finding that 

successful policy entrepreneurs have a thorough understanding of the system they are 

working in, which contributes to narratives having grounding the actual function of the 

system they aim to change. Successful policy entrepreneurs also manage to 

institutionalize new ideas, which involves changing dominant narratives of how 

institutions work. In short, deliberate transformation literature points to the importance of 

making sense of the structure of current systems and the problematic aspects of these 

systems, as well as to the need to identify possibilities of and potential for transforming 

these systems into the future. What is less clear in these implicit treatments of narrative 

the strategies to actually get from current system to future, presumably better, systems 

and how to use these strategies effectively. 

 Narrative is also an implicit part of deliberate transformation and sustainability 

literature in discussion and analysis related to the importance of meaning and ideas in 

transformation. Narrative is the tool people use to make sense of themselves, their 

relationships, their wider systems, and both informal and more formal data like that 

collected in science. A number of articles on deliberate transformation highlight the 

importance of meaning in deliberate transformation. In their discussion of the need to 

focus on stronger leverage points to bring about sustainability transformations, Abson et 

al. (2017) describe the most powerful leverage points as those of intent, which include the 

“underpinning values, goals, and world-views of actors that shape the emergent direction 

of which the system is oriented.” Narratives are essential to articulating the meaning of 

these things. Farla et al.'s (2012) discussion of expectations work, or shaping the 

expectations of people about what a system does and how it should work now and into 
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the future, also involves narratives about meaning in the system. One of the key features 

of successful movements as described by Crutchfield (2018) is the ability of these 

movement to change both hearts and policy. A marriage equality advocate in the book is 

quoted saying, “Changing the rules never works unless you give people the idea that the 

change that you want is right” (Matt Coles, quoted in (Crutchfield, 2018: p 80)). While 

Crutchfield focuses her discussion of this point on social movements using social 

marketing, which aims for new behaviors, as opposed to only commercial marketing, 

which aims to sell goods and services, the narratives used in this marketing also matter. 

Changing hearts means changing the meaning of what people believe is good or valued, 

and even though Crutchfield does not extensively discuss it, creating this kind of change 

involves narrative change. Finally, (Westley, 2017) emphasizes the importance of 

meaning as a key learning in Westley et al.'s (2017) larger study on social innovations 

developing into transformative change. At the core, Westley argues, these 

transformations involve a change in social philosophy. Again, Westley does not describe 

the change in social philosophy as a narrative change, but this kind of meaning, and 

particularly making it widespread, relies on the use of narrative. 

Changing meaning, both in what is valued and what is viewed as possible in a 

different, transformed future, also requires having ideas about what a different future 

could look like and how it could be achieved. Westley (2017) puts ideas at the center of 

transformation, stating “Transformative social innovations begin with radical ideas” (p 

248). Narrative is an essential way to communicate ideas. 

  Scholarship on social movements more broadly includes work on narrative that is 

useful for the study of collectives driving deliberate transformation. Social movement 
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scholar Marshall Ganz describes social movements as a new “story” and outlines how to 

tell these social movement stories (Ganz, 2010). Ganz argues these stories need to answer 

both why and how questions in order for people to act. Answering the why questions is 

not about why people think they ought to act, which is knowing, but why people actually 

act, which is feeling. In other words, “Social movement leaders mobilize the emotions 

that make agency possible” (Ganz, 2010: p 9). Social movement leaders tell new stories 

that enable people to act. Ganz describes a particular kind of story that is important for 

social movements, and for social movement leaders in particular, to be able to tell that he 

calls public narrative. A public narrative consists of a story of self, us, and now. Stories 

of self communicate one’s identity and are organized around choice points that are 

essential to understanding one’s identity. Ganz argues that public leaders have a 

responsibility to tell their identity stories so others can know where their leaders come 

from. Stories of self are connected to stories of us, as stories of us connect people into 

various collective identities. Individuals are part of many collective identities such a 

family, faith, nation, or movement. For a collective “to become an ‘us’ requires a 

storyteller, an interpreter of their shared experience” (Ganz, 2010: p 17). Finally, the 

story of now connects the shared values of a collective identity that are being challenged 

and, therefore, demand action. Stories of now cast a collective identity, or “us,” as the 

protagonists whose action determines the outcomes. Stories of now connect the need for 

action with strategy for action, laying the foundation of hope and courage to act in the 

face of collective values being challenge. 

 While the role of narrative in deliberate transformation toward sustainability is 

not widely-discussed in the transition management and resilience, narrative is an implicit 
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part of many of the findings about strategies that involve connecting understanding, 

meaning, and ideas to action to drive deliberate transformation. In addition, early data 

collection highlighted the importance of narrative. Furthermore, in the study of social 

movements, addressing narrative is viewed as necessary for spurring the action needed to 

create broad-based change. This study draws from the varied findings in scholarship 

related to deliberate transformation that implicitly connect to narrative and deliberate 

transformation as well as from social movement scholarship that connects narrative and 

collective identity in social movement. I aim to clarify and potentially raise up the 

importance of narrative for deliberate transformation, as the role of narrative in deliberate 

transformation appears to be a gap in current literature.  

Networks and deliberate transformation 
The role of networks is a major area of study in how society works (Kahler, 2009) 

and networks are viewed as essential for understanding deliberate transformation 

(Meijerink & Huitema, 2010; Moore & Westley, 2011; Olsson et al., 2006). The study of 

networks focuses on three main topics: the structure of networks, what networks do (or 

why they are used), and how people engage with and manage networks. The structure of 

networks is important for collective action (Siegel, 2009) and transformation that relies 

on this collective action, with the role of bridging (as opposed to bonding) ties 

(Granovetter, 1973; Moore & Westley, 2011) seen as particularly important. Bridging ties 

connect people in heterogenous groups, while bonding ties connect people in a 

homogenous group. While there is extensive literature on the network structures, this 

study is concerned with what collectives see as important for the role of networks in 
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deliberate transformation and even more so with how collectives manage and use 

networks.  

The role of networks in deliberate transformation is widely agreed to be 

important, though the specifics of how networks contribute to transformation varies. 

Olsson et al. (2006) describe networks as particularly important in the preparation phase 

of transformation, both for exploring new approaches to doing things and in developing 

overall strategies. In particular, Olsson et al. describe shadow networks, or informal 

networks, as important for facilitating information flow, identifying knowledge gaps, and 

creating nodes of expertise. Meijerink and Huitema (2010) confirm these findings on 

shadow networks. They also describe networks as important for venue-shaping, which 

involves exploiting, manipulating and creating governance venues for discussion and 

advancement of new policies. Informal networks can be used to gain access to seats in 

formal governance processes, and in engaging with different processes that impact the 

transformation being pursued. In addition, informal networks may be deliberately used to 

bring people together in new forums to discuss innovations in policy and governance in a 

process of convening. 

In addition to these uses of networks in a specific place or for a specific policy 

focus, networks are important for bridging across spatial scales. Moore & Westley (2011) 

describe their interest in understanding how agency works in networks as rooted in the 

importance of networks for crossing scales. Furthermore, significant social 

transformation takes time, often decades, which means many people need to work on the 

transformation (Westley, 2017), and at least some of them are connected in social 

networks. Shawki (2011) discusses the success of two international movements, 
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contrasting the success of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines with the lesser 

success of the International Action Network on Small Arms in a study of what makes 

transnational campaigns successful. She concludes focusing the network power around a 

clear, fairly narrow outcome is important, and identifies how groups in the network exert 

power early on to define the purpose of the transnational campaign as an important area 

for future research. In her book on social movements in the United States, Crutchfield 

(2018) describes a networked-leadership approach as essential to the success of US 

movements she studied. In particular, successful movements used what Crutchfield 

describes as a “10/10/10/20 = 50 vision” strategy. This strategy combines a national 

approach of different organizations working on a big change in ways that reflect the 

context and status of an issue in their state, while using this state-by-state approach in a 

way that connects the network together to push a federal change that makes big progress 

on the issue. The 10/10/10/20 = 50 vision refers to the number of states working on 

different aspects of the big overall change being pursued in the 50 United States overall. 

For example, on marriage equality, some states worked on a judicial branch strategy, 

while others pushed back against constitutional amendments defining marriage as 

between a man and woman, while still others pushed for passage of full marriage 

equality. Combined, this network of organizations and approaches advanced marriage 

equality nationally, ultimately resulting in large-scale transformation to full marriage 

equality in all of the United States.  

Realizing the benefits of networks and networked leadership requires individuals 

and collectives to be strategic about engaging with, managing, and using their networks. 

While relationship-building is both essential for success of movements and their 
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networks, building relationships is time- and resource-intensive. Leadership at all levels 

should be trained and supported to build relationships so movements have the 

relationship resources needed (Ganz, 2010). While several studies point to the importance 

of shadow networks (Meijerink & Huitema, 2010; Olsson et al., 2006), Moore & Westley 

(2011) argue different skills and work in networks are needed during different phases of 

transformation. For example, agents working in networks must recognize the barriers to 

change, and whether they come from lack of cohesion around a clear agenda or a system 

that is too rigid and does not have diverse options. Furthermore, positive policy 

environments create opportunities for experimentation and developing transformations, 

while negative policy environments promote more active shadow networks that are 

preparing for change (Westley, 2017).  

Moore & Westley (2011) develop understanding of how change agents use 

networks in scaling social innovation, using the concept of institutional entrepreneurs as 

people who work to change the systems that prevent innovation from occurring and to 

scale social innovations into transformations in these systems. They identify four main 

activities done by institutional entrepreneurs in networks effectively contributing to 

scaling a social innovation towards transformation. These activities are not necessarily 

done by the same people, though some are. Effective networks have institutional 

entrepreneurs who recognize patterns in a system, particularly the barriers to change and 

what is causing system traps, and how these are connected to networks. Institutional 

entrepreneurs also serve as relationship builders and brokers, viewing the relationships in 

a network as having both intrinsic and strategic value. Being successful in this 

relationship work requires being strategic in getting the “right mix” of relationships to 
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cross scales, and institutional entrepreneurs do not depend only on organic relationship 

creation. Using network relationships strategically also requires knowledge and resource 

brokering, which includes reframing complex ideas for broader use and identifying 

opportunities to scale up ideas. Finally, effective networks include people who contribute 

to network recharging. Trying to scale social innovation toward transformation is 

difficult, and at times it is exhausting. Network rechargers help to sustain and maintain 

the energy of people in a network, helping people in the network to remain energized and 

effective over time.  

In a study of how networks are managed to achieve goals of the whole network, 

Saz-Carranza & Ospina (2011) analyze four network administrative organizations, which 

are organizations specifically created to govern a goal-directed interorganizational 

network, working on immigration issues. Networks can be governed in a shared way, by 

one or more members, or by an organization set up to govern the network. This third 

governance structure is the focus of the Carranza and Ospina study. They argue managing 

the unity-diversity tension, which is a tension that emerged empirically as important for 

ensuring collective action of the network, is unique and essential in managing networks 

for collective outcomes versus individual network members engaging with the network to 

benefit their own purposes. In order to manage this key tension, network administrative 

organizations perform three kinds of work. Bridging work involves mediating among 

member organizations and encouraging communication and connection among members. 

Framing work involves setting the stage for what is considered to be appropriate action 

among network members, including work on structure, process, and culture. Finally, 
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capacitating work involves cultivating the right mix of network members and ensuring 

that member groups have the capacity to be effective. 

This review of literature about networks and deliberate transformation focuses on 

bridging networks, or ones that connect heterogenous groups and people. Networks are 

also important for bonding among homogenous groups. In this sense, a collective itself 

can be thought of a kind of network and as containing networks. Studies of deliberate 

transformation generally focus on the system and on scaling transformations out and up 

within systems. In these kinds of analyses, the importance of bridging is central, and the 

role of networks made up of bonding ties is obscured. I have not found literature 

discussing these kinds of networks in deliberate transformation. By focusing on the 

collective itself, these bonding ties, and the networks they contribute to, this study has the 

potential to add insight about a different kind of role for networks than those already 

identified in the literature. 

Networks are an essential component of driving deliberate transformation toward 

sustainability, both working in specific places and regions as well as in achieving the 

kind of scale necessary for societal transformation. This study draws on insights from the 

literature about how networks contribute to transformation as well as how collectives 

engaging with networks make productive use of these networks. I expect the role of 

shadow networks versus more public networks may emerge as an important issue. I also 

view the question of how the collectives understand the trade-offs of engaging in 

networks in terms of time and resource use and impact as an important topic, given the 

challenges associated with network building and maintenance. In addition, the collectives 

are likely part of different kinds of networks, and the way in which these collectives 
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engage in networks over time may change, suggesting collectives may use and engage 

with networks differently depending on the situation and current needs for driving 

transformation. This review reiterates the importance of networks for deliberate 

transformation and highlights the opportunity to bring clarity to some of the nuances of 

engaging with networks to realize the benefits of doing so for driving deliberate 

transformation.  

Leadership and deliberate transformation 
 At its core, deliberate transformation is about intentionally influencing the 

trajectory of a complex SES to make the system more sustainable. It assumes individuals 

and groups, together called actors, can act in ways that influence this trajectory. This 

ability is called agency. Debate about the extent to and ways in which actors have agency 

in society’s complex systems and institutions is long and ongoing in sociology and other 

social sciences. This debate centers on the relationship between the power of social 

structure, or social forces like relationships and institutions, and agency in society and 

asks whether and how individual and collective actors can act independently of the 

influence of social structure to exert their agency (Martin & Dennis, 2010). Agency is 

necessary to the idea of deliberate transformation because deliberate transformation 

requires intentional action that actually influences an SES. However, the extent of 

agency’s role in transformation is unclear (Moore et al., 2014). This study recognizes the 

role of both agency and structure, while also making the agency exerted in deliberate 

transformation the central focus of the study. This agency is connected with to the idea of 

leadership because leadership involves acting in ways that influence others’ abilities to 

have agency in a system. 
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 Leadership is also a widely-debated and widely-studied subject, with an entire 

field and many related subfields dedicated to its study. This study focuses on leadership 

as the (1) willingness to act on behalf of a deliberate transformation, (2) the ability to act 

on this willingness and exert agency in the SES, and (3) doing so in ways that enable 

others to also act on behalf of the transformation. While not a definition of leadership, 

this understanding of leadership echoes Ganz’s (2010) definition, which is leadership is 

“accepting the responsibility to create conditions that enable others to achieve a shared 

purpose in the face of uncertainty” (p 1). For the most part, I use the term “leadership” to 

describe individuals and collectives acting with agency to transform SESs instead of 

using the word “leader” to describe them because this study focuses on the processes and 

relationships of leadership, rather than on specific actors who could be called “leaders.” I 

also use the word “leadership” to describe a range of activities of people who Westley et 

al., (2013) describe as people who “make it happen,” and who scholars studying 

deliberate transformation have identified variously as champions, policy entrepreneurs, 

facilitators, dedicated energetic individuals, change agents, organizational entrepreneurs, 

brokers, knowledgeable individuals or steward, and transformative or visionary leaders 

(Westley et al., 2013). The rest of this section reviews leadership and associated ideas in 

the studies of multiple cases of transformation, briefly describes several ways leadership 

studies has engaged with leadership in the environment and sustainability, argues studies 

on leadership and effectiveness on civic associations are useful in advancing 

understanding of leadership in collectives driving deliberate transformation, and 

concludes that deliberate transformation would benefit from engaging with literature on 

collective leadership. Throughout, I focus particularly on two aspects of the study of 
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leadership – the strategies that make for more effective leadership in deliberate 

transformation of SESs and how to increase the number and capability of people 

contributing leadership as part of a collective. 

 Olsson et al., (2006) identify leadership as one of two key parts of successful 

transformation. The study describes “trust-building, sense-making, managing conflict, 

linking key individuals and initiating partnerships among actor groups, developing and 

communicating vision, compiling and generating knowledge, development of and 

communicating vision, mobilizing broad support for change, and gaining and maintaining 

momentum” as important leadership activities. The study identifies one or a small 

number of key individuals offering leadership as useful for transformation, and it argues a 

critical part of transformation is changing the opinions and values of key individuals or 

leaders in the SES that is being transformed.  

 In their study of water policy entrepreneurs, Meijerink & Huitema (2010) focus 

on the characteristics of successful policy entrepreneurs and the strategies they use to 

bring about transformations in water policy. The study finds successful policy 

entrepreneurs have good reputations, network well, and persevere. The authors find 

successful strategies include combining bottom-up and top-down approaches, balancing 

advocacy and brokering, building networks across different ways of knowing, 

strategically framing issues using narrative, anticipating windows of opportunity, 

strategically engaging with and creating venues, and institutionalizing new ideas. In 

addition, Meijerink and Huitema find successful policy entrepreneurs thoroughly know 

the systems in which they are working, and successfully policy entrepreneurship is often 

a collective endeavor in which individuals play varied and complementary roles.  
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 In transition management and the broader field of transition studies, the role of 

individual and collective actors has been identified as important in transformations. 

Loorbach & Rotmans (2010) find the role of frontrunners, or pioneers, to be particularly 

important. They identify the selection of frontrunners, the group dynamics among 

frontrunners, and creating space for frontrunners and empowering them to be important 

aspects of transition management for transformation. Farla et al. (2012) found many 

different kinds of actors play roles in transitions, including both individual and collective 

actors, and they use varied strategies. Importantly, actors engaged with each other in 

successful transitions, though strategies resulting in collective action were only observed 

in some of the cases. Farle et al. also highlight the idea that actors can find themselves in 

hostile environments for creating change and need to be prepared for this challenge.  

 In a study of recent social movements, Crutchfield (2018) dedicates an entire 

chapter to describing successful movements as being “leaderfull.” Successful movement 

leaders don’t create movements “out of thin air,” but rather, “… they tap into energy that 

percolates around them. They give that energy shape, channeling it toward a common 

cause” (p 145). Part of tapping this energy is ensuring the movement is full of leaders, or 

“leaderfull.” In these kind of movements, local leaders consistently step forward, 

empowered by receiving tools and roadmaps rather than commands and specific 

instructions from the broader movement. Crutchfield uses the case of Mothers Against 

Drunk Driving (MADD) and their success reducing the rate of drunk driving deaths to 

illustrate a leaderfull movement. As MADD was beginning, they encouraged people who 

wanted to get involved to start local chapters. Instead of trying to control these groups, 

MADD sent the groups study guides and encouraged these local chapters to lead. At the 
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same time, MADD also had strong central leadership that could speak out and advocate 

at higher levels. In successful movements, strong national groups develop overall 

strategies, raise resources, and coordinate among the network of local groups. In short, 

leaderfull movements connect empowered local leadership with savvy national 

leadership. Crutchfield found leaders of leaderfull movements often (but not always) 

come from unlikely backgrounds. These leaders listen deeply to constituencies, to a point 

Crutchfield describes as transcendence. These leaders are able to let go of ego, and they 

are relentless in pursuit of impact. Movements can range from no central control, in a 

sense being leaderless, to strong central control, or leader-led. Leaderfull movements 

strike a balance between these extremes, which contributes to their success.  

 In the book edited by Westley et al. (2017) the idea of institutional 

entrepreneurship is used to describe the actors acting with agency to change SESs. The 

idea of institutional entrepreneurship comes out of organizational studies and institutional 

theory. The term was coined by Dimaggio (1988) to balance concerns of structure and 

agency in institutional analysis and describe how actors may influence institutions. 

Dorado (2005) further develops the idea, proposing institutional change takes different 

forms depending on agency, resource mobilization, and opportunity. Battilana et al. 

(2009) review and refine the concept, centering their discussion on the idea that 

institutional entrepreneurship involves divergent change in society’s institutions. In the 

introduction to Westley et al. (2017), McGowan et al. (2017) develop the idea of 

institutional entrepreneurship and distinguish it from social entrepreneurship, which is 

often associated with social innovation. Social entrepreneurs identify unjust equilibriums 

in a system and opportunities to right the injustice, and they forge paths to establishing a 
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more just equilibrium in the system. Institutional entrepreneurship adds the work of 

destabilizing the system and, essentially, resourcing and scaling the innovations created 

by social entrepreneurs (McGowan et al., 2017). In other words, institutional 

entrepreneurs both promote social innovations and work within broader systems to scale 

innovations so they become transformative. 

 In addition to Westley et al. (2017), a number of other studies of deliberate 

transformation use the idea of institutional entrepreneurship. Westley et al. (2011) 

describe both top-down and bottom-up approaches as necessary for transformation, and 

use agency and institutional entrepreneurship as the link for productively connecting both 

approaches to transformation. Westley et al. (2013) develop a theory of transformative 

agency using institutional entrepreneurship to describe this work. Successful institutional 

entrepreneurs “exercise distinctive system-level capabilities, including the capacity to 

‘see’ the system and its dynamics, and to identify emerging windows of opportunity.” 

The strategies and methods these successful institutional entrepreneurs use vary, and 

which ones are applicable depends on system context. Westley et al. (2013) frame the 

discussion of successful strategies using the adaptive cycle developed by Holling 

described above and adding Dorado’s (2005) thinking on opportunity contexts. In doing 

so, Westley et al. move beyond simply naming strategies, and begin to identify which 

strategies are important and most useful in different phases of the transformation process. 

In a case study of a transformation in the management of coral and marine resource 

through development of the Coral Triangle Initiative, Rosen & Olsson (2013) also 

describe the strategies and approaches used by institutional entrepreneurs as changing 

over the course a transformation. They echo Westley et al. (2013) in highlighting the 
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need for institutional entrepreneurs to be knowledgeable and savvy in working in their 

change context. Institutional entrepreneurship in this case involved working between 

formal venues and informal networks at the national and international levels, which 

aligns with a potentially fruitful area of research highlighted by Battilana et al. (2009) 

about the likelihood of actors successfully creating divergent change being embedded in 

multiple institutional fields.  

 Taken together, these studies highlight some key aspects of agency and leadership 

in successful deliberate transformation. The importance of knowing the system one is 

working to transform comes through as an important aspect of leadership for deliberate 

transformation (Meijerink & Huitema, 2010; Westley, 2017; Westley et al., 2011), which 

includes the importance of deeply listening to various constituencies (Crutchfield, 2018; 

Rosen & Olsson, 2013). Communications skills and strategies related to developing and 

communicating a vision, framing different narratives, and sensemaking came up 

consistently in the studies. An ability to effectively develop and work in networks is also 

an important leadership skill and strategy, with studies highlighting managing conflict 

(Meijerink & Huitema, 2010; Westley, 2017), working strategically among informal and 

formal networks (Meijerink & Huitema, 2010; Olsson et al., 2006; Rosen & Olsson, 

2013), and choosing when to compromise and when to advocate within networks 

(Crutchfield, 2018; Meijerink & Huitema, 2010; Westley, 2017) as particularly 

important. In addition, the work and strategies of leadership necessary for successfully 

contributing to transformation vary in different contexts, particularly as the SES moves 

through the phases of transformation (Olsson, 2017; Westley et al., 2013). Successful 

SES leaders recognize these changing contexts as part of knowing the system and their 
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ability to make sense of change as its happening (Westley et al., 2013). Several studies 

identify the need to use both bottom-up and top-down approaches (Crutchfield, 2018; 

Meijerink & Huitema, 2010; Westley et al., 2011). Crutchfield (2018) argues extensively 

that successfully connecting central and distributed leadership is essential for mobilizing 

the broad-based leadership needed to make large-scale social change.  

 The resilience studies and transition management literatures clearly demonstrate 

the importance of leadership for deliberate transformation toward sustainability, but it is 

not clear the conceptualization of leadership in this literature is fully developed, nor does 

the literature engage much with leadership scholarship as a way to advance understanding 

of leadership and deliberate transformation. In order to understand how leadership is 

conceptualized and analyzed in environmental sciences (of which resilience thinking 

about SESs is a part), Evans et al. (2015) conducted a review of environmental leadership 

research in the environmental sciences over the last decade. The review included studies 

on conservation, natural resource management, and SES governance and included 

concepts of entrepreneurship and champions in the search for literature on environmental 

leadership. The authors found that for the most part environmental sciences literature 

about leadership focuses on a small number of key individuals and leadership 

competencies, with a smaller set of literature discussing leadership as a process or 

multiple sources of leadership and their interactions. In addition, leadership is often 

reported as a key to success in environmental governance and change processes while 

discussions about potential negative outcomes of leadership are rarely addressed. Based 

on their review and a discussion of current trends in leadership studies, Evans et al. 

(2015) offer several critiques of environmental sciences scholarship engaging with 
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leadership concepts. They argue much of the environmental science research on 

leadership does not define the concept of leadership, treats it in a normative way that 

describes leadership as an unequivocal good, which results in a lack of critical analysis of 

leadership. As a result, much of the environmental sciences literature addressing 

leadership promotes rather than tests leadership competencies, associates leadership with 

successful outcomes, and portrays environmental leadership as something only those 

promoting specific environmental outcomes possess and use. Evans et al. find that some 

environmental leadership scholarship is at the “creative edge,” which they argue involves 

studying leadership through interactions among multiple actors, as a practice and process, 

and in varied contexts, as well as assessing outcomes from different perspectives. 

Drawing on the same review as Evans et al., Case et al. (2015) argue leadership should be 

viewed from multiple perspectives, and they use a framework developed by Grint (2005) 

and extended by Case (2013) to analyze environmental leadership through the lenses of 

leadership as person, position, process, outcome, result, and purpose. Case et al. (2015) 

also critique leadership research in the environmental science literature in that this 

literature “emphasizes individual leaders or leadership positions and leaders’ traits and 

competencies” (p 413). 

 The concerns about the normative stance environmental sciences take with respect 

to leadership articulated by Case et al. (2015) and Evans et al. (2015) raise important 

issues, and given the normative nature of sustainability science this critique merits 

discussion. Viewing leadership as an unequivocal good and only associating it with 

desired outcomes limits the ability of scholars and practitioners to critically assess the 

leadership being offered in support of desired outcomes as well as to understand the 
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leadership being offered by actors opposing progress toward sustainability in ways that 

facilitate engaging productively with it. For example, an assessment of a failed attempt to 

change an environmental policy may usefully identify leadership shortcoming of actors 

supporting the policy change and leadership success of those opposing it, but this kind of 

analysis is unlikely when leadership is viewed as an unequivocal good associated only 

with desired outcomes. Scholars interested in leadership in the environmental sciences 

should take this concern seriously, in part because it could affect progress on the 

normative goals of sustainability by limiting understanding of the complex systems in 

which they operate. At the same time, sustainability science is clear that the increasing 

evidence of society’s unsustainable trajectory underlay the development of the field. In 

this regard, sustainability science could make a normative claim on leadership, in that all 

leadership should take into account the environmental context in which the leadership is 

occurring. The reviewed literature does not explicitly make this claim, though Rosen & 

Olsson (2013) begin making it by arguing “institution building needs to integrate 

ecological knowledge and sensitize policy making to the complexity of human-

environmental interactions” (p 196). Rosen and Olsson’s argument is about bringing 

environmental knowledge into leadership and policy, but it does not go so far as to argue 

regard environmental sustainability should be part of these leadership endeavors.  

In a sense, all of the discussions of leadership in environmental sciences literature 

make the assumption that leadership should include serious concern for sustainability and 

the environment. Not being explicit that opposing actors could potentially be offering 

leadership or that the leadership of those trying to make progress toward sustainability 

may not be effective leaves treatments of leadership in environmental science literature 
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open to critiques about normativity like those made by Case et al. (2015) and Evans et al. 

(2015). However, the answer to those critiques is not to abandon the normative aspects of 

the field, but rather to be explicit and clear about how normative assumptions interact 

with leadership in ways that help to advance understanding. In this regard, a subset of 

leadership literature on sustainability and eco-leadership offers useful insight about 

taking the environmental context seriously in the study of leadership and leadership as a 

practice (Redekop, 2010; Redekop et al., 2018). Writing in the introduction, Redekop et 

al. (2018) argue the natural environment should be taken seriously as a “foundational 

context for leadership” (p 1) and “modern conceptions of leadership arose in concert with 

what has turned out to be an environmentally destructive socio-economic world system 

and reflect the weaknesses and vulnerabilities of the system” (p 2). They make it a goal 

of their edited volume to extend critical leadership studies to include natural systems as 

an essential leadership context. Combining the critiques of Case et al. (2015), Evans et al. 

(2015), and Redekop et al. (2018), I see both the need to more clearly engage with the 

normative aspects of environmental leadership expressly in order to advance the 

normative goals of sustainability science.  

This section is framed around a discussion of leadership focused on strategies that 

make for successful leadership in deliberate transformations and the need to increase the 

number people, and their effectiveness, involved in this leadership. With the exception of 

Crutchfield’s (2018) discussion of leaderfull movements, the literature reviewed pertains 

mostly to strategies for successful leadership, leaving gaps in understanding about how 

expanded leadership, both in numbers and capability, can contribute to transformation. A 

strand of sociology and political science literature about civic associations and leadership 
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is helpful in filling this gap. In a study of Sierra Club Chapters, Andrews et al. (2010) and 

Han et al. (2011) develop understanding of the connection between development of 

leadership through civic associations and effectiveness of these associations. Andrews et 

al. (2010) argues civic associations, or membership-based advocacy groups (Han et al., 

2011), are uniquely important in American public life, combining development of civic 

leadership skills and capacity with amplifying citizen voices in democracy. These 

associations are both important for strengthening democracy and, historically, as 

incubators of social movements. Andrews et al. develop a model of civic association 

effectiveness based on measures of leader development, member engagement, and public 

recognition. They used multivariate analysis to test the relationship between favorable 

context, available resources, and organization leadership with the outcomes of success. 

Their finding are complex, but the authors do conclude, “To explain this variation [in 

success of civic associations], many scholars would direct our attention to difference in 

the context within which groups operate and the resources to which they have access… 

our study shows that of far greater significance, especially in voluntary associations, is 

the capacity that organizational leaders can develop to make the most of resources and 

opportunities” (p 1228). Han et al. (2011) extend this analysis to particularly look at 

political presence of civic associations, finding that this presence is related to both having 

leadership that takes leadership development seriously and leadership that is strongly 

committed to the association. Taken together, these studies suggest a commitment to and 

capability of developing leadership is important for the effectiveness of civic 

associations. Ganz (2010) also suggest formal and informal leadership development is 

may be the “most critical capacity” (p 35) of successful social movements. While these 
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scholars are not explicitly studying deliberate transformation, their findings are evidence 

that broad-based effective leadership contributes to success in civic associations and, 

potentially, movements that spring from or are associated with these associations. These 

finding are suggestive that understanding how collectives drive deliberate transformation 

is connected to leadership capability of specific individuals and teams as well as the 

collective’s capacity to develop leadership capabilities more broadly.  

Literature on deliberate transformation makes the case that the agency of actors in 

deliberate transformation depends on leadership. Much of the literature related to 

deliberate transformation in resilience studies and transition management focuses on 

leadership strategies and competencies and conceptualizes leadership as the work of 

individuals, with only some insight into how these individuals interact, and even less in 

how they engage with opposing actors and power. Studies moving beyond these 

conceptualizations highlight the importance of context for deliberate transformation and, 

in particular, the changing context as transformations unfold. These findings suggest how 

collectives enable leadership and leadership enables collectives to drive transformation 

over time in ways that reflect learning and responding to changing contexts may be an 

important aspect of their success. While much of the leadership literature in 

environmental sciences does not address leadership as a process that involves many 

interactions among people (with important exceptions including Meijerink & Huitema 

(2010) and Westley et al. (2013)), social change associated with movements and civic 

associations identify developing broad-based leadership capacity as contributing to the 

effectiveness of these collectives. Broad-based leadership capacity and development is, 
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therefore, likely to be an important element of collectives driving deliberate 

transformation is likely an important element.  

The importance of broad-based leadership capacity highlights a limitation in the 

literature on leadership and deliberate transformations related to the importance of 

collective leadership. A significant body of work on collective leadership has emerged in 

leadership studies in the last couple decades, challenging common scholarly conceptions 

of individual leadership. Despite the significant evidence that deliberate transformation is 

collective work and that leadership is essential to transformations, I have found no 

evidence of engagement with collective leadership literature in the study of deliberate 

transformations. This is a knowledge gap. Given the potentially fruitful advancement in 

understanding deliberate transformation by engaging with ideas and research on 

collective leadership, and the lack of engagement to this point, this study’s research 

question about leadership connects deliberate transformation and collective leadership. I 

now turn to a review of literature on collective leadership.  

Collective leadership and deliberate transformation 
 Changes in workplaces and social structures moving toward more collaborative 

and less hierarchical contexts for leadership increasingly challenge traditional 

conceptions of leadership focused on individual leaders, characteristics of effective 

leaders, and leader-follower interactions (Gronn, 2002; Yammarino et al., 2012). In order 

to better explain leadership in these contexts, scholars have responded by conceptualizing 

leadership in increasingly plural ways (Denis et al, 2012; Yammarino et al., 2012), 

arguing leadership is essentially a group process (Platow et al., 2015) and can be 

understood as collaborative agency (Raelin, 2016). Scholars have proposed both new 
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units of analysis (Gronn, 2002) and ontologies of leadership (Drath et al., 2008) in efforts 

to enable better understanding of collective forms of leadership. This move toward an 

understanding leadership as a collective process aligns well with advancing 

understanding of how collectives drive deliberate transformation toward sustainability 

because both concern questions of how collectives are effective at achieving their shared 

purpose. Some leadership scholars have suggested these new ways of understanding 

leadership are better-aligned with progress toward sustainability (Raelin, 2016). In this 

section, I describe reviews of the emerging scholarship on collective forms of leadership, 

articulate some proposals to advance this research approach, discuss social identity as an 

important aspect of understanding leadership, and highlight relevant findings from 

empirical studies. I then draw connections between this literature and the question of how 

collectives drive deliberate transformation toward sustainability.  

 Denis et al. (2012) and Yammarino et al. (2012) both identify the trend of a more 

plural and collective understandings of leadership in the literature and review strands of 

this leadership scholarship. Denis et al. (2012) describe this literature as using “plural 

notions of leadership” that use a “diversity of labels” to identify these forms of leadership 

including “‘shared,’ ‘distributed,’ ‘collective,’ ‘collaborative,’ ‘integrative,’ ‘relational,’ 

and ‘post-heroic’” (p 213). They identify four streams research related to plural forms of 

leadership. These four streams include sharing leadership for team effectiveness, pooling 

leadership (such as in dyads or triads) at the top of organizations to direct others, 

spreading leaders across levels and over time, and producing leadership through 

interaction. This last stream of research differs most significantly from the other three in 

that it “decenters individuals” and is about collective work and process to create a sense 
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of direction rather than control or authority. In this stream of research, leadership is 

“fundamentally plural” (p 255). Yammarino et al. (2012) welcome an increasing focus on 

what they describe as “collectivistic or ‘we’” approaches to leadership given increasingly 

complex work environments. However, they also encourage caution due to the still 

limited empirical support for these conceptualizations. These authors identify five 

collectivistic leadership approaches. Team leadership research focuses on the necessary 

functions of teams and their performance. Network leadership uses network theory to 

better understand leadership in a social system. Shared leadership conceptualizes 

leadership as a shared responsibility among team members, though it is quite open about 

defining what a team is. Complexity leadership uses complexity and non-linear dynamics 

to understand leadership, and it assumes leadership is a socially constructed process. 

Collective leadership focuses on teams, units, and networks in which leaders use skills 

and expertise across levels of analysis and hierarchy to respond and adapt to change.  

 These reviews highlight work on plural and collective forms of leadership as 

important, dynamic, and not yet well-defined. As this literature continues to develop 

scholars have put forward ideas to advance the study of more collectives forms of 

leadership connected to fundamental questions of analysis and ontology. Gronn (2002) 

proposes distributed leadership as a fundamental unit of analysis in the study of 

leadership. He argues the study of leadership has long been dominated by a conceptual 

focus on individual leaders, and in order to reflect the realities of workplaces the unit of 

analysis in the study of leadership should encompass “patterns or varieties of distributed 

leadership.” (p 424). He also proposes an initial taxonomy to classify the various patterns 

of distributed leadership. Raelin (2016) develops a model of leadership as a collaborative 
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agentic process. In this practice-based understanding of leadership, leadership is a 

process of bringing out the agency of people to act in systems that can only happen 

through collaboration. In this conceptualization of leadership, individuals give up a 

degree of individual autonomy, but in doing so they also have the potential to enact their 

agency more fully as part of a group. Raelin identifies four activities associated with 

leadership – scanning, signaling, weaving, and stabilizing – that are activities not 

associated with an individual, but with the group offering leadership. In addition to these 

leadership activities, three other kinds of activity support the members of the group in 

their leadership including inviting, unleashing, and reflecting. In an empirical study of 

collective leadership emerging from more individual leadership in a city, Quick (2017) 

argues focusing on where leadership occurs helps to distinguish among different kinds of 

leadership that range from more individualized to fully collective leadership that is an 

emergent property of a network of people engaged in leadership. In addition to arguing 

that a focus on location of leadership clarifies the study of collective leadership, Quick 

(2017) also distinguishes between collective leadership and collective impact (see Kania 

& Kramer, 2011 for  discussion of collective impact). Quick does find that in the case she 

studies, collective leadership is connected to more collective impact, but the two are not 

necessarily connected. Contractor et al. (2012) argues for using a network analysis 

methodology to advance the study of collective leadership, and in doing so develops the 

idea that the topology of collective leadership can be understood using three structural 

aspects of leadership – people, roles (or leadership functions), and time. 

 These studies of what collective leadership actually is and how analysis of its 

theory and practice can be advanced demonstrate how the study of leadership is moving 
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beyond the study of individual leaders, or even leaders and followers, to a point at which 

leadership cannot be disassociated from groups and the interactions among them. Drath et 

al. (2008) take this idea a step further by proposing a new ontology, or theory of the most 

basic and essential aspects of a concept, of leadership. The authors describe the currently 

widely-used ontology of leadership as leader, follower, and shared goals. This tripod of 

leadership underlays the development of thinking and research on leadership over 

decades and has been very fruitful. However, Drath et al. (2008) argue, in today’s 

increasingly collaborative and peer-like leadership settings, a new ontology of leadership 

is needed to expand the study of leadership, further theory, and encompass current 

practice. They propose a new ontology based on essential elements of direction, 

alignment, and commitment (DAC). Direction is widespread agreement on what a 

collective aims to do, its goals and mission. Alignment is coordination of work and 

knowledge. And commitment is the willingness of individuals in a collective to subsume 

their interest and benefit within that of the collective. The presence of DAC is what 

signifies the presence of leadership, and the study of leadership involves understanding 

the activities, materials, relationships, and contexts that enable leadership, which go well 

beyond a focus on leaders, followers, and shared goals. According to the authors, the 

DAC ontology is more powerful because it allows the study of leadership to integrate 

across levels of analysis and cultures, and it enables integration of new theory with 

existing theory as well as theory with practice.  

 One of the more developed areas of research on collective leadership comes out 

of social psychology, and it connects processes of social identity and leadership. In a 

review of leadership and followership identity processes, Epitropaki et al. (2017) uses a 
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multilevel framework integrating levels of self (individual, relational, and collective) and 

analysis (intrapersonal, interpersonal, and group) to describe the growing literature 

connecting leadership, followership, and identity. Because this study is about the work of 

collectives, it focuses on leadership at the group level. Epitropaki et al. identify the social 

identity theory of leadership as the dominant paradigm at this level. In this theory, 

leadership is a process of collective identity development engaged in by both leaders and 

followers (Haslam & Reicher, 2016; Reicher et al., 2005). In this paradigm, Haslam & 

Reicher (2016) define effective leadership as “the ability to influence people in a way that 

motivates them to contribute to the achievement of group goals” (p 21). The group of 

concern is a psychological group (as opposed to a sociological one), the understanding of 

which has been developed through social identity theory and social-categorization theory 

(Platow et al., 2015). According to self-categorization theory, people identify as members 

of different groups, and “when any given identity is salient, people cognitively 

depersonalize, so that self-perception is not as a unique individual, but as a group 

member” (Platow et al., 2015: p 23). It is through this social identity that both leadership 

and followership occurs, with leaders emerging as they are seen as prototypical of the 

shared ingroup and functioning as both entrepreneurs and impresarios of identity (Haslam 

& Reicher, 2016). Importantly, leadership and followership are dependent on each other, 

and both function in specific contexts that both shape and are shaped by leadership and 

followership. Although not connected to the social identity theories of leadership coming 

out of social psychology, the sociologist Marshall Ganz also identifies collective 

identities as important in the leadership of social movements. He describes social 
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movements as organized “primarily to celebrate collective identity and assert public 

voice” (Ganz, 2010: p 2).  

 Empirical studies of collective leadership are beginning to add support to and 

extend the developing theory of collective leadership. A quantitative study found 

individuals who identify strongly with an organization both more likely to see others in 

their group as sources of leadership and to be seen as leaders by others (Chrobot-Mason 

et al., 2016). Using the role-based approach described by Contractor et al. (2012), 

Margolis & Ziegert (2016) identify team supervisors as playing the navigator role in 

helping transmit collective strategic vision across levels of an organization, arguing that 

this strategic vision is essential for collective leadership in an organization. In a 

quantitative study of a large manufacturing company, they found evidence that leaders in 

formal positions (in this case supervisors) play key roles in transmitting strategic vision 

and their hypotheses that supervisor job satisfaction and empowering leadership activities 

are related to a shared sense of collective strategic vision. In a qualitative study of how 

collective leadership developed over time as the city of Grand Rapids, Michigan made 

progress on environmental stewardship, Quick (2017) identified fueling a public 

imaginary and inclusive organizing as two key activities for building collective 

leadership. An imaginary “describe[s] the loose schema through which people recursively 

define, identify with, or constitute an entity via plans, statistics, mottos, or other 

representations of it” (p 465). Quick (2017) uses the concept of imaginary, as opposed to 

the more commonly used “vision,” because an imaginary is less associated with an 

individual leader than vision and more accurately reflects the case she is studying. 

Imaginaries help orient actors toward their shared ideals “without being driven by easily 
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identifiable individuals” (p 465), and imaginaries serve as frameworks for enlisting and 

developing resources for the shared work of the imaginary, both of which support 

collective leadership. Inclusive organizing involves engaging with a diverse range of 

participants not only in getting feedback on pre-determined processes, problems, and 

solutions, but in defining the process and associated questions themselves. This kind of 

organizing enabled creation of spaces and a platform for more collective leadership to 

emerge in the Grand Rapids case.  

 The growing scholarship on collective forms of leadership does not make a clear 

picture of a single path forward in this area of scholarship, but it does provide some 

sketches of what the study of collective leadership entails. Challenged by current 

conditions of leadership and the complex contexts leadership must increasingly address, 

scholars are moving beyond a focus on specific individual leaders and followers, 

reframing the roles of individuals by understanding that individuals can take on various 

leadership and followership activities and roles over time, prioritizing the importance of 

relationships, and focusing on the processes of how collectives develop leadership in 

ways that enable progress toward shared outcomes. While the study of more collective 

forms of leadership ranges from a focus on dyads all the way up to larger collectives, this 

study focuses on larger collectives. The role of identity in this kind of leadership is a key 

idea that I expect will emerge in the study. Additionally, understanding leadership 

through the different roles of leadership, rather than specific people, as well as leadership 

as a process emerging out of roles and relationships in specific contexts and over time are 

useful insights from collective leadership literature for this study.   
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Research Questions 
Achieving sustainability will require large-scale transformation of the earth’s 

SESs. Deliberately bringing about these transformations in ways that enable people to 

thrive while also achieving sustainability will take intentional work by many. The 

literature on deliberate transformation suggests intentionally bringing about 

transformations is collective work, and studies of deliberate transformation generally start 

from the perspective of studying a system or a transformation as a whole. This research 

has developed important understanding of deliberate transformation, however a focus on 

systems can obscure the function of individual and collective actors in the system. This 

study’s main research question aims to fill this knowledge gap. The main research 

question focuses directly on the collective in an effort to advance understanding of how 

these actors drive deliberate transformation. The main research question is: How do 

collectives drive deliberate transformation to make progress toward sustainability? 

Two key research questions support this main research question, one concerning 

power and one concerning key elements of deliberate transformation 

Scholarship on deliberate transformation clearly recognizes power as an important 

aspect of deliberate transformation. Power is important because transformation involves 

fundamentally changing one or more key aspects of how society functions, which 

involves developing, engaging with, and applying power in society. The scholarship 

addressing power and deliberate transformation has developed frameworks to analyze 

power in transformation and has analyzed the ways in which power changes through 

transformations. However, this literature does not fully address how actors in a system 

develop and use power to drive transformations. By focusing on collectives driving 
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transformation, this study can address this knowledge gap by asking how these 

collectives conceive of and engage with power, which leads to the next research question. 

How do collectives driving deliberate transformation toward sustainability conceive of, 

develop, and use power? Importantly, because relationships of power are changed in 

transformation, questions of justice, or the distribution of power, are also involved in the 

process of transformation. While justice is not necessarily important in driving 

transformation generally, it is an important part of driving transformation toward 

sustainability, which means this question also includes consideration of justice. 

The literature reviewed in this chapter highlights and discusses several aspects of 

deliberate transformation including both the contexts in which transformations unfold and 

key elements of driving transformation. The reviewed literature conceptualizes the 

contexts of transformation as being multi-level and multi-phase. This study does not use 

these conceptualizations to frame research questions, but rather takes the broader point 

that sensitivity to the context of transformations, particularly spatial scale and how the 

work of driving transformations over time, is important. In addition, this study addresses 

key elements of driving deliberate transformation. First, meaning is essential to 

transformation, which is described in different ways in the literature. I choose to use the 

idea of narrative, or the overall story of a transformation, and how this transformation is 

creating a future different than the current one, as a way to address meaning in deliberate 

transformation. Second, the reviewed literature highlights networks as important in 

deliberate transformation. This study recognizes the importance of networks and that they 

have different forms and functions. Given the importance of networks, this study is 

specifically concerned with how collectives engage in and use networks in driving 
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deliberate transformation. Finally, literature points to the importance of leadership in 

deliberate transformations. The deliberate transformation literature focuses mainly on 

individual leaders and leadership strategies, missing the importance of many people 

offering leadership and the possibilities of conceptualizing this leadership as essentially 

collective leadership. This study addresses this gap in understanding by focusing on the 

collective as a unit of study and asking how leadership is developed and manifested by 

the collective. Taken together, these key elements of deliberate transformation lead to an 

additional research question supporting this study’s overall question. How do collectives 

use the key elements of narrative, networks, and leadership in driving deliberate 

transformation across spatial scales and over time? 

Summary 
 The ability to drive deliberate transformations in society is essential for society to 

realize a more sustainable future. Bringing about these transformations is collective work 

that involves driving transformation across scales and over time using key elements of 

transformation to do so. This study aims to better understand how to bring about needed 

deliberate transformation by focusing on how collectives drive transformations to make 

progress toward sustainability. In summary, this study addresses the following research 

questions: 

-  How do collectives drive deliberate transformation to make progress toward 

sustainability? 

o How do collectives driving deliberate transformation toward sustainability 

conceive of, develop, and use power? 
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o How do collectives use the key elements of narrative, networks, and 

leadership in driving deliberate transformation across spatial scales and 

over time? 
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Chapter 3 – Research Methodology and Design  
 

To address the question of how collectives drive deliberate transformation toward 

sustainability, I conducted a qualitative research study. A qualitative approach is 

appropriate for this study because of the complexity of the topic and my interest in 

learning about the nuances of deliberate transformation, both of which lend themselves to 

qualitative research methods. This chapter begins with a description of this study’s 

overall research approach and then moves to a description of the cases included in the 

study and how they were chosen. Finally, the research design, data management, 

analysis, ethical considerations, and study limitations are described. 

Responsive interviewing in three cases 
 The study includes three case studies of collectives driving to deliberate 

transformation to make progress on sustainability transition. Case studies are one of the 

main approaches to qualitative research (Creswell, 2012). They are useful for studying 

society and culture, with inquiry focused on groups and organizations (Marshall & 

Rossman, 2014). Transition management and resilience studies have both developed 

through the study of change processes in sustainability transition by using case study 

approaches. Literature reviewed in chapter two includes examples of how understanding 

of transformation has advanced through the study of specific cases and theory 

development in an iterative process. Unlike many cases in transition management and 

resilience, the cases in this study are not of a regional social-ecological system or of a 

specific project. Instead the cases are collectives working on different aspects of 

sustainability transition on national and international scales. The cases highlight 

transformational change work that is already in process using varied approaches within 
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different societal structures. By doing empirical research on three cases, the study has the 

potential to identify results that may be applicable across different kinds of 

transformations toward sustainability.  

 Within each case, the aim is to understand how the strategy and process of 

deliberate transformation is conceived of and pursued. This aim does not require an all-

encompassing case study, but rather draws from the perspective of people working on 

strategy and leading in each case. Understanding the perspectives and experiences of 

individuals can be gained through interviews (Marshall & Rossman, 2014). The study 

uses interviews of individuals who are strategists and leaders within each group as the 

primary data of the study. I used an in-depth interview approach called responsive 

interviewing. Responsive interviewing (Rubin & Rubin, 2012) conceptualizes 

interviewees as conversation partners with the interviewer and views the relationship 

among the two as very important and potentially ongoing. By using this approach, I 

gained deeper insights into each case through the perspective of each collective’s 

leadership. 

Case selection and short descriptions 
The study includes three cases of collectives driving deliberate transformation – 

350.org, Arizona State University (ASU), and the Natural Capital Project (NatCap). I 

chose the cases using the following criteria: 

1. Impacting sustainability transition at the national (United States) to international 

level  

2. Have strong likelihood of ongoing impact into the foreseeable future 
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3. Working to fundamentally change a key institution or institutions in society, with 

evidence that this will contribute to a transformation on a decades-long timescale  

4. Cases utilize strategies that differ from each other in approach to change as well 

as organizational structure in ways that facilitate comparison and contrast among 

them 

5. Strong potential to secure interviews with leaders in the case  

The descriptions below describe how the three cases meet the selection criteria. 

350.org as a catalyst and leader of the climate movement 

As a catalyst for and leader in the climate movement, 350.org aims to change the 

cultural and political context in which decisions about climate change are made and has 

had success in doing so at the national and international levels (Nisbet, 2015; Schifeling 

& Hoffman, 2017). They aim to transform power structure around the ways in which 

energy and other important climate decisions are made (criteria 1 and 3). 350.org has 

demonstrated national and international impact as a key player in denial of a federal 

permit for Keystone XL pipeline, snowballing commitment to fossil fuel divestment, 

increased resistance to fossil fuel infrastructure, and legal campaigns against the fossil 

fuel industry. Their continued innovations in movement-building suggest their impact is 

likely to continue and has the potential to grow into a transformation (criterion 2 and 3).  

In a relatively short period, 350.org used innovative digital, narrative, and network-based 

organizing to change the public and political conversation on climate change in the 

United States and more broadly.  
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Arizona State University 

ASU is the United States’ newest comprehensive research university, and it is at 

the leading edge of innovation in higher education in the United States. American 

research universities, with both their educational and research capacities, are key societal 

institutions in sustainability transition. The University’s President, Michael Crow, is 

leading the transformation of ASU into what he describes as the New American 

University (Crow & Dabars, 2015), which focuses on democratizing higher education 

and maximizing societal impact. Crow (2010) argues the academic culture and structure 

of research universities limits their ability to contribute to sustainability, and he has made 

sustainability a core value and part of transforming ASU. By modeling how a key 

societal institution in sustainability transition, the American research university, can 

transform, ASU has the potential for impact across the United States and beyond (criteria 

1 and 3). The development of the Global Institute of Sustainability and the School of 

Sustainability at ASU both aim to transform the knowledge production process in regards 

to contributing to progress on the sustainability transition (Miller et al., 2011). This work 

is well underway and spreading through communication efforts like Crow and Dabar’s 

(2015) book and will continue to spread (criterion 2). I chose ASU as a case because it is 

transforming itself as a research university, a key institution for sustainability transition, 

in ways that demonstrate how research institutions can be reimagined in ways that better 

advance sustainability. In addition, ASU has begun to engage with the broader landscape 

of higher education in the work of transforming higher education. 
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Natural Capital Project 

The Natural Capital Project (NatCap) aims to integrate the value of biodiversity and 

ecosystem services into all relevant decision-making processes. Considering the value of 

nature in relevant decision processes like spatial planning and development bank 

investments would be a transformation in how decisions are made (criterion 3), and 

NatCap is a key player in advancing this transformation. NatCap has worked in over 

twenty decision contexts all over the world to better integrate the value of ecosystem 

services (Ruckelshaus et al., 2015), showing its demonstrated and potential for ongoing 

impact (criteria 1 and 2).  NatCap is a partnership of three academic institutions; Stanford 

University, the University of Minnesota, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences; and two 

large conservation organizations, The Nature Conservancy and the World Wildlife Fund. 

NatCap work is not happening as part of a traditional organization, but rather as a 

partnership, demonstrating the potential for new kinds of organizations and partnerships 

that co-create knowledge in new and useful ways (Guerry et al., 2015). I chose NatCap as 

a case because it is working to transform knowledge creation and decision-making 

processes in ways that align with sustainability. Furthermore, they serve as a model for 

how partnerships can transcend more traditional organizations, while drawing from 

what’s best from these organizations to drive transformation. 

Interviewee selection 
I interviewed leaders and strategists in each case using responsive interviewing. 

The criteria for interviewee selection were: 

1. Have an understanding of the strategy and approach to creating change used by 

the collective 
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2. Have worked within the collective to develop and implement strategy 

3. And have the ability to contextualize the case within broader society 

In addition to the criteria above, I made sure that at least half of the interviewees 

occupied a position of power, influence, or positional leadership in the group and selected 

interviewees to ensure differing perspectives and viewpoints on the work done by each 

group. I interviewed 10 people in the 350.org case, 13 people in the ASU case, and 11 

people in the NatCap case. See table 1 for a list of interviewees, their role at the time of 

the interview, and interview location and date. 

Table 1: Interviews Conducted 
Case Interviewee Role Location & 

month/year 
350.org Allyse Heartwell Digital Director  Video call; 7/16 
350.org Anna Goldstein US Team Coordinator Phone; 6/16 
350.org Betsy Taylor Board Member, 350 Action; 

Co-founder of 1Sky 
Phone; 6/16 

350.org Bill McKibben Co-founder and Senior 
Advisor 

Paris; France, 12/15 

350.org David Stember Co-director, organizational 
development 

Video call; 8/16 

350.org Julia Nerbonne Founder of MN350 Call; 7/16 
350.org KC Golden Board Chair, 350.org Paris, France; 12/15 
350.org May Boeve Co-founder and Executive 

Director 
Paris, France; 12/15 

350.org Payal Parekh Programme Director Paris, France; 12/15 
350.org Sarah Hodgdon National Program Director at 

the Sierra Club 
Phone; 8/16 

ASU Ann Kinzig Chief Research Strategist and 
Director of Research 
Development, Global 
Institute of Sustainability 

Tempe, AZ; 1/16 

ASU Arnim Wiek Associate Professor, School 
of Sustainability 

Tempe, AZ; 1/16 

ASU Braden Allenby President’s Professor and 
Lincoln Professor of 
Engineering and Ethics, 
School of Sustainable 
Engineering and the Built 
Environment 

Tempe, AZ; 1/16 
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ASU Christopher Boone Dean, School of 
Sustainability 

Tempe, AZ; 1/16 

ASU Elizabeth “Betsy” 
Cantwell 

VP of Research 
Development, Office of 
Knowledge Enterprise 
Development 

Phone; 2/16 

ASU Elizabeth Wentz Dean of Social Sciences, 
College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences 

Tempe, AZ; 1/16 

ASU Gary Dirks Director, Global Institute of 
Sustainability 

Tempe, AZ; 1/16 

ASU Leah Gerber Founding Director, Center for 
Biodiversity Outcomes; 
Professor, School of Life 
Sciences 

Tempe, AZ; 1/16 

ASU Michael Crow President  Tempe, AZ; 1/16 
ASU Osvaldo Sala Founding Director, Global 

Drylands Center; Professor, 
School of Life Sciences 

Tempe, AZ; 1/16 

ASU Rick Shangraw CEO of ASU Foundation  Tempe, AZ; 1/16 
ASU Rob Melnick Executive Director, Global 

Institute of Sustainability 
Tempe, AZ; 1/16 

ASU Sethuraman 
“Panch” 
Panchanathan 

Executive VP and Chief 
Research and Innovation 
Officer, Office of Knowledge 
Enterprise Development 

Tempe, AZ; 1/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Anne Guerry Chief Strategy Officer; Lead 
Scientist 

Palo Alto, CA; 3/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Becky Chaplin-
Kramer 

Lead Scientist Phone; 6/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Bonnie Keeler Program Director; Lead 
Scientist 

Saint Paul, MN; 4/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Emily McKenzie Lead, Science-Policy 
Interface 

Video call; 3/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Gretchen Daily Founder and Faculty Director Video call; 4/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Heather Tallis Lead Scientist, Nature 
Conservancy; Previously 
Lead Scientist at NatCap 

Phone; 10/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Mark Tercek President and CEO, Nature 
Conservancy 

Phone; 4/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Mary Ruckelshaus Managing Director Palo Alto, CA; 3/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Peter Kareiva Founder Palo Alto, CA; 3/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Rich Sharp Software Architect Palo Alto, CA; 3/16 

Natural Capital 
Project 

Taylor Ricketts Founder Video call; 6/16 
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Interview design 
This study uses a responsive interview design. Responsive interviewing is a 

method of in-depth interviewing that views the interviewer and interviewee as 

conversation partners. The interviewer respects the interviewee’s perspective and works 

to gain understanding of it through the interview in an effort to understand complex 

situations. The interviews are intentional, and they are also flexible. Interviews are 

conducted with the understanding that the interviewee may offer unexpected perspectives 

that warrant further investigation. See Rubin and Rubin (2012) for more in-depth 

treatment of responsive interviewing. Responsive interviewing is appropriate for this 

study because of the complexity of deliberate transformation and the fact that I expected 

interviewees to bring an in-depth, nuanced understanding of their collectives, strategy, 

and transformation to the conversation. 

 I solicited interviewees for inclusion in the study by contacting potential 

interviewees initially via email. I also used professional and personal contacts to connect 

with some interviewees. I made three trips to conduct interviews. I traveled to Paris, 

France during the UN Climate Conference in December 2015 to conduct interviews with 

350.org leadership; to Tempe, Arizona in January 2016 to conduct interviews with ASU 

leadership; and to the Natural Capital Symposium in Palo Alto, CA in March 2016 to 

conduct interviews with NatCap leadership. These trips enabled me to get busy 

interviewees to commit to an interview in a specific time period, and I was able to 

connect with interviewees in person and observe the work of the group in person. I 

conducted interviews I was not able to do in person via phone or video call between 

February and October 2016. 
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 Before each interview, I read background information about the case and the 

interviewee’s specific role and their broader work. Interviews ranged in length from 15 

minutes to 75 minutes. I recorded each interview with a digital voice recorder and 

reminded the interviewee about the study’s data protocols (see below). After each 

interview, I took 10-20 minutes to record my reflections from each interview as well as 

further questions.  

 The interview protocol was designed to cover the basics of strategy development 

as well as the different elements of deliberate transformation articulated in the research 

questions. When I first began collecting data, I did not include questions about the 

collective’s narrative because the idea of narrative had not emerged clearly enough out of 

the early readings of resilience thinking and transition management literature related to 

deliberate transformation. However, in the first interview, the interviewee brought up the 

importance of narrative in the collective’s work as something I had missed in the 

interview. The idea of narrative, and associated concepts, came up enough in the 

interviews that I added narrative as a key aspect of deliberate transformation in the study. 

Not every interview included every question in the protocol due to some interviewees 

covering certain topics more in-depth and time constraints. The protocol ended with an 

open-ended question so interviewees could share anything else they thought was 

important, opening up the possibility to discover additional insights about deliberate 

transformation. See appendix 1 for the original interview protocol. 
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Data management and analysis 
I transcribed all interviews from the digital voice recordings and uploaded them 

into NVivo for Mac version 11. Reflection memos have all been kept as Microsoft Word 

files. All research files are stored on a password protected computer.  

 Because I am studying well-known cases of deliberate transformation and 

interview subjects occupy high-level leadership positions in the collectives, 

confidentiality was not part of the date protocol. In order to protect interviewees, full 

transcripts and reflection memos have been kept confidential. I shared a transcript of each 

interviewee’s interview and asked for any corrections. In addition, I sent all quotes to the 

interviewees giving them the option to say a specific quote could not be used in the 

published research. If I did not hear back from the interviewees about not using the quote, 

I assumed using the quotes was acceptable. I explained this interview protocol to all 

interview subjects ahead of time. In order to make sure each interviewee understood the 

risks and benefits of participating in the study, each one signed a consent form agreeing 

to this approach to data usage. This process was approved by the UMN Institutional 

Review Board under study number 1510E79341. See appendix 2 for the research consent 

form.  

 I coded all interviews in NVivo for Mac version 11. I began by using a basic 

outline for coding derived from the interview protocol. I coded three interviews from 

each case using this outline, adding more specific codes under each one. I then coded all 

interviews using these more specific codes. This mixture of focused and open coding 

allowed me to use the foundational research design to organize data and also gain 

understanding that emerged out of the data itself. I pulled coded data into other 
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documents based on case and/or general topics of strategy, power, justice, leadership, 

networks, and narrative, and again read through, highlighted, and took notes from these 

data. This iterative coding and note-taking process was a key part of analysis. 

 In addition to the coding and note-taking process, I combined interview data with 

review of published documents by and about each collective in the academic and non-

academic literature to write case studies of each collective. Because the three collectives 

work in different contexts and do different things, they are documented in different ways. 

Therefore, the documents used in developing each case study were different. Documents 

for 350.org included two books, one by the 350.org founders documenting the Step It Up 

campaign (McKibben et al., 2007), which preceded 350.org, and a memoir by McKibben 

(2014) documenting his development as an activist during a pivotal year for 350.org. 

Several academic treatments of 350.org’s history and strategy were also used (Hestres, 

2014; Nisbet, 2015), as were approximately ten news media reports and blog posts about 

350.org. The front page of the 350.org website, as well as the “about” and “tools” section 

were also included for review. The case study of ASU draws from the book documenting 

the idea and development of ASU as the New American University (Crow & Dabars, 

2015) and from peer-reviewed papers and book chapters documenting development of 

sustainability at ASU (Miller et al., 2011; Redman, 2013). Key documents published by 

ASU itself include Michael Crow’s inauguration speech; Sustainability Highlights from 

the years 2015, 2016 and 2017; the strategic plan for sustainability practices and 

operations; and the Sustainability @ ASU Prospectus from 2016. Approximately five 

profiles of ASU’s transformation and Michael Crow were reviewed. In addition, Michael 

Crow shared a collection of his writings on sustainability, which I reviewed. I was not 
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able to find any documents summarizing NatCap history, and so I relied on review of 

more documents from NatCap to pull together its history. NatCap has a publications 

library where it provides a chronological list of NatCap publications with links to the 

publications. This publication library includes peer-reviewed papers, fact sheets, case 

studies, newsletters, and other documents 

(https://naturalcapitalproject.stanford.edu/library/). In January 2018, I accessed this page 

and downloaded all documents that seemed most broadly-relevant, including all 

newsletters, general peer-reviewed papers, and case studies. This resulted in 

approximately 90 documents, which I reviewed to piece together NatCap’s history. In 

addition, NatCap provided me with copies of both of their strategic plans, which I also 

included in the review. 

I developed a set of key analysis questions drawn from my research questions to 

refine my thinking, and I answered these questions for each collective before writing the 

case studies These case studies focus in particular on the collectives’ histories and their 

strategies. These case studies function as both a contribution to the academic literature 

and as a foundation for analysis. The cases studies are in chapter four. 

Study scope and limitations 
Any study starting from the question of how society can transition to 

sustainability will be limited in scope. The purpose of this study is to be useful in 

advancing knowledge about and contributing to the ongoing process of the deliberate 

transformations needed to achieve sustainability. By choosing cases that are well-

developed in terms of change processes but still actively working to make impact, the 

study has the potential to be useful to these and other collectives working toward 
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transformation. The choice of studying collectives that are still active is also dictated by 

the fact that the transition toward sustainability is still in process, so collectives driving 

transformation toward sustainability cannot be chosen based on realizing a fully 

successful transformation. 

The collectives in the study are based in the United States, though each does 

international work, works in international networks, and has international influence. As a 

result, the study is US focused, but the international connections may mean it is of 

interest to those working in contexts outside of the United States. The US focus of the 

study is limiting, but results of the study will be useful in a country that is influential 

globally on economic, cultural, and sustainability issues.  

The three cases in the study do not include a case of government or business 

driving deliberate transformation toward sustainability. While government and the private 

sector matter in sustainability transition, they also have key constraints related to 

transformation. Government is a major institution in incumbent power structures and 

relationships, making it central to sustainability transition, but also problematic from the 

perspective of driving truly transformative change. Its role as a partner, focus of, and 

even adversary in deliberate transformation makes it difficult to study as a collective. A 

range of actors in the private sector, especially those taking more innovative forms such 

as a b-corp or driving transformation at a large scale, could potentially drive 

transformation, but neither are included in this study. In making this choice of cases, I 

recognize government and business as important actors, but I have instead chosen to 

focus on collectives trying to change broader culture and societal structures that are 
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essential parts of transformation and that influence and work with government and 

private sectors institutions.  
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Chapter 4 – Case Study Descriptions  
 
Introduction 

The three collectives studied in this dissertation are a rich resource for better 

understanding how to drive transformational change to make progress toward 

sustainability. This chapter develops a case study of each collective. These case studies 

serve as both a foundation for analysis and are a contribution to the literature about 

deliberate transformation.  

The collectives in this study work in varied contexts and scales to contribute to 

deliberate transformation. 350.org has served as a catalyst for the climate movement. 

They work to transform the broad cultural and political contexts in which decisions about 

climate change are made in order to enable fundamentally different decisions. 350.org 

works at both the U.S. national and international scales to build the climate movement 

and, increasingly, to connect the climate movement with a wider progressive movement. 

Arizona State University (ASU) is a large, public research university in the United States. 

They are working to transform ASU into a higher education institution that is capable of 

contributing to progress on society’s most complex challenges, with a particular focus on 

sustainability. ASU’s deliberate transformation work is focused on the scale of the 

institution itself, and as ASU has found success in that they have also begun to scale 

innovations to change the landscape of higher education. The Natural Capital Project 

(NatCap) is a collaboration among five institutional partners, three academic institutions 

and two international conservation organizations. During most of the time when this 

study was being conducted, NatCap was made up of four partners, and added a fifth one 

in late 2017. NatCap works at the boundary between these organizations and between 
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science and broader societal decision-making processes and institutions. They work from 

the scale of individual projects to international collaborations to integrate the 

consideration of ecosystem services into all relevant decisions.  

While these collectives differ in their contexts, approaches, and scales of work, 

they are all working to create fundamental change in how society functions. They all 

work to drive deliberate transformation. 350.org is doing this work by building and 

contributing to a movement, something that is often thought of a way to drive 

transformation. ASU is doing this work by transforming itself and, increasingly, engaging 

in ways to transform the broader landscape of higher education. NatCap is doing this 

work by working at the boundary between science and decision-making and trying to 

engage societal institutions in ways that will make them more sustainable.  By including 

three collectives in varied contexts that are all driving transformation, this study enables 

learning from the specific experience of individual collectives as well as identification of 

aspects of deliberate transformation that are important across these varied collectives and 

their contexts and strategies. 

The case studies in this chapter draw from interviews with leaders of each 

collective, news stories, texts written by people involved in the collectives, books, and 

academic literature focused on and written by people in the collectives. See chapter three 

for more specifics about the interview protocol and documents reviewed in each case. 

Because two of the collectives (350.org and the NatCap) are quite young and one (ASU) 

began sustainability work relatively recently, the documentation and academic literature 

about each collective varies. The case descriptions of each collective are helpful in filling 
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a gap in literature about the history of each case. This gap is particularly clear in the case 

of NatCap, for which I was not able to find any published histories. 

Each case study is structured the same in order to facilitate comparison and 

contrast among the collectives and further analysis. Each case study begins with a 

description of the aim of the collective, which roots it in what the collective is trying to 

accomplish from their own perspective. Next, the case study includes the sustainability 

contributions made by each collective, which connects each collective aim with 

sustainability as the purpose of the deliberate transformation. Because these collectives 

are part of driving transformations in progress, the next section describes the potential for 

longer-term transformation that each collective is contributing to. Each collective’s 

influence is described next, which is important for understanding the success of each 

collective’s contribution to sustainability so far, while also recognizing that these 

collectives work in complex contexts and transformation in these contexts takes many 

actors working over decades-long timescales to be realized. The case then covers the 

history of each collective, including how the collective started and has developed over 

time. This history situates the collectives in a wider context and traces how their 

influence has grown and changed. The next section describes each collective’s strategy, 

with a particular focus on strategic approach and its development over time. This strategy 

section also includes a brief discussion of how the culture of the collective supports their 

strategy. While the interview protocol did not explicitly ask about culture in the 

interviews, it emerged as something many interviewees described and is, therefore, 

discussed in each case study. This in-depth treatment of strategy and its development 
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over time serve as a foundation for overall understanding of how these collectives 

effectively contribute to deliberate transformation.  

The sections of each case study are straightforward except for the one on potential 

for transformation. Fundamental transformations of society happen on the timescale of 

decades (Olsson et al., 2006), which means identifying which innovations or approaches 

are potential transformations in progress is not clear. Drawing lessons from the study of 

multiple historical cases of transformation, Westley (2017) identifies four key questions 

to ask in identifying if a particular social innovation has the potential to scale into a 

transformative social innovation over time. These questions are discussed in the 

theoretical grounding in chapter two. To review here the questions are (1) whether the 

founding idea has a radical seed, (2) whether developers of the innovation are prepared to 

compromise in ways that move the idea forward and (3) are aware of the need for broader 

system change, and (4) whether there is evidence the conflict or pushback that will likely 

come as the broader system is challenged can be managed. These questions come out of 

the study of particular social innovations that scaled to become transformations, so they 

are not a perfect match for identifying whether collectives are driving work toward 

transformation. However, addressing these questions for each collective does offer 

support for the idea that these particular collectives are driving transformation and, 

therefore, are worth studying to learn more about how collective drive deliberate 

transformation toward sustainability.  

The following is a short summary of the sections in each case study: 

- Aim: what each collective aims to accomplish 
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- Sustainability contribution: how the work of each collective contributes to 

realizing sustainability 

- Potential for transformation: evidence that suggest the influence and impact the 

collective is having has the potential to result in transformation 

- Influence: the influence each collective has had in driving a deliberate 

transformation toward sustainability  

- History: how each collective started and has developed over time 

- Strategy: each collective’s strategic approach, and its development over time  

In addition to the information in these case studies, the study includes links to each 

collective’s website as well as other useful documents and literature about each 

collective. This list is in appendix 3. 

350.org 
Aim 

350.org is building a global climate movement big enough to take on the 

challenge of climate change at the scale demanded by the problem.  

Sustainability contribution 

350.org believes “in a safe climate and a better future – a just, prosperous, and 

equitable world built with the power of ordinary people,” (350.org/about). Work on 

climate change is essential for sustainability because a more stable climate underlies all 

other sustainability efforts. Moving toward future with less climate change contributes to 

sustainability transition. 350.org also contributes to sustainability by growing people’s 

capability to wield power in their communities, which helps create a future in which all 

people can thrive long-term. 
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Potential for transformation  

350.org is founded on two key ideas. First, society must take the science of 

climate change seriously and make it the center of determining what needs to happen to 

address climate change. This idea shows 350.org’s commitment to the radical idea that 

the functioning of the planet, and keeping its climate stable, needs to be the guide for how 

people address climate change, rather than consideration of what is considered politically 

expedient or possible. Second, a broad-based movement capable of challenging powerful 

incumbent interests and transforming both power in society and how the world is 

powered by energy is essential to achieving what scientific evidence shows is necessary 

for a safe climate. This principle shows 350.org’s understanding of and commitment to 

the need for broad system change. Answering the questions of whether 350.org is willing 

to compromise to secure necessary resources and has the ability requires more nuance. 

The collective is unwavering and unwilling to compromise in its commitment to 

fundamentally addressing climate change, but the people involved engage with partners 

and collaborators in ways that suggest a willingness to compromise on how 350.org and 

the movement respond to changing contexts. 350.org leadership makes no claim to 

always being right or having all the answers, they are strong in their commitment to 

purpose, but humble in communicating they do not have all, or even the right, answers 

for achieving their purpose. 350.org is committed to learning and getting better, which 

supports their potential for transformation. As a central player in the movement to 

address climate change, 350.org intentionally creates conflict with some organizations 

and institutions, while managing conflict within the movement itself. The ability to 

navigate these relationships are an important part of 350.org’s ability to drive 
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transformation. The combination of 350.org’s commitment to principles of fundamentally 

addressing climate change and building the movement power to challenge societal power 

structures combined with their ability to navigate the complexities involved in 

successfully doing this work demonstrates their transformative potential.  

Influence 

The impact of 350.org can be seen in the existence of a global climate movement, 

which did not exist a decade ago. 350.org is not the climate movement, nor would they 

claim credit for it, but it is not a stretch to say the climate movement would likely not 

exist, or exist in the same way, without 350.org. The climate movement comes out of the 

work of millions of people stepping up to lead all over the world. 350.org has offered a 

narrative connecting local work into a global story of fighting climate change and 

provided the tools and support to help people to effectively become part of this story. 

350.org is a catalyzing force for this global movement, the impact of which is still 

unfolding.  

History 

350.org was founded in 2008 by writer Bill McKibben, a professor at Middlebury 

College, and six Middlebury College students: Phil Aroneanu, Will Bates, May Boeve, 

Jamie Henn, Jeremy Osborn, and Jon Warnow. The students were part of a group called 

the Sunday Night Group at Middlebury College. The Sunday Night Group was a 

gathering of students who came together to organize around various activist projects. The 

350.org cofounders were a subset of this group. They had become good friends and 

decided to move somewhere and work together after college. They came up with 

Montana as the place they wanted to go, based on a confluence of coal mining, wind 
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power potential, and good craft beer (Mathiesen, 2015). Around the same time, writer 

Bill McKibben engaged this group of students to help organize a climate march across 

Vermont, which they successfully pulled off in the summer of 2006. After that early 

success, the group launched the Step It Up campaign, the first national day of action on 

climate change in the United States. On April 14, 2007, thousands of people came 

together at 1400 marches to demand congress pass an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas 

emissions by 2050. This Step It Up campaign was more successful than the group 

imagined it would be (see (Endres et al., 2009), an edited book about the Step it Up 

campaign for more background). Through this work 350.org realized a movement to fight 

climate change was a missing part of the fight against climate change (McKibben et al., 

2007). They organized 350.org in order to build a climate movement. 

350.org started organizing to show politicians and other decision-makers that 

there was widespread political support for substantive action on climate change. They 

started with mobilizing people for days of action. The theory was that if politicians could 

see broad support for climate action, then these politicians would take action and make 

the progress needed to address climate change. In October 2009, 350.org organized the 

International Day of Climate Action, timed to pressure global leaders who would be 

meeting under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change in Copenhagen in 

December 2009 to make major decisions on setting the direction of international climate 

policy. These negotiations floundered, but 350.org continued to build a movement, 

organizing a climate Global Work Party on 10/10/10, Moving Planet in 2011, and 

Climate Impacts Day in 2012. In February 2013, together with partners, 350.org 

organized the Forward on Climate March, which saw 35,000+ people in Washington 
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D.C., demanding President Obama deny the permit for the Keystone XL pipeline. The 

size of this march was eclipsed by the People’s Climate March in New York City on 

September 21, 2014, which was timed to coincide with a meeting of world leaders at the 

UN headquarters as a run-up to the United Nations climate talks in Paris in 2015. The 

People’s Climate March saw an estimated 400,000 people in the streets of New York 

with over 2,600 sister marches in 146 countries (Hertsgaard, 2014). Mobilizing people 

for days of action and marches is an important part of 350.org’s history, but these actions 

have become increasingly interwoven with more sophisticated campaigns. 

Key to all of these mass mobilizations is 350.org’s savvy use of digital 

organizing. From their first day of action, 350.org has used digital media to reflect the 

climate movement back on itself. Early on, 350.org used Flickr to share photos of people 

creating 350 images around the world, allowing people involved in the climate movement 

to see each other and recognize themselves in the global climate movement. The founder 

of MN350 (Minnesota’s chapter of 350.org) describes looking through these photos of 

early actions and that they contributed to a sense of excitement of being part of a global 

movement (Nerbonne, 2016). At one point, 350.org had more likes on Facebook than all 

the more traditional environmental organizations combined (Boeve, 2015). 350.org has 

moved to increasingly savvy uses of digital organizing (Hestres, 2014), and this 

organizing remains an essential part of their work. 

While 350.org is the best-known group working to build a global climate 

movement, they are not the only ones who saw that this movement needed to be built. In 

2007, when the group that formed 350.org was just getting started, an organization called 

1Sky was formed, which was conceived as a “point of convergence” for the larger 
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climate movement in the United States (Hertsgaard, 2007). In 2011, 1Sky and 350.org 

merged, with the founder of 1Sky, Betsy Taylor, joining the advisory council of 350.org 

(Taylor, 2016). 

Over the years, 350.org has grown more sophisticated in its campaigns and 

strategies, developing beyond days of actions and mass mobilizations. They have found 

success in two major, ongoing campaigns– Break Free from Fossil Fuels and divestment 

– as well as a more recent campaign called Exxon Knew. These campaigns show how 

350.org is part of a movement that is increasingly focused on the supply side of fossil 

fuels (see Piggot, 2017 for a discussion of social movements and supply side policies). 

Break Free from Fossil Fuels is how 350.org organizes around resisting the 

building of fossil fuel infrastructure. The idea of Break Free is that fossil fuels must be 

kept in the ground while a clean energy economy is built.  

The Keystone XL pipeline fight is important for understanding the roots of Break 

Free. The company TransCanada proposed Keystone XL in 2008 to transport oil from 

Canadian oil sands in Alberta to the Gulf of Mexico in the United States. Under United 

States law, the President has sole approval authority for any pipeline crossing an 

international border. Keystone was an attractive fight for the climate change movement 

due to three factors. It would (1) create a huge increase in oil flowing from the Alberta oil 

sands which is (2) some of the most carbon-intensive oil in the world. And (3) it was 

clear who would make the decision to approve or not because the president has sole 

authority over this decision, and activists could focus on one decision maker. 350.org was 

not the first to identify the Keystone fight, there were activist in frontline indigenous 

communities working on the fight as well as activists in Nebraska (Elbein, 2014) who 
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were engaged in the Keystone fight earlier. However, 350.org decided to go all in on 

Keystone and helped raise the profile of the fight substantially. The pipeline was the 

focus of the 2013 Forward on Climate March. It was also the organizing focus of civil 

disobedience at the White House, which challenged more established environmental 

organizations in how they would engage with Keystone. For example, the Sierra Club 

Board authorized its executive director to participate in civil disobedience for the first 

time in the organization’s over century-long history. After many twists and turns, 

President Obama denied a permit for the Keystone XL pipeline in November 2015, 

creating a huge win for the climate movement. This win was not guaranteed, and many 

said it couldn’t be done. But the win demonstrated the power of the climate movement 

(Boeve, 2015). The fate of the Keystone XL pipeline is currently up in the air. Since 

taking office, President Trump reversed the earlier decision on the pipeline made by 

President Obama, but in late 2018 a judge blocked the Trump administration’s decision 

saying the administration had not fully addressed questions about climate change in the 

decision (Barbash et al., 2018). 

The Keystone campaign is one of the most well-known fights for a growing fossil 

fuel resistance, but it is not the only one. In May 2016, thousands of people around the 

world staged Break Free events, using civil disobedience and other tools to fight the 

building of fossil fuel infrastructure. This work is spreading, and it is often led by 

indigenous and other front-line communities. In the United States, resistance to the 

Dakota Access Pipeline is a prominent example of a tribal nation, the Standing Rock 

Sioux, leading a larger group of other indigenous people as well as supporters resisting a 

pipeline being built that could impact their water and land (Healy & Fandos, 2016). In 
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Minnesota, resistance to expansion of the Line 3 pipeline is also a focus of national 

movements. 

Divestment is another core aspect 350.org’s work, and it has grown into a 

movement itself. The idea of divestment is founded on the idea that it is morally wrong to 

profit from fossil fuel companies and that investments in fossil fuels are increasingly less 

lucrative. The value of fossil fuel companies comes from the value of the fossil fuel 

reserves these companies have in the ground, and to meet the challenge of climate change 

these reserves cannot be burned. By divesting from fossil fuel companies, the climate 

movement challenges the moral license of fossil fuel companies and investment in them. 

The divestment movement can be traced by to an article written by Bill McKibben in 

Rolling Stone in August of 2012 called Global warming’s terrifying new math 

(McKibben, 2012). In the article, he identified three key numbers for understanding what 

needs to happen with respect to the world addressing climate change. These numbers are 

2 degrees Celsius, which as the maximum global temperature increase the world’s 

countries agreed to as part of the Copenhagen Accord; 565 gigatons, which is the amount 

of additional greenhouse gas emission that can be released into the atmosphere by mid-

century while maintaining a reasonable chance of staying under 2 degrees C warming; 

and 2,795 gigatons, which is the amount of emissions that would be released if all of the 

fossil fuel reserves held by the top 200 fossil fuel companies were to be burned. 

McKibben did not come up with these numbers. They came from a report put out by the 

Carbon Tracker Initiative (Carbon Tracker Initiative, 2011). But in McKibben’s hands 

these numbers laid the groundwork for 350.org to build a fossil fuel divestment 

campaign. 350.org launched this campaign with a 21-state tour called “Do the Math” in 
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November 2012, which McKibben discusses from his perspective as a budding activist in 

his memoir Oil and Honey (McKibben, 2014). 

Fossil fuel divestment started as a way for students to organize across campuses, 

asking the administrations of these universities to divest endowments from fossil fuels, 

and it has grown to include faith communities, governments, pension funds and other 

organizations. As of late 2018, over 1,000 institutions representing nearly $8 trillion in 

assets have committed to divestment (350.org, 2018). This number includes New York 

City’s five pension funds, which Mayor de Blasio announced in January 2018 would 

divest from fossil fuel investments. Some view divestment as unlikely to be successful 

because these investment changes are not at a big enough level to affect fossil fuel 

company profits. However, 350.org and others see the success of divestment as 

undermining the social license of fossil fuel companies to operate, which changes the 

political dynamics around climate change. Recent evidence suggests that the divestment 

movement has moved the U.S. climate policy debate toward liberal policy ideas like a 

carbon tax (Schifeling & Hoffman, 2017). 

In addition to divestment, Mayor de Blasio also announced New York City would 

be filing a lawsuit against five major oil companies, seeking damages to help pay for 

New York City’s efforts to adapt to climate change (Neuman, 2018). New York City’s 

lawsuit announcement is part of a larger campaign that 350.org calls Exxon Knew. The 

campaign parallels the idea behind the tobacco wars. It argues that fossil fuel companies 

knew about the problems of a changing climate caused by burning fossil fuels for decades 

and intentionally sowed public doubt about it, and the companies should pay the cost of 

damages now. This campaign has roots in a 2012 workshop of academics, lawyers, and 
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advocates pulled together by the Climate Accountability Institute and the Union for 

Concerned Scientists (Schwartz, 2016), which produced a report titled Establishing 

Accountability for Climate Change Damages Lessons from Tobacco Control (Shulman, 

2012). As of January 2018, multiple state attorneys general as well as cities have filed 

lawsuits in line with the aims of this campaign. See exxonknew.org for more background 

about the campaign and the multiple organizations 350.org is collaborating with on it. 

350.org continues to grow and build a climate movement, but as the movement 

has grown and taken off it makes less and less sense to study the movement from the 

perspective of one collective, even one as important as 350.org. 350.org itself is shifting 

as an organization, and they struggle with idea of being an organization. The purpose of 

350.org was not to build an organization, but to grow a climate movement. As the front 

of their website states, “We’re (350.org) building a global movement: climate-focused 

campaigns, projects and actions led from the bottom-up by people in 188 countries.” 

(350.org, 2017). Bill McKibben officially stepped down from his role as board chair in 

late 2014, and co-founder and Executive Director May Boeve’s profile as a climate 

movement leader has risen (see Alter (2015) and Mathiesen (2015) for profiles). Her 

leadership is focused on building connections with a wide range of progressive 

movement leaders and organizations. The impact of this approach increasingly focused 

on justice and building a broad-based movement is illustrated by the People’s Climate 

March, which reflected a more diverse movement both in terms of people and 

organizations involved. 

The work of 350.org continues to unfold. It will shift and change to reflect the 

needs and strategies of the time, with recent challenges coming from a change in the U.S. 
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president federal administration working to roll back progress on climate action in the 

United States. Still, 350.org has developed an effective culture and approach to strategies 

that will continue to respond to the changing needs of the movement and society. 

Strategy  

Tracing the history of 350.org’s growing ability to organize people and mobilize 

them for increasingly sophisticated campaigns is one way to understand 350.org’s 

strategy, and it is an important one. Underlying this history is a more fundamental 

strategic approach that has allowed 350.org to develop effective campaigns and the 

people and power these campaigns rely on for success. 

The name of 350.org is a window into their strategy. 350.org takes its name from 

350 ppm, which is the safe limit for the concentration of carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere based on a paper by former NASA scientist James Hansen and others 

(Hansen et al., 2008). By choosing to highlight the idea of 350 ppm, 350.org is clear in its 

purpose of dealing with the realities of climate change. It starts with asking what needs to 

be done, rather than what can be done in the context of political realities. The numbers of 

Do the Math and centering the idea of a carbon budget into public debate through a tour 

and divestment is another example of starting with what must happen for a safe climate 

rather that what is considered possible. The idea of moral clarity rooted in climate science 

is a key part of 350.org’s message and strategic approach. 

Moral clarity rooted in climate science is key, but it is not enough, to make 

transformational change in society. To shift what is possible on climate change, 350.org 

set out to change power structures and relationships, with a particular focus on 

government, politics, and the fossil fuel industry. According to Bill McKibben, “The 
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fossil fuel industry had all the money and hence, they were overwhelming every obvious, 

common sense thing to do. And since we weren’t going to match their money, we were 

going to have to figure out a different currency to work in, and that was our process of 

elimination. [We chose] the currency of movement - passion, spirit, creativity, sometimes 

one has spend one’s body” (McKibben, 2015). The kind of power 350.org set out to 

develop was power rooted in people. The 350.org approach to building people power 

works through a distributed network of people all over the world that 350.org helps 

support through narrative and storytelling work, providing organizing tools, and digital 

organizing. 

The role of narrative is essential to 350.org’s approach because it clarifies what is 

necessary (350.org, the carbon budget, not building more fossil fuel infrastructure) and 

enables people to see how the work they do contributes to something larger that may be 

up to the task of addressing climate change. This second part is essential to 350.org’s 

success. Asking people to engage with the stark reality of climate change is 

overwhelming, so much so that it can shut people down from engaging productively. But 

350.org develops narratives that allow people to see how the work they do in their 

community connects to a larger, global movement working all over the world. For 

example, 350.org wove the narrative of 350 ppm as the safe level of atmospheric CO2 

with the narrative of growing people power by organizing days of action around the 

world in which people creatively used their bodies to illustrate 350. Through the narrative 

of the Do the Math tour and the divestment movement coming out of it, 350.org brings 

people around the world together to question the social license of the fossil fuel industry 

to burn their proven reserves. Connecting a distributed network of activists help people 
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see and feel the possibility that the climate work they do in their community is connected 

to a larger movement that is big enough to meet the challenge of what is needed to 

address climate change. According to Julia Nerbonne, founder of MN350, “One of 350’s 

goals is to do the work of connecting the dots between all of these local actors. They train 

people, they feed the network, and then they provide opportunities to see their face on a 

global canvas of powerful actors” (Nerbonne, 2016).  

350.org’s reliance on narrative to connect campaigns and weave together a 

movement is essential to building power at the appropriate level to change what is 

possible on climate change. How does 350.org figure out what narrative will work? In 

this regard, Bill McKibben is essential to 350.org’s impact. 350.org does not choose their 

fights based on committee or polling, they rely on McKibben’s (and a small group of 

others, notably the writer Naomi Klein) to identify and articulate what they think will 

work as a movement narrative (Golden, 2015). McKibben is a writer who has been 

thinking and writing about climate change for decades. He does not come up with 

original ideas for the narratives. 350 ppm is from an paper by climate scientists, (Hansen 

et al., 2008) the carbon budget math come from a think tank (Carbon Tracker Initiative, 

2011), and the Exxon Knew campaign has its roots in work of academics and lawyers 

(Shulman, 2012). The Keystone pipeline fight was being waged by frontline communities 

well before 350.org got involved. But McKibben, and by extension 350.org, has an 

intuitive sense of what ideas will be powerful, and they are willing to do the work to push 

these narratives into the center of public conversation in order to change what is possible 

on climate change. 350.org board chair KC Golden describes this approach for the 

unburnable carbon math: 
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“I give Bill [Mckibben] an enormous amount of credit having an instinct for 
seizing on an idea. Few of 350’s ideas are really original. Unburnable carbon and 
do the math was languishing in the obscurity of academic research that we all 
knew. We sort of knew it and walked by it. And Bill and 350 said, no, no, no 
there’s really power in that idea. And they were right, there really was power in 
that. And there isn’t power in any idea until you get out there and flog it. They 
were just willing to really, you know, 21 cities and the whole [Do the Math Tour], 
to just really lean into drawing out the power of this idea” (Golden, 2015). 
 

350.org helps people engage in the climate movement by providing a range of 

tools and support to help them do so. The narrative itself is a key tool because it helps 

people make sense of what they are doing. The use of  “.org” in the 350.org name signals 

the organization relies on the internet and digital organizing (Hestres, 2014). From the 

beginning, 350.org has been savvy in their use of digital tools. The photo sharing site 

Flickr was a key part of organizing early days of action, and activists all over the world 

used this online photo-sharing platform to share what their group had done and to see 

themselves in the larger movement. Digital tools are essential for working at a global 

scale. With cofounders who were in their early 20s when 350.org started, from the 

beginning 350.org had people who intuitively understood the power of digital tools.  

350.org also goes beyond digital organizing to enlist people to take action in their 

communities. Their website demonstrates this focus on making sure people have the tools 

to get involved. Under resources, there are 25 resources to click on from a style guide to 

sign-up sheets for printing. See Figure 1 for this list. Because tools are not enough 

without support, 350.org also works to connect people with local groups and create what 

a few of their staff called “containers” for doing campaigns. Under the “Get Involved” 

tab, someone can find both campaigns and local groups to help them get involved in the 

movement in different ways. Support also happens through staff people, in interviews 
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staff and partners described support for distributed groups as offering advice, convening 

people for trainings, doing webinars on key topics, connecting people across the 350.org 

network, and more (Heartwell, 2016; Nerbonne, 2016). These tools and support are 

essential to 350.org’s strategy, but they are not enough. As an organization, 350.org has 

115 staff people total, spilt between US and global work. There is something more going 

on that having the right tools. 350.org has developed a culture and network that enables 

their tools and support to be used effectively. 

Figure 1: 350.org “get involved” tab, accessed April 2017 

 

Key aspects of 350.org culture emerged from interviews as essential for their 

impact. First, 350.org is an open and generous organization. For example, they would not 

claim all, or even much, of the credit for the vibrancy of the climate movement, instead 

pointing to all the people and other organizations that have been essential to the 

movement growing and having power. The 350.org digital director was explicit, “We’re 

[350.org] not the climate movement. I think we’ve been instrumental in helping to build 
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the climate movement, but we are not the climate movement. And that’s awesome” 

(Heartwell, 2016). This generosity and openness are important because they allow 

350.org to be both open-source and crowd-sourced, both of which enable impact at large 

scale. 350.org’s generosity to the movement means that they want people to have what 

they need. They listen to people to understand what is needed and to make sure what 

350.org as an organization develops is useful. All of 350.org’s tools are open source. 

People can use the tools freely and adapt them however they need to in their situation. 

350.org is crowd-sourced in that they do not require people to do certain campaigns or 

take certain approaches, other than to agree to a statement of non-violence to claim 

connection to 350.org. 350.org as a larger organization also listens to and learns from 

activists and their climate campaigns all over the world to improve how 350.org can help. 

This openness to what people want to do in their communities allows the movement to 

grow and thrive without 350.org as an organization being a bottleneck for movement 

work. Instead, 350.org serves as an amplifier and a connector.  

350.org’s role as a connector is particularly important to their strategy. As the 

only global group focused completely on climate change, they serve as a network 

connector and steward among organizers and groups around the world. More recently, 

350.org has been working to foster connections with groups in a wider progressive 

movement, work that is reflected in the diversity of the People’s Climate March. Part of 

350.org’s ability to do this work depends on their success in building up a powerful 

movement. May Boeve described it this way, “Within the US there was never really 

disagreement about the importance of climate change, but people just thought, okay but 

what about the better minimum wage, and worker protections, and reproductive rights, 
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and all the other things, those are also urgent. But now, when you start to talk about a 

broader progressive vision, it can include climate protection in a new way because we’re 

a fighting movement” (Boeve, 2015).  

Several interviewees also attributed 350.org’s ability to make impact to the group 

being fast and being nimble. A big part of this bias toward speed comes from the urgency 

of acting on climate change. One person attributed this part of their culture to their roots 

in the Sunday Night Group at Middlebury, which had a bias toward quickly taking action 

(Taylor, 2016). Digital organizing also lends itself to speed and nimbleness. 350.org sees 

themselves as working to build a movement and have impact with little or even negative 

interest in building an organization. As 350.org has grown, they’ve had to build 

organizational structures. However, their bias is not toward an organization, but rather 

toward quickly responding to and building what they see the climate movement needing 

in a given moment or context.  

Arizona State University 
Aim 

ASU aims to transform into a new kind of research university that is capable of 

contributing to societal solutions in the ways that are necessary in this time. They are 

working to combine excellence, broad access, and interdisciplinary research for societal 

impact. ASU calls this model the “New American University.” ASU is also working on 

Sustainability at ASU, which holds sustainability as a core value of the University and 

infuses sustainability into teaching, learning, research, engagement, and operations across 

the university. 
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Sustainability contribution 

Research universities are important institutions for sustainability transition, but 

they are limited by culture and organizational design to contribute to this transition at the 

scale and speed necessary for the challenges (van der Leeuw et al., 2012; Whitmer et al., 

2010). ASU President Crow (Crow, 2010) argues, “Our potential to attain a conception of 

research sufficiently expansive enough to address the challenges of sustainability requires 

that we recalibrate the structure and practices of our academic institutions.” Many 

universities are pursuing novel initiatives to address sustainability (Hart et al., 2016). 

However, ASU has been at the forefront in setting up a School of Sustainability, and they 

are reorganizing the university to be more effective at contributing to solutions in society, 

with sustainability at the core, at a scale and pace that is qualitatively different than other 

universities (Crow, 2010). The focus on sustainability at ASU has also made it possible 

for an increased level of sustainability impact coming directly from activities at the 

university. Furthermore, by modeling this change, ASU has a platform to show what is 

possible for university contributions to sustainability and has the potential to change the 

landscape of higher education. 

Potential for transformation 

 The idea of the New American University makes the ability of a university to 

contribute to addressing big, complex societal challenges the central norm for how to 

define what makes universities excellent. In doing so, the idea marks a radical shift from 

more traditional views of what makes a university excellent or elite. In the years since 

launching the New American University as the organizing idea behind ASU’s 

transformation, there is strong evidence that the leadership of ASU is willing to do what 
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it takes to realize the idea’s transformational potential. ASU has been successful in 

building and securing different streams of funding, including some from major 

philanthropists and corporations, and they have developed new financial models and 

approaches to education, including the use of online education. Some of this work has 

drawn pushback both from inside and outside ASU, which demonstrates both an ability to 

compromise to secure resources and to manage conflict. ASU is also aware of the need 

for broader system change. As ASU has advanced in transforming itself as a university, it 

has begun taking up the challenge of transforming the higher education landscape more 

broadly by, for example, building networks around some of these key challenges, 

including university contributions to sustainability. Engaging in this work demonstrates 

ASU’s awareness of the need for transformation in higher education beyond their own 

university.  

Influence 

Before ASU created one, no school of sustainability existed in the United States. 

The impact of ASU is in the fact that there is now a large, public research university 

making sustainability a core value and enabling its people and the institution itself to 

contribute to sustainability in ways that are meaningful to the scale of the problem. By 

developing itself as this kind of university and sharing openly about what it is doing, 

ASU also has broader societal impact. Importantly, ASU is not trying to make more 

ASU’s, rather Crow describes what ASU is doing as differentiating itself from other 

research universities in ways that are relevant to both ASU as an institution and, more 

importantly, to society as a whole and the time we are in. Given the state of the planet, 

sustainability is an essential part of this work.  
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History 

ASU was founded in 1885 as the Territorial Normal School. As a normal school, 

it was created to train teachers. Over the next decades, the school grew and underwent a 

number of name changes before becoming Arizona State College in 1945 and Arizona 

State University in 1958. Under President Lattie Coor, who served as President from 

1990-2002, ASU achieved Research I Doctoral University status as determined by the 

Carnegie Institutions Classifications of Higher Education, the highest status as a research 

university in the United States. In 2002, Michael Crow became President, and his vision 

for the New American university became a driving force for ASU. Understanding the 

New American University is an essential foundation for how ASU makes sustainability a 

core value and drives broader societal transformation in sustainability.  

From the beginning of his tenure, President Crow outlined his vision for New 

American University. In his inaugural address, he described the “gold standard” of a 

great American university, and he then argued that this model is not up to the challenges 

of our time, particularly in a place like Arizona. Under his leadership, ASU would set out 

to draw from the best parts of great universities and add new design elements to create 

the New American University (Crow, 2002). The New American University is 

simultaneously “dedicated to pursuit of excellence, broad access to quality education, and 

meaningful societal impact.” (newamericanuniversity.asu.edu). This vision for ASU is 

described in the University’s charter: 

“ASU is a comprehensive public research university, measured not by whom we 
exclude, but rather by whom we include and how they succeed; advancing 
research and discovery of public value; and assuming fundamental responsibility 
for the economic, social, cultural and overall health of the communities it serves.” 
  - ASU Charter 
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The ongoing history of ASU under President Crow reflects the different aspects of this 

charter.  

In working toward broad access to quality education, ASU has pursued several 

strategies. Most significantly, it has grown enrollment. From fall semester 2002 to fall 

semester 2016, enrollment in all degree programs increased from 55,491 to 98,146 (Crow 

& Dabars, 2015 and about.asu.edu/enrollment). The university has also focused on 

increasing the number of students finishing degrees and has also found success here, with 

a six-year graduation rate for freshman entering in 2007 of 58.6%, which is up from 

49.2% for the 1995 enrollees (Crow & Dabars, 2015). Measures of increasing diversity 

are also strong, and with over 165% growth in freshman minority enrollment from 2002 

to 2013 (Crow & Dabars, 2015). In order to achieve these large increases in scale of 

impact, ASU has used different strategies including ensuring ASU is accessible to 

residents who meet basic qualifications regardless of financial means, something which 

Crow calls, “easily one of the most significant achievements in the history of the 

institution” (Crow & Dabars, 2015: p 259). 

ASU has experimented in using both data and online platforms to increase scale 

and improve outcomes. Since 2008 the university has used an eadvising system (Phillips, 

2013) to increase persistence and degree completion. This system uses data analytics to 

help guide students in ways that increase degree completion. Online courses and degrees 

have increased substantially, and the university has experimented with novel ways to 

increase enrollment through these platforms. Perhaps the most well-known experiment 

has been a partnership with Starbucks, which offers all benefits eligible Starbucks 
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employees access to an ASU degree tuition-free. Others in higher education are 

recognizing ASU’s efforts, with the chancellor of UC Berkeley noting “Arizona State 

University, in short, is taking its ‘mass education’ mission as seriously as any university 

in the country today” (Dirks, 2015). 

In its pursuit of excellence and societal impact, ASU has been reinventing how a 

university is structured by developing interdisciplinary units organized around big 

questions with the potential for societal impact (Crow, 2010; Macilwain, 2007). This 

work is ongoing and builds on a culture of working across disciplines that pre-dates 

Crow’s tenure and has increased significantly since he became president. For example, 

ASU has a School of Earth Science and Exploration, which brings together astronomers, 

geologists, engineers, and more who are working on understanding earth and the universe 

beyond. Other examples include the School for the Future of Innovation in Society, the 

College of Public Service and Community Solutions, and the Biodesign Institute. While 

ASU is reorganizing, the pull of disciplines is still strong, Michael Crow himself 

commented “the biggest challenge that we’ve had has been the strength of the ‘the 

invisible’ disciplines – the fact that people show more allegiance to their disciplines and 

the structures of those disciplines than to the institution they are part of” (quoted in 

Fischman, 2014). Yet there are signs of progress at ASU, with the interdisciplinary units 

themselves as evidence as well as ASU’s success in growing interdisciplinary research 

support and research support more generally. Between 2003 and 2014, funded projects 

with principal investigators from at least two departments increased 75% and from 2003 

to 2012 federally financed research generally grew 162% (Fischman, 2014). In 2015, 
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2016, 2017, and 2018 U.S. News and World Report named ASU the most innovative 

university in the United States. 

ASU’s commitment to broad access and societal impact are foundational to the 

University’s ability to be at the vanguard of transforming the American research 

university in ways that enable them effectively address sustainability. As important to 

ASU’s impact is their commitment to sustainability as a core value of ASU. President 

Crow puts sustainability on the same level as foundational American values of equality 

and justice (Crow, 2016). These values are embodied in institutional form by the Global 

Institute of Sustainability (GIOS) and the School of Sustainability (SoS), the history of 

which is important for understanding how ASU is transforming itself in ways that 

contribute to sustainability more broadly. 

While every person I interviewed stated President Crow as the most essential part 

of ASU’s sustainability leadership, the roots of the GIOS go deeper at ASU. The 

University had a history of interdisciplinary environmental research pre-dating Crow 

including the Central-Arizona Phoenix Long Term Ecological Research Project, and NSF 

Integrative Graduate Education and Training program in urban ecology, and NSF grant 

for Decision Making Under Great Uncertainty (Redman, 2013). Experience working on 

efforts like these meant faculty had a culture of working across disciplines on applied 

environmental research questions preceding Crow’s tenure.  

In 2004, President Crow assembled a small group of leading thinkers working in 

the field of sustainability science at a secluded resort in Temozon, Mexico. This group 

considered the question of how a “large, public research university could best commit 

itself to sustainability as a core value in its teaching, research, and outreach activities?” 
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(Sustainability @ ASU Prospectus, 2016). This meeting still influences how ASU pursues 

sustainability as a value. That same year, ASU formed the Global Institute of 

Sustainability with a foundational gift of $15 million from Julie Ann Wrigley. 

Establishing GIOS as an institute created a space in which faculty could come 

together to discuss and debate a new school of sustainability and what it would look like. 

Over 100 faculty members engaged in the process of developing a new school centered 

on sustainability (Redman, 2013). The School of Sustainability received its charter from 

the Arizona Board of Regents in 2006 and admitted its first students in 2007. A couple 

years into the establishment of the school, new faculty members were unsatisfied with the 

original formulation of the school. They wanted to shift from bringing together traditional 

disciplinary tools in new and creative ways to developing methodologies and frameworks 

specifically developed to meet the needs of sustainability, thus setting off another 

reconceptualization of the SoS (Miller et al., 2011). One of the important debates the 

school had and continues to have is what it means to educate someone in sustainability, 

and they developed a framework of key competencies for sustainability which are 

systems-thinking, anticipatory, normative, strategic, and interpersonal competence (Wiek 

et al., 2011). 

The importance ASU places on GIOS is made clear in the organizational 

placement and leadership structure of the institution. GIOS is one of only two units on 

campus that report directly to the university president. The SoS is part of GIOS, and the 

two have a leadership structure made up of three people, the director of GIOS, dean of 

SoS, and an executive director who works across both. In addition to the 

institutionalization of sustainability scholarship and education in these two units, ASU 
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works to ensure sustainability is a value and focus across campus. For example, all 

materials from GIOS are branded Sustainability@ASU, faculty from any academic unit 

can be involved with GIOS, and students learn about sustainability beyond degrees, 

majors, minors, and classes at SoS.  

GIOS and the SoS have grown since they were founded, and alumni have found 

success in employment. At the end of 2016, GIOS had 400 sustainability scientists and 

scholars, who are faculty members that are connected to and supported by GIOS with 

things such space, scheduling, and grant support. In 2016, nearly 2,000 students were 

enrolled in a sustainability degree program, a sustainability minor, or a sustainability 

certificate. Alumni employment rates are high, with very high percentages in 

sustainability-related employment. In 2016, PhD alumni had a 96% employment rate 

with 91% in a sustainability-related field, Master’s alumni had a 93% employment rate 

with 92% of those in a sustainability-related field, and 96% of Bachelor’s alumni were 

employed with 67% percent of those in a sustainability-related field (Sustainability @ 

ASU 2016 Highlights, 2017). This success of alumni was not guaranteed at the beginning, 

and SoS leadership recognized the risk students were taking by enrolling in not only a 

brand-new college, but the first of its kind in the nation. In order to reduce the risk for 

students, the School the School invested in an intern specialist to help students find 

meaningful internships and career specialist to help students find careers after graduation 

(Boone, 2016). 

In addition to its innovative work on institutional organization, research, and 

education in sustainability, ASU has also made sustainable campus operations a priority. 

The University has a detailed Strategic Plan for Sustainability Practices and Operations 
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published in 2011, and it publishes annual reports on progress made. The plan is 

organized around four goals – carbon neutrality, zero waste/water waste, active 

engagement, and principled practice – with specific strategies and initiatives under each. 

Each year, the University publishes an update on progress made on the plan. ASU has 

seen success here as well. For example, at the end of 2015 ASU had 45 LEED-certified 

buildings on campus as well as 24 MW of solar photovoltaic and solar thermal capacity 

installed on campus, which accounts for about 13% of the University’s electrical load 

(Sustainability @ ASU 2015 Highlights, 2016). In addition, ASU promotes a culture of 

sustainability practice by including sustainability contributions in all annual personnel 

reviews (Sustainability @ ASU 2015 Highlights, 2016). In 2017, ASU was ranked 8 on 

the Sierra Club Cool Schools Ranking, the highest of any large research university. 

In the years since President Crow began his tenure at ASU, the University has 

changed and grown substantially. Sustainability is a core part of that change as a value, 

driver of institutional organization, research subject, educational focus, and focus of 

campus operations. Sustainability@ASU is not only a brand, it represents the practice of 

the University. This change is the result of pursuing an effective strategy. 

Strategy 

Understanding the strategic approach for transforming ASU and its contributions 

to a more sustainable society starts with understanding Michael Crow and his vision and 

leadership. Every person I interviewed, except for Crow himself, described President 

Crow’s vision and his leadership as essential to ASU’s transformation and the driving 

force behind it. President Crow’s vision and strategy at ASU comes from deep experience 

of and thought about interdisciplinary research, knowledge enterprises, universities, and 
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institutional design. While a student at Iowa State, Crow originally wanted to major in 

five subjects, but pulled back to two and tried to fit in as much as he could. He got his 

first experience advocating for a project in higher education when he was hired by Iowa 

State to testify and lobby for a university project while still an undergraduate (Crow, 

2016). He earned a PhD in public administration from Syracuse University, studying the 

institutional design and system of research laboratories in the United States, publishing 

recommendations in the form of a book with collaborator Barry Bozeman (Crow and 

Bozeman, 1998). After a few years working at universities, he landed at Columbia 

University where he quickly rose to upper-level administration, leading innovative 

projects. Among the most successful was the Columbia Earth Institute, an 

interdisciplinary for working on complex environmental challenges (Stripling, 2015). 

What Crow brought to ASU when he became president in 2002 was a vision for a 

New American University and an institutional design framework rooted in his own 

experiences and developed, experimented with, and tested over his early career. A vision, 

however, would not be enough to make the kind of transformational change Crow aspired 

to. For that, he needed a university where it was possible for this vision to become real. 

He wanted a university that was not yet mature (Crow, 2017, personal correspondence). 

While ASU had been around for over a century when Crow became president, it was still 

quite young as a research university. It did not yet have a rigid identity and culture. Even 

better, it was in Phoenix, a young, growing metropolitan area in the American West with 

an openness to change and possibility. In addition to this openness, ASU had the seeds of 

a culture that was open to collaboration across disciplines, particularly on environmental 

research questions. Several faculty members who preceded Crow at ASU described this 
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culture (Kinzig, 2016), and ASU had had success in developing the Center for 

Environmental Studies and several interdisciplinary environmental research and 

education programs (Redman, 2013).  

A president with a strong vision and a university that was fertile ground for 

success is important to ASU’s transformation, but success has also depended on the 

vision’s power as well as a focus on design, culture, and resources. 

Crow developed the vision for a New American University over years of 

studying, working in, and experimenting with universities as institutions. In articulating 

the vision, he starts with the premise that “our social construct called the university is 

flawed and incomplete, adequate up until now, but now is a net contributor to our 

inability to move forward. The design of the university itself” (Crow, 2002). Starting 

from the idea that the university is fundamentally flawed, he asks what must happen to 

make the university relevant and useful in this time. He does not ask what could happen 

given the political realities or constraints on universities, but what must happen given the 

challenges we face in society. Out of this question came the idea for a New American 

University. The resulting ides is powerful because it is relevant for these times, and it is 

aspirational. One gets the sense that the New American University in practice may just be 

up to the task of meeting the challenges people face. The power of the New American 

University idea is clear in the buy-in people around campus have. Almost everyone I 

interviewed referenced the idea of the New American University and described feeling 

energized by it. One dean commented, “…the fact that Michael Crow’s vision on what a 

new American university is exceedingly well known throughout all the faculty and even 

into some of the students. I think that’s really unusual” (Wentz, 2016). 
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Also central to ASU’s strategic approach is using design to support the vision. 

The people of ASU are redesigning the institution of the university.  

“We drive the empowerment of designers down into the heart of the organization. 
I’m designing the conditions through which designs can occur. In a sense I’m 
setting the parameters of the design. So, we set these design aspirations, below the 
level of design aspiration, like if you don’t work to fuse intellectual disciplines, or 
you try to block that, then why are you here? And so it’s the setting up of the 
design aspirations, the empowerment of design, the enablement of design, the 
funding of design, and then even at that point doesn’t even become a hierarchical 
thing. It’s not a hierarchical structure” (Crow, 2016). 
 
ASU has eight design aspirations supporting the development of the New 

American University. These aspirations are a living part of what ASU is working to 

become. President Crow laid out these design aspirations in his inaugural address, and 

though the words have changed slightly the ideas are still the same sixteen years later.  

ASU’s design aspirations are: 

- “Leverage our place: ASU embraces its culture, socioeconomic and physical 

setting 

- Transform society: ASU catalyzes social change by being connected to social 

needs 

- Value entrepreneurship: ASU uses its knowledge and encourages innovation 

- Conduct use-inspired research: ASU research has purpose and impact 

- Enable student success: ASU is committed to the success of each unique student 

- Fuse intellectual disciplines: ASU creates knowledge by transcending academic 

disciplines 

- Be socially embedded: ASU connects with communities through mutually 

beneficial partnerships 
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- Engage globally: ASU engages with people and issue locally, nationally, and 

internationally”  

(https://newamericanuniversity.asu.edu/about/design-aspirations) 

Numerous people I interviewed at ASU mentioned the aspirations, and the 

aspirations are displayed around campus. As one faculty member said “Eight design 

aspirations for the new American university. Everybody can remember them, or at least 

two or three of them, which is fair enough. Let’s get started on something” (Wiek, 2016). 

Between ASU’s Charter and its eight design aspirations, the university has a clear 

idea of the impact the institution and its people want to make. However, the path for 

getting there is not pre-determined or, in many cases, even clear. The people of ASU 

need to figure out how to make these paths to fulfill the promise of the University’s 

charter and design aspirations. To enable them to do so, ASU fosters a particular culture. 

This culture that is different than it was when President Crow started, and it is different 

than other universities. In describing his strategy for transforming ASU, President Crow 

remarked “culture change, culture change, culture change” (Crow, 2016). A long-time 

faculty member reiterated the idea, commenting, “I can’t underestimate the importance of 

culture change and time [in the transformation of ASU]” (Kinzig, 2016). 

Essential to the culture is the fact that President Crow is clear about the Charter 

and design aspirations, but very open about how to get there. He expects ASU’s people to 

contribute, and he has facilitated a culture that asks a lot of people in terms of impact, 

risk-taking and service.  

A culture of impact is part of ASU’s successful strategy. For example, impact on 

students and the impact students will make is highly-valued. Several faculty members I 
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interviewed described feeling that because ASU has a focus on including large numbers 

of students with a wide range of backgrounds and preparation, ASU has bigger potential 

to change the trajectories of students’ lives than more traditionally elite universities do. 

With ASU nearing 100,000 students enrolled, this impact continues to grow. Impact is 

also communicated in a focus on solutions for society that infuse what the ASU does and 

how it talks about it. A large example in the sustainability space is the Walton 

Sustainability Solutions Initiative, which “aims to harness the knowledge within the 

University to deliver solutions for the complex challenges of sustainability.” 

(https://sustainability.asu.edu/sustainabilitysolutions/about/) 

Underlying a culture of impact, and essential for making impact in the ways and 

scale ASU and Michael Crow aspire to, is a culture of entrepreneurism. “Value 

entrepreneurship” is one of the eight design principles. An entrepreneurial culture allows 

ASU to try many things, some of which succeed, to make progress on the impact 

envisioned with the New American University. This entrepreneurial culture is seen in a 

willingness to say yes to ideas and take risks as well as a bias toward speed. Faculty 

members and academic administrators described being asked regularly about impact and 

supported in taking risks and trying out new ideas for impact. One faculty member 

described it this way, “…it [ASU] is a ‘yes’ university. You’ve got an idea, the answer is 

‘yes.’ I don’t know exactly how we’re going to make this happen, we’ll just figure it 

out.” (Wentz, 2016). Risk-taking is highly-valued, with many people I interviewed 

commenting on this topic. The Executive Director of GIOS described the approach to 

risk-taking as follows, “We may not have known what we were doing, but we were doing 

it. And we were trying different things. And around here you get punished for not taking 
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risks. Rather than most universities where you get punished for taking risks” (Melnick, 

2016).  

A culture of speed supports impact and risk-taking, with a bias toward action 

instead of bureaucracy and lengthy planning. For example, the faculty member who 

started the Center for Biodiversity Outcomes described the meeting with President Crow 

in which she got funding for the new Center. She explained the idea for the center, and 

Crow agreed to support the idea and connected her with others at ASU to help develop 

the idea into an actual center (Gerber, 2016). Executive Vice President and Chief 

Research and Innovation Officer Sethuraman (Panch) Panchanathan described ASU’s 

bias toward speed by noting, “What is typically achieved in 10 years or 20 years, Dr. 

Crow encourages university leaders to move with speed and at scale, and accomplish in a 

much shorter timeframe. That’s what I would say is the intentionality of leadership. This 

innovative approach allows us to take advantages of opportunities and collaborative 

alliances quickly, to position ourselves competitively, and in turn, to realize the greatest 

advantage for the university, our students, and our community” (Panchanathan, 2018, 

personal communication). 

Finally, a culture of collaboration and service supports ASU’s impact. As 

discussed above, faculty members who pre-date Crow’s presidency described an 

openness to collaboration, and in the past fifteen years ASU has supported and grown this 

culture by developing university structures and ways of working that incent and make 

collaboration easier. A faculty member described collaboration going as far as giving up 

lab space, saying “I’ve seen people give up space to accommodate a colleague with an 

expanding project” (Nickerson, quoted in Fischman, 2014). The University also invests in 
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high-quality staff who help serve the mission of collaboration across disciplines. The 

quality of this staff was commented on by several people I interviewed. The job of these 

staff members is to support the development of big, collaborative, interdisciplinary grants 

and to make sure the projects work well once they are funded. Interdisciplinary work can 

have an opportunity cost, and a mentality of valuing this collaboration means the 

University serves the needs of the people doing it by making it easier.  

This culture of impact, entrepreneurism, and collaboration are essential to ASU’s 

ongoing transformation, but this culture does not just appear. It has to be fostered 

constantly. To do so, ASU does three things.  

First, the purpose of ASU, its charter and the design aspirations to support the 

charter, are communicated clearly, intentionally, and widely. People know them, and the 

work to support these aspirations is celebrated across the university. For example, when I 

visited ASU to do interviews a banner several stories tall hung from the main 

administration building proclaiming ASU was named the most Innovative University in 

the country, celebrating ASU’s success in meeting its values in a clear way in the middle 

of campus. 

Second, ASU makes sure it has the people who can support the kind of culture it 

is aiming to foster. In 2014, an article about ASU noted almost 500 faculty members out 

of a total of 1,700 had been hired in the past decade (FIschman, 2014). These hires were 

made with the culture of ASU in mind. As ASU has grown since then, an even higher 

portion of the faculty has been hired since Crow became president. Several interviewees 

also remarked on Michael Crow’s ability to spot and woo talent. He seeks out people who 

can support the ASU culture, hiring interdisciplinary academic stars from other 
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institutions and showing a willingness to bring in people who don’t fit a traditional 

academic profile, but can contribute to ASU’s success at building the New American 

University. For example, the Director of GIOS came to the role after a career as an 

executive at BP. ASU also invests in developing the leadership capacity of faculty 

members, not to be academic leaders in their discipline but rather leaders of the 

institution and in broader society. Between hiring for culture and developing for culture, 

ASU has the people to make the kind of impact it aspires to. The Dean of the School of 

Sustainability described the shift in support from early skepticism to acceptance and 

embracing of sustainability on campus, “What happened is a very large group of people 

came out in support of not only the New American University principles, but also the 

notion that doing use-inspired was not a dirty word; being relevant to society was 

something that they, maybe not exclusively did in terms of their research, but they 

wanted to make part of their research align with it” (Boone, 2016) 

Finally, ASU provides incentives and tools for people in the university to live the 

culture in action. GIOS is a good example of how ASU does this. GIOS is designed to be 

horizontal to serve and support people fulfilling the sustainability mission across the 

University. GIOS has over 400 sustainability scientists and scholars, a group of faculty 

and others who advance research, who are associated with GIOS. This group has access 

to space, which has what is described as the best telecommunications on campus and a 

coffee machine that more than half of the people I interviewed mentioned as important 

for creating community at GIOS. This space and collaboration are supported by a 

concierge (the actual title) who can help with scheduling and other tasks that make 

interdisciplinary work difficult. GIOS also supports interdisciplinary grant-writing, with 
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staff who do the significant amounts of work beyond research framing that is required in 

large, multi-collaborator grants. GIOS, with support from the wider university, is also 

working to grow the financial resources to support sustainability research, and it has seen 

some great successes here with both philanthropic and government grant dollars. All of 

these efforts are to make sure people have the incentives, tools, and resources to be able 

to do what ASU is asking of its people. 

The transformation of ASU itself is significant in its example of how other 

universities can transform to better meet society’s complex challenges, particularly in 

terms of making sustainability a core value and impact of the university. ASU works to 

make sure this impact is felt more broadly. The University is very open with what it is 

trying to do and how it is doing it. The executive director of GIOS, for example, 

described giving presentations about the institute and the School of Sustainability 

multiple times a week for a period of time (Melnick, 2016). Michael Crow’s co-authored 

book (Crow & Dabars, 2015), Designing the New American University, describes what 

ASU is trying to do, and Crow himself speaks around the world about ASU’s 

transformation and the broader landscape of higher education. ASU has also started 

creating and stewarding networks of other universities that are working to transform 

higher education like the Global Consortium for Sustainability Outcomes. This openness, 

documentation, intentional sharing, and network building help spread the impact of ASU 

beyond the university itself, with the aim of transforming research universities into 

institutions that can realize their potential to contribute to sustainability in practice at a 

scope and level that actually addresses the problems at hand. 
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Natural Capital Project 
Aim 

The Natural Capital Project (NatCap) aims to get the value of natural capital and 

the ecosystem services it provides considered as part of all major decision-making 

processes in order to improve the well-being of people and nature. 

Sustainability Contribution  

NatCap contributes to sustainability by making it possible to usefully consider the 

value nature provides to people by using ecosystem services in decision-making 

processes. They develop scale- and decision-relevant science, tools, and processes to do 

so. NatCap also develops the capacity of people to use these tools through 

communication, training, thought leadership, and partnership. By understanding the value 

of ecosystem services in ways that are relevant to decision making, people and 

institutions are more likely to make decisions that better protect people and nature and 

are, therefore, more sustainable. 

Potential for transformation 

NatCap begins from the radical idea that consideration of ecosystems and 

ecosystem services must be part of all major decision-making processes in order to 

protect social-ecological systems. Choices about organizational design, science 

development, policy engagements, and governance structures connect to this radical idea. 

NatCap leadership has shown a willingness to and increasing savvy in engaging with 

partners, making the decisions and compromises needed to grow organizational 

capability and influence along the way. In pursuing a strategy of both demonstrating 

potential and collaborating with system actors that affect large decision-making contexts, 
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NatCap shows an understanding of the need to change broader systems in order to realize 

the transformative potential of their founding idea. In engaging with partners who have 

power to affect large-scale decision-making, NatCap creates potential for conflict, and 

the extent to which they work with incumbent power systems or confront these systems 

will likely be an important part of their ability to drive transformation going forward.  

Influence 

NatCap has helped make the use of an ecosystem services approach to decision 

making possible. Their work on the science of ecosystem services, particularly at the 

scales relevant for decision making, and even more so their work on tools, have been 

essential for actually operationalizing this approach. NatCap has offered the unique 

contribution of developing and maintaining a software tool that is free, open source, and 

increasingly straightforward to use while also tending to the task of growing the number 

and capacity of people using these approaches and tools. NatCap works in an increasingly 

crowded space of ecosystem services, which is something they celebrate and support. 

While NatCap cannot take credit for all of this, and they certainly wouldn’t, NatCap has 

played a valuable role in elevating the narrative of people’s dependence on people, the 

use of ecosystem services in this work, and spreading this approach to more sectors of 

society. 

History 

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) is important for understanding the 

founding of NatCap. From 2001-2005, over 1,000 scientists came together to assess the 

impact of ecosystem change on the wellbeing of people and to better understand the state 

of science supporting the conservation of ecosystems and benefits they provide people. 
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The MA was an important assessment of the state of the world’s ecosystems and created 

interest and support for an approach to conservation based on both biodiversity and 

ecosystem services. However, at the time of the Assessment, the state of the science did 

not effectively support considering the value of ecosystem services in relevant decision 

making. The scale of the science was almost all at a global scale or very fine scale such 

as the farm level, neither of which effectively met the needs of decision makers.  

NatCap began as a conversation among friends in the scientific and cultural 

context of the MA. The NatCap founders all played important roles in the MA and 

continue to be leaders in the broader science and practice of conversation and ecosystem 

services. NatCap was founded by Gretchen Daily, Peter Kareiva, and Taylor Ricketts. At 

the founding of NatCap, Gretchen Daily was, and she still is, a professor at Stanford 

University leading in the science of ecosystems service. Early on she edited an important 

book describing natural capital and ecosystem services (Daily, 1997) that helped shape 

the field. At the founding of NatCap, Peter Kareiva was the chief scientist for the Nature 

Conservancy (TNC), one of the largest conversation organizations in the world. Taylor 

Ricketts was the director of conversation science at the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). 

Soon after starting NatCap, these three were joined in NatCap leadership by Stephen 

Polasky, an economist and professor at the University of Minnesota and also an important 

leader in the science of ecosystem services. This history was described by co-founder 

Peter Kareiva (2016), “NatCap started very much as a conversation between Gretchen 

and I. And then Taylor was brought in, and then Steve later. I don’t even remember when 

NatCap wasn’t, didn’t exist in our minds. We just were talking, you know, through 
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email.” In 2017, the Chinese Academy of Sciences joined NatCap as an official partner, 

adding an additional academic institution to the partnership. 

The early conversations about NatCap centered on the need for science that met 

the needs of decision-making processes that impact ecosystems and human well-being. 

The conversations focused on the need for science at policy-relevant scales such as 

watersheds, states, and regions as well as the need to make the ecosystem service 

information spatially explicit, so there could be maps of the services relevant to decision 

making. NatCap and other ecosystem services leaders made the case in the scientific 

literature that in order to make the potential of ecosystem service assessments relevant for 

decisions several barriers needed to be addressed including “(i) detailed information at 

scales relevant to decision-making; (ii) practical know-how in the process of institutional 

design & implementation; and (iii) compelling models of success in which economic 

incentives are aligned with conservation” (Turner & Daily, 2008). Addressing these 

barriers would take advances in the science of ecosystem service mapping, the design of 

societal governance systems to allow for consideration of ecosystem services, and the 

ability to implementation of these approaches in different contexts (Daily & Matson, 

2008).    

In order to meet these barriers and needs, the founders of NatCap imagined a 

project that connected large conservation NGOs (TNC and WWF) with a world-class 

university (originally Stanford, later adding the University of Minnesota, and then the 

Chinese Academy of Science). By creating a project at the intersection of these 

organizations, this new group would have unique access to conservation challenges on 

the ground through the network of the NGOs as well as a base of the science and 
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decision-support needs to support the work. The university connection would bring key 

capabilities to advance the needed science. Universities have large numbers of young 

scientists, particularly PhD students and post-doctoral scholars, who are looking for 

projects and interested in doing science relevant to the environmental challenges in 

society. An ongoing collaboration with between large NGOs and universities would 

allow more early-career scientist to connect their research to policy- and decision-

relevant work in productive ways. Gretchen Daily described this relationship, “The idea 

was you have a lot of innovation in both types of institutions, the academic and the NGO. 

And it’s very complementary and almost not at all overlapping. So, in academia you can 

get a lot of cheap, young scientists and cheap older faculty slaving over ideas and 

advancing the technology and the knowledge of science. And then in the NGOs you have 

unparalleled access to leaders and to opportunities to test ideas and put them into action” 

(Daily, 2016). 

Before the Natural Capital Project name even came about, the three original 

founders helped bring together scientists at a meeting at Stanford to explore whether the 

kind of science they imagined was possible and how to go about developing it. The 

workshop included Walt Reid, the director of the MA. They hired two post-doctoral 

scholars to do some initial research, and “they both came back with really cool studies 

that really kind of convinced everybody, oh, you can actually generate mapped 

information on ecosystem services at these scales” (Ricketts, 2016). These early analyses 

showed the potential for NatCap’s eventual approach to ecosystem assessment (see Chan 

et al., 2006). In addition, ecosystem service-based projects were already being undertaken 

by global conservation organizations (see (Tallis et al., 2009) for an early catalog of this 
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work) and had already had begun to show the potential for this kind of work to expand 

conservation opportunities (Goldman et al., 2008). 

The Natural Capital Project was formed at the end of 2006 as a collaboration 

between TNC, WWF, and Stanford University. NatCap is not a legal entity, rather it 

exists as a memorandum of understanding among the partners. NatCap is a boundary 

organization (Guston, 2001) helping partners on both sides of the science and practice 

boundary work effectively together. While the founders worked to secure funding for 

NatCap, they were not initially successful at getting support from the NSF. They did, 

however, get a large, unrestricted gift from a private donor that helped them launch with 

the flexibility to pursue the work they saw as most relevant. This gift is still supporting 

NatCap’s work today (Daily, 2016). 

In the early days, NatCap focused on figuring out the science of mapping 

ecosystem services at the regional scales in ways that were useful for decision making. 

Heather Tallis, the first post-doctoral scholar associated with NatCap, remembers 

working to build the first ecosystem service models, combining ecological production 

functions and economic valuation, and distributing them at an academic meeting on CDs 

(Tallis remarks at 2016 NatCap Symposium). Demonstrating that the science of 

ecosystem services could be used to make decisions in particular places was an essential 

first step in NatCap’s work, and much of the early effort in NatCap was focused on this 

task. 

These first models developed into the software Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem 

Services and Tradeoffs (InVEST). InVEST is a spatially-explicit ecosystem services 

model that maps the values created by nature and shows how changes in ecosystems lead 
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to different changes in goods and services coming from those ecosystems. InVEST is 

NatCap’s earliest tool for fulfilling its vision of mainstreaming ecosystems services into 

decision-making processes, and it continue to be the most significant.  

From the beginning, NatCap chose to make all of the software tools it developed 

free and open source. This open source value reflects their aim of getting the science and 

tools into the hands of people to use them. InVEST was originally developed to run on 

ArcGIS, an expensive proprietary software. However, NatCap worked to get InVEST off 

of this platform. In 2015, NatCap released PyGeoprocessing, ‘a programmable, open 

source, and free GIS processing library” 

(https://www.naturalcapitalproject.org/software/) that it developed to support InVEST but 

that can also support other applications. InVEST is supported by a user’s guide, trainings 

hosted by NatCap and a range of other partners, as well as through forums in an online 

community. It is widely used around the world. A study of InVEST use found that during 

a 25-month period between June 2012 and June 2014, 19 different InVEST models were 

run a total of 43,363 times in 104 different countries (Posner et al., 2016). In addition to 

InVEST and PyGeoProcessing, NatCap has developed a suite of other software tools to 

support different aspects considering the value of ecosystem services in decisions. 

In addition to NatCap’s initial work focused on developing the science and 

models to show a software tool like InVEST was even possible (see (Nelson et al., 2009) 

for one early example), NatCap also worked on a number of initial engagement projects, 

one on the Hawaiian Island of Oahu and the other on the Indonesian Island of Sumatra 

(Ruckelshaus, 2016). These early engagements helped NatCap develop the science of 

modelling ecosystem services as well as a framework for integrating ecosystems into 
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decision making (see figure 2). Soon after this initial work on terrestrial and freshwater 

systems, NatCap started working with new collaborators on a marine version of InVEST 

models, which were developed mainly through two cases, one on West Coast of 

Vancouver Island and one in Belize (Guerry, 2016). 

Figure 2: Framework integrating ecosystem services in decision making from Daily et al. (2009) 

 

NatCap has also been an essential part of a number of large ecosystem service 

planning and implementation processes around the globe, helping to enable consideration 

of ecosystem services both through the use of NatCap software tools and through staff 

engagement. NatCap has played important roles in wide-scale use of ecosystem services 

planning by the government of China (see Ouyang et al., 2016). They are also an 

important collaborator with TNC on water fund work in Latin America.  

In recent years, NatCap has expanded its work beyond specific projects or 

countries to work with influential partners that help enable consideration of ecosystem 

services in larger systems of decision making. For example, they have worked with Inter-
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American Development Bank (IDB), the main source of multilateral financing for 

development in Latin America, to support consideration of ecosystem services across 

IDB’s investment portfolios, starting with road development (Mandle et al., 2015). 

NatCap is also working with private companies on approaches to considering ecosystem 

service impacts by applying commodity-sourcing standards that could help improve the 

sustainability of supply chains (Chaplin-Kramer et al., 2015). For a more in-depth history 

of NatCap’s engagements, see appendix 4. Ruckelshaus et al. (2013) also discusses many 

of NatCap’s projects.  

NatCap has also developed its own ability to support and grow the capacity of the 

broader ecosystem services community. Software tools discussed earlier are part of this 

work in that these tools help facilitate the widespread consideration of ecosystem 

services. In addition, NatCap has hosted trainings all over the world, and these trainings 

have been shown to increase the use of InVEST in countries where they have been held 

(Posner et al., 2016). NatCap hosts a robust online training and support for its approach 

and tools. These resources include massive open online courses to train people on the 

biodiversity and ecosystem services approach and related software tools as well as 

software support forums.  

An important centerpiece of NatCap’s training and capacity building is the 

Natural Capital Symposium. NatCap hosted its first symposium in 2012 as a way to bring 

together collaborators and the wider ecosystem services community of practice and has 

hosted a symposium annually since. It has grown to have more than 300 people in 

attendance from over 30 different countries. As the symposium has grown in size and 

scope, it is now able to connect people working on different cases of using ecosystem 
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services in decision-making processes so they can learn from each other without NatCap 

having to be in the middle. Lead Scientist Emily McKenzie described the symposium as 

playing an important connecting role, “I think we’re enabling people to get lessons about 

how to replicate in a way that’s flexible enough for their own context. I think the 

symposium is a really nice example of how that works” (McKenzie, 2016). 

The Natural Capital Symposium is also an example of NatCap’s ability to be a 

convener in the ecosystem services space. As both the use of an ecosystem services 

approach as well as the community of people using it has grown, NatCap has remained an 

important leader in the field. This position is something NatCap is aware of and uses to 

advance the uptake these approaches by convening leaders around the work. Some of this 

happens at the symposium, and NatCap is also more targeted in connecting with high-

level leaders. For example, in May 2015 NatCap, along with a few partners, convened the 

Stockholm Summit on Natural Capital, which brought together high-level science, NGO, 

foundation, government and business leaders to bring a focus on natural capital successes 

and plan for an agenda to advance this work going forward.  

Underlying NatCap’s tool development, engagement in projects on the ground, 

and training and capacity-building work is the growth and development of the 

organization itself. This formalization has happened through both staff and strategic 

planning. In 2008, NatCap hired Mary Ruckelshaus as managing director as well as a few 

other leadership staff. NatCap finished its first strategic plan at the end of 2010. This plan 

did several things. First, it articulated NatCap’s theory of change. Second, it described the 

three pillars of NatCap’s work – evidence, or using an ecosystems approach in 

demonstration sites; science + tools, which involves developing the science of 
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ecosystems and ways to use this science in practical applications; and influence, which 

involves engaging high-level leaders who will help advance the use and practice of the 

ecosystem services approaches. Third, it laid out, clarified, and formalized how the 

NatCap partnership is governed.  

NatCap’ organizational structure reflects its existence in the boundary space 

among the partner organizations. The governing committee has fiduciary and strategic 

responsibilities and includes two representatives from each of the partner organizations 

who come from the highest leadership levels of the partner organizations and serve as 

important links to each partner. A broader advisory committee assists both the governing 

and managing director on strategic and financial issues. The managing director serves as 

CEO of NatCap and has strategy, budget, partner coordination, and fundraising 

responsibility. Finally, NatCap has a leadership team, made up of senior NatCap staff 

(lead scientists, lead software developer, etc.) who lead and manage different areas of 

NatCap’s work. 

NatCap released a second strategic plan in 2016. This plan continues with 

NatCap’s basic theory of change and the overall organizational structure. It shifts from 

framing work around what kind of work NatCap is doing to a focus on five strategic 

outcomes – sustainable development, secure freshwater, resilient coastal communities, 

standards for the private sector, and sustainable, livable cities. The second strategic plan 

also clarifies how NatCap works more formally with a wider range of collaborating 

institutions, which reflects increasing demand for NatCap’s work and collaboration. 

The Natural Capital Project continues to work around its founding idea of 

developing science and tools to make an ecosystems services approach to conservation 
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possible and, eventually, mainstream in decision-making processes. It also continues to 

use its initial approach of working as a boundary organization between major 

conservation NGOs and academic institutions. Since its founding, NatCap has grown to 

create better and easier to use science and tools, a more sophisticated and faster approach 

to engagement in decision-making processes, a more mature organization, and increasing 

capabilities in capacity-building, communication, and convening. These assets contribute 

to NatCap’s capability to drive deliberate transformation as part of sustainability 

transition.   

Strategy 

NatCap’s strategy started with its founders understanding the landscape of 

conservation, natural capital, and ecosystem services; seeing a challenge that needed to 

be met; and developing an idea to meet it. In the context of the MA, they saw the 

opportunity to make consideration of ecosystem services part of conservation and 

expanding the potential for conservation by including the needs of people in the 

conversation. They envisioned meeting this challenge with an innovative approach 

combining the strengths of large conversation NGOs and research universities through a 

more formalized boundary organization of the NatCap partnership. 

NatCap bet that the work they saw needed to happen would require developing 

science and tools to make the work possible. They made a few key decisions that 

supported the effectiveness of the strategy overall. First, NatCap decided to make the 

software tools open source to be used for free by the community. While they were not 

originally able to run their software tool on an open source software platform, NatCap 

stayed committed to their open source values, eventually releasing an open source GIS 
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platform software. Second, they committed to supporting the community of tool users by 

fully supporting the software tool. Rich Sharp, the lead software developer, described a 

foundation report about software in the non-profit community as something he uses 

regularly (Sharp, 2016). And several people I interviewed described NatCap’s tools as a 

unique contribution to the ecosystem services community because practitioners and 

scientists can rely on the NatCap tools being continually invested in, improved, and 

supported. 

NatCap’s strategy also involves making sure their science and tools are relevant to 

in actual decision-making contexts. NatCap works in many decision-making contexts, 

and they use these contexts to help develop their tools. They have found tools developed 

to help actually solve a problem NatCap is working on with a partner are also more 

broadly useful than tools NatCap may develop without a project and the collaborating 

partners involved (Sharp, 2016). NatCap’s early commitment to open source software 

tools created in collaborative processes and improved with feedback has made these tools 

a key part of a deliberate transformation of considering ecosystem services in decision 

processes. 

NatCap’s commitment to reflection and improvement can be seen in their 

scientific publication record in more recent years as NatCap tries to better understand 

what works in using an ecosystems approach in decision making. This reflective work 

strongly reiterates the idea that the process of bringing together science and policy 

matters for success (Rosenthal et al., 2015; Ruckelshaus et al., 2015). Furthermore, 

knowledge is used in multiple ways in these science-policy processes (McKenzie et al., 

2014) and legitimacy of knowledge and the processes that contribute to this legitimacy 
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are important for whether ecosystem services knowledge gets used (Posner et al., 2016). 

Enabling conditions are also important for ensuring an effective process, which NatCap 

describes with the 5 P’s: policy question, policy window, people, pertinent data, and an 

iterative science-policy process (Rosenthal et al., 2015).  

In addition to developing tools and collaborating on specific projects, NatCap also 

pursues a strategy of both elevating the idea of an ecosystems approach to conservation 

through communications and serving as a connector and convener of people interested in 

leading on ecosystem services work. NatCap does this by developing narratives and 

frameworks that can be used by others and by communicating stories to support these 

approaches. In the broadest sense, NatCap’s supports the overarching narrative that 

people are dependent on nature, and the services nature provides people should be 

included in all decisions, including those about conservation. This narrative has been 

growing amidst fierce, though lessening, debate in the conservation community (see 

Nijhuis, 2014 for a brief history). NatCap’s existence and success demonstrate how an 

ecosystem service approach can work. NatCap founder Gretchen Daily was an important 

early promoter of the narrative of people’s dependence on nature, notably in a 1997 book 

she edited called Nature’s Services (Daily, 1997). In its early years, NatCap people 

published multiple articles making the case for ecosystem services and outlining what 

needed to happen to make the approach work (Daily et al., 2009; Daily & Matson, 2008; 

Tallis & Kareiva, 2005; Turner & Daily, 2008). Furthermore, NatCap has prominent 

leaders who help spread and shape narratives in their fields and beyond.  

NatCap’s strategy of advancing narratives depends on connecting people to this 

narrative, through both communication and convening. Much of this communication is 
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through more traditional methods of science publications and conferences as well as 

engagement at international meetings. NatCap also does some broader-based 

communications in popular media and through advancing stories of their partners. 

Convening is a more targeted way for NatCap to communicate and to serve as a network 

weaver that allows the growing ecosystems services community to hear from each other 

and grow their capabilities together. As discussed previously, the NatCap-hosted Natural 

Capital Symposium has developed into more of a peer-to-peer sharing event.  

NatCap prioritizes communicating and connecting with influential leaders. These 

leaders could be individuals who can help shape narratives in big ways or they could be 

institutions like the government of China, a development bank, or a large corporation that 

controls a significant portion of a commodity market. The strategic benefit of connecting 

with influential leaders is that they can influence larger decision-making processes. This 

aspect of NatCap’s strategy can be seen in the Stockholm Summit on Natural Capital 

discussed above.  

NatCap has grown into their role as connector and convener. Much of their early 

ability to connect and convene depended on the preeminence and reputations of both 

NatCap’s founders and the organizations in the partnership. NatCap still strategically uses 

these assets, and they continue to develop their own reputation. This reputation has 

enabled NatCap to be more strategic about who they work with and on what (Keeler, 

2016). NatCap is also developing an identity that people beyond those officially 

associated with NatCap hold. As one person on the NatCap leadership described, “There 

are NatCappers who have left and have moved onto something else that are still 

collaborating with us, and there are people that were never NatCap that are just such great 
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collaborators we think of them as us. And I think that the human capital of all those 

people, it’s not just whoever happens to be employed by NatCap, but it really is 

something that has taken on a life force at this point” (Chaplin-Kramer, 2016). 

Taken as a whole NatCap’s narrative, communications, and network weaving 

work starts to feel like NatCap is playing a role in building a movement around 

conservation for nature and people and an ecosystem services approach. At the 2016 

NatCap Symposium, Gretchen Daily made reference to the need for exactly this kind of 

progress (Daily, 2016). While there does not appear to be widespread use of the word 

“movement” in NatCap, they are cognizant of the fact that they work in what is now quite 

a crowded space of ecosystem services, which is still working on how to build and 

engage with power. Furthermore, NatCap recognizes they have a leadership role in this 

space, and they reflect quite a lot on their own role in being of service to the wider 

community to advance the work of ecosystem services.  

NatCap takes advantage of its unique structure as a partnership of established 

institutions with strong reputations. Multiple people interviewed talked about this 

strategic advantage, and part of NatCap’s role is to support the work the partners, 

particularly the NGOs, are interested in doing. For example, NatCap’s work on water 

funds relies on and supports TNC’s long-time work on water funds in Latin America. 

WWF has strong ties on the ground in countries around the world, facilitating NatCap’s 

work in places like Sumatra, Myanmar, and the Bahamas. Stanford University’s 

reputation has been important for NatCap’s collaborations in China. The University of 

Minnesota, and its Institute on the Environment, offers a unique interdisciplinary space in 
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a research university that has offered NatCap the opportunity to try out different kinds of 

career path models to support advancement of their scientific research staff. 

Being effective in their broader strategic work depends on NatCap’s own 

organization and its culture. NatCap has a clear, focused purpose and commitment to its 

overarching approach of being a partnership among NGOs and universities. It combines 

this focus with a culture that welcome contributions from many people and is supportive 

of trying new things. NatCap’s founders all described being clear about what they were 

trying to do early on (Daily, 2016; Kareiva, 2016; and Ricketts, 2016), and this clarity 

has continued. At the same time, NatCap does not dictate specific approaches, rather it is 

open to a culture of collective creativity and excitement. NatCap’s culture is one of great 

ambition about what they are trying to do, which many people I interviewed referenced. 

At the same time, NatCap is humble, a culture that many ascribed to NatCap’s earliest 

leaders, especially Gretchen Daily, embodying themselves. Being humble also supports 

NatCap’s willingness of people to work across disciplines and sectors because NatCap 

comes with the stance that they don’t know everything and are there to learn alongside of 

the people they are working with. One member of the NatCap leadership team described 

the interplay between NatCap’s people and culture like this, “I think the people who set it 

up are very open, very humble, very smart. And they’ve hired people who are the same. 

And so to be truly interdisciplinary you did need people not to be to egotistical. You need 

people to be very open to be able to go slowly, to be able to make mistakes as you go, to 

not be totally focused on publishing in the best journals all the time” (McKenzie, 2016). 

NatCap’s focus is on their goals of impact and they steward a culture to support this 

focus. 
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NatCap stewards their culture through finding and hiring people who are 

committed to the work of NatCap and willing to go after it hard. A founder described 

NatCap’s dependence on this culture. “[NatCap’s] disaggregated model can only [work] 

if you have this empowerment kind of ethic where people can run with things. And I 

think the successes of NatCap have been when individuals or small groups have just 

gotten really psyched about something and gone and done it” (Ricketts, 2016). Nearly 

everyone I interviewed talked about loving the quality of people they work with at 

NatCap and were clear that they thought NatCap’s innovative work as a partnership 

among four organizations wouldn’t work the same without the quality of people 

supporting it. One member of the NatCap leadership team describe it like this, “I think 

about my colleagues, it’s part of the reason that I like working with NatCap. They all get 

up in the morning and they’re here for a reason and they’re trying to make the world a 

better place. And they believe in what they’re doing. And they’ve taken personal 

professional risks to be there” (Keeler, 2016). Because of NatCap’s strong culture, they 

attract the kind of people who want to be there, who then help build and maintain the 

strong culture. 

Stewarding NatCap’s identity and culture takes special care in the context of such 

a unique and distributed organizational structure. NatCap’s leadership is aware of this, 

and they work hard to maintain a strong organization and culture across the partners and 

work contexts. Gretchen Daily sees this as an essential part of her role (Daily, 2016) as 

does managing director Mary Ruckelshaus (Ruckelshaus, 2016). Multiple people on 

NatCap’s leadership team describe Mary’s work on identity and culture, everything from 

keeping everyone connected through the use of SnapChat to rituals NatCap does like 
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taking group photos at gatherings in which everybody jumps (Keeler, 2016). Each year, 

NatCap hosts what they call the NatCap Olympics, which is mostly a gathering of 

internal people (as to opposed to the symposium, which is more about serving external 

people) where they share work and collaborate in person on new projects. Part of the role 

of the Olympics is also about creating bonds among the team, which happens through 

various kinds of intentional activities. As one leadership team member described it, 

“There’s certainly something at the Natural Capital Project which is for people who like 

team dynamics, very strong team dynamics” (McKenzie, 2016). 

Overall, NatCap has demonstrated increasing capabilities and savvy about their 

strategy, including developing science and tools, collaborative projects, elevating 

narratives, and connecting the community working on ecosystem services. To support 

this work, NatCap has used the strategic advantages of being a partnership and usefully 

engaging with the institutions that are part of this partnership, while at the same time 

stewarding the unique culture and team of NatCap itself. This combination makes 

NatCap increasing capable of driving deliberate transformation toward sustainability.  
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Chapter 5 – How Collectives Drive Deliberate Transformation Toward 
Sustainability 

 
Introduction 
 How do collectives drive deliberate transformation to make progress toward 

sustainability? That is the overarching question of this study. The collectives studied in 

this dissertation drive transformation by identifying and articulating transformational 

ideas and building and reshaping power to drive these transformational ideas into 

mainstream debate and practice. They drive transformation toward sustainability by 

asking what is necessary to achieve sustainability, using science as an essential tool to 

define what is necessary, moving quickly to act on what is necessary, and by paying 

attention to the justice implications of their work. In this chapter, I develop these findings 

to address this study’s research questions.  

Power serves as foundational lens for the findings in this chapter. Deliberate 

transformation toward sustainability involves a fundamental change in relationships and 

structures in social-ecological systems (SESs). Changing these relationships and 

structures requires the application of power, which makes power essential to deliberate 

transformation. 

The findings in this chapter are based mainly on analysis of interviews conducted 

with leaders in each collective and informed by the process of developing and writing the 

case studies. Published literature informs analysis in that it helped to identify and shape 

research questions, bringing into focus the importance of power and key elements of 

deliberate transformation. These elements of transformation also made up the initial data 

coding framework. Analysis of interview data was an iterative process of coding, reading 

of text organized by different codes, and development of more detailed codes within the 
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framework based on the insights emerging out of the data. The data analysis was 

originally written up as a set of practices related to each aspect of transformation. After 

this original analysis, a further iterative process of reading, reflection, and analysis 

developed higher-level understanding of how collectives drive deliberate transformation 

toward sustainability.  

The chapter begins with a discussion of power that includes descriptions of the 

power dynamics in the SESs each collective is working to transform, which highlights the 

difficulty of transforming these systems as well as how each collective conceives of 

power to drive transformation. I find that the collectives drive transformation by 

identifying and articulating transformational ideas and developing the power to drive 

these ideas into the mainstream. In order to drive transformation toward sustainability, 

the collectives value and rely on science to help define what is necessary, and they work 

in ways that demonstrate a sensitivity to the justice implications of driving 

transformation. The chapter then moves to describing how the collectives develop power 

to drive transformation. They do so by coupling a top-down focus on purpose with a 

bottom-up vitality. The collectives demonstrate their ability to do from the beginning an 

move through several essential starting conditions. This coupled top-down focus and 

bottom-up vitality develops collective leadership, which is supported by the ways the 

collectives use narrative, leadership, and networks. Next, I argue collectives are 

important platforms for fostering an ability to scale transformation and drive it forward 

over time. Finally, I step back to a systems perspective to examine the limits and 

possibilities of collectives driving transformation in SESs. 
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Power contexts and conceptualizations in deliberate transformation 
Studies of power in deliberate transformation and transition management have 

focused on describing what power is and developing frameworks for analyzing it 

(Avelino & Rotmans, 2009; Avelino & Rotmans, 2011; Boonstra, 2016) as well as on 

describing cases of transformation from the perspective of different kinds of power and 

the dynamics among them (Moore & Tjornbo, 2012). In asking how collectives drive 

transformation, this study is interested in understanding power less from an analytical 

perspective, and more from a functional perspective of how to develop power to drive 

transformation and how to effectively engage with power while doing so. Developing this 

understanding requires an appreciation of the contexts in which collectives aim to drive 

transformation, which help to illustrate the challenges of deliberate transformation.  

Transformations of SESs are rare because mutually reinforcing relationships in 

the system favor the persistence of the system, and adaptation mean small changes can be 

addressed without transformation (Moore et al., 2014). Furthermore, the power of 

incumbent SES structures and actors influence and shape potential transformation (Geels, 

2014; Moore et al., 2014). The combination of the power system persistence, pushback 

from powerful incumbent regime actors, and the power of the system to influence the 

kinds of innovation that can occur make deliberate transformation difficult.  

350.org works in a context in which the necessities people need – including food, 

shelter, transportation, and consumer goods – depend on fossil fuel use and land use 

change, both of which increase greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere. This 

dependence means people contribute to climate change by simply going about their daily 

activities. Addressing climate change is often framed through the perspective of 
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individual choice, but in many cases people choose not to make individual choices based 

on climate change because doing so is too costly, and some people may not have the 

option to make more climate-friendly choice. In other words, the individual choices 

people make are strongly influenced by the system they inhabit. Changing the contexts of 

people’s choices requires transformation of major systems, including energy, food 

production, and transportation, as well as the financial systems undergirding them. This 

kind of massive change requires collective action. The needed collective action is made 

more difficult because incumbent interests, particularly the fossil fuel industry, have 

spent decades ensuring not only public policy, but also public opinion (Oreskes & 

Conway, 2010), does not challenge their interests. The economics of fossil fuel has 

concentrated the wealth created by this energy system, creating some of the wealthiest 

corporations in the world, which in turn have used the power of this wealth in cultural 

and political contexts to reinforce the systems from which they benefit. The incumbent 

physical, social, and political infrastructures make up the complex, difficult context in 

which 350.org, and the broader climate movement, is trying to drive deliberate 

transformation. 

ASU is driving transformation by redefining what it means to be a successful 

university, a definition that includes sustainability as a central value and purpose. Several 

elements of universities, especially large research universities, make them institutionally 

conservative, slow-moving, and difficult to change. Reward structures defining success 

for faculty have been built up around disciplinary research (as opposed to 

interdisciplinary and action-oriented) and academic publishing systems instead of 

supporting risk-taking, engagement, and leadership needed to both change the institution 
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of the university and better engage with broader society. The power of these reward 

systems influences the faculty members rising through and developing careers in 

academic systems over many years. As a result, individuals internalize the culture of both 

their disciplines and higher education more broadly. Career advancement depends little 

on the kinds of institutional leadership skills needed to lead or transform the university as 

an institution, and these faculty ranks are where much of university leadership comes 

from. Furthermore, faculty governance is a central part of how universities are governed, 

meaning university leaders work in distributed power systems that can make innovations 

and transformation more challenging and slower. Public research universities are highly-

complex institutions that include diverse components such as an array of colleges and 

multi-million-dollar athletic programs, which makes them hard to manage, much less 

transform. In addition to this organizational context, higher education faces external 

challenges of declines in public support, including both social and financial, of 

universities. This external context threatens universities and their leadership, which can 

make them wary of change. While ASU works in these context of higher education, 

President Crow specifically chose to work at ASU because he saw it as a not-yet-fully-

mature university (Crow, personal communication, 2017), making it more capable of 

transforming than other universities.  

NatCap aims to make consideration of ecosystem services part of all relevant 

decision-making processes. The institutions NatCap is trying to influence, including 

governments, development banks, NGOs, and global corporations, deal with large 

amounts of money in both capital and operating budgets. They have well-developed 

processes to allocate resources. These processes have power themselves, creating inertia 
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through people’s familiarity with using them, through assuming base investments, and 

through risk-aversion. Furthermore, key decision-makers often do not have ways to 

assess the risk associated with newer kinds of infrastructure investments, such as green 

infrastructure for flood management, in comparison to more traditional kinds of 

investments. Consideration of ecosystem services highlights tradeoffs, which could 

threaten the interests of powerful stakeholders who may push back on change. In driving 

a transformation in decision-making to include consideration of ecosystem services, 

NatCap must grapple with powerful institutional, economic, and cultural feedbacks that 

create barriers to consideration of different questions, tradeoffs, and priorities. 

These short, high-level descriptions of the power structures and feedbacks that 

make up the contexts in which the study collectives are trying to drive change highlight 

the challenges of transformation. Effectively intervening in these systems to drive 

transformation requires an understanding of how power currently operates in the system, 

how this power may push back to try to prevent change, and how to build and reshape 

power to engage with the system in ways that facilitate transformation in the system. In 

other words, a collective’s understanding of power is an essential part of its ability to 

drive transformation. 

As a collective initially building, and now contributing to, the climate movement, 

350.org explicitly puts power at the center of what they do. On their website “about” 

page, there is a short video titled “climate change is about power,” which describes the 

movement as building people power to fight the power of the fossil fuel industry 

(https://350.org/about/). They conceptualize their work as building new and different 

kinds of power that change the political contexts in which decisions about climate change 
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can be made. Initially, this understanding focused on simply demonstrating the mass 

public support for climate action. When that understanding was not successful in bringing 

about the transformation 350.org wanted, they increasingly focused on building power to 

challenge the legitimacy and financial interests of incumbent actors, particularly fossil 

fuel interests. A key part of the concept of power in 350.org is that it is not fully defined 

in relation to the power in current regime structures and actors, rather 350.org’s power is 

something that can be exercised outside of current power structures. As one 350.org 

leader put it, “we see our power as more direct. We’re exerting our power. Our power is 

not exclusively referential to theirs [political decision makers].” (Golden, 2015). By 

conceiving of their power as not defined in relation to incumbent actors, but as something 

as the climate movement creates itself, 350.org unleashes creativity and potential to 

conceive of society’s systems in different ways, something that facilitates transformation. 

350.org has had some success in this. A Sierra Club leader who has worked with 350.org 

extensively stated, “[350.org’s] real contribution has been about changing the public will 

and the context of what’s possible” (Hodgdon, 2016).  

ASU’s transformation is based on the belief in the power of universities, 

particularly research universities, as key institutions for transforming society and in 

sustainability transition (Crow & Dabars, 2015). They also see the ability of universities 

to fully use this power as limited and undermined by the current values and design of 

universities. ASU assumes fundamental responsibility for the wellbeing of the 

communities it serves from a local to global level. In making this its central purpose, 

ASU must transform in order to be the kind of powerful institution its place needs as a 

partner in sustainability transition. By making fundamental responsibility for their place a 
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central purpose, ASU challenges key aspects of how universities have traditionally 

defined both identity and success. In order to achieve this transformation of purpose, 

ASU relies on an implicit understanding of the power of ideas, the power of design 

(particularly institutional/organizational design), and the power of culture change as 

essential aspects of achieving a transformation of institutional purpose. In particular, the 

design of the university supports and values a culture of risk-taking in pursuit of 

transformation, both institutionally, such as in ASU’s willingness to go first on starting a 

school of sustainability, and in individual actions.  

NatCap operates on the belief that people are dependent on the health and 

function of ecological systems, and in order to protect these systems in ways that support 

people’s ability to thrive requires consideration of the value of nature in decisions. In 

pursuing the purpose of getting the value of nature considered in all relevant decisions, 

NatCap’s initial focus was on the power of solid science and evidence as an essential 

foundation of consideration of ecosystem services. They have built on this belief in 

science by using it to develop tools that enable consideration of ecosystem services in a 

range of decisions. NatCap leadership realized that making the kind of transformation 

they envisioned would require both new science and the capability to engage 

productively in decision-making contexts. NatCap started with more of a focus on 

developing necessary science and science-based tools because they saw the power of this 

science was necessary, but not sufficient, to drive the transformation they were seeking. 

Throughout, they have relied on a process of collaboration and co-creation in developing 

their tools. Bonnie Keeler, a NatCap lead scientist, described one the challenges as 

getting the approach to work in practice in a specific context, “Enter into a world where 
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you’ve got perfect data and perfect models, and you can pull any one of the shelf and it’s 

going to give you this exact number of how things are going to change 50 and 100 years 

out into the future, that knowledge still doesn’t go anywhere unless you have local 

champions and institutions, and incentive programs, and policies, and governance to 

actually make it happen” (Keeler, 2016). This quote demonstrates that people involved 

with NatCap also see relationships as having important power – both in developing tools 

and processes of decision-making and in scaling consideration of ecosystem services in 

decisions. From the perspective of NatCap driving transformation requires both building 

of a distributed network of local constituencies and collaborating with powerful actors in 

global networks who understand and value the power of the science, tools, and 

approaches, and are willing to apply them and spread their use to more decision-making 

contexts. 

The collectives work in different power contexts, and they conceive of both the 

power opposing transformation and needed to drive transformation in different ways. 

They do, however, share several basic understandings of power and approaches to 

building power that enable them to drive transformation.  

The power of ideas and power built for ideas as central to driving transformation 
 The collectives drive deliberate transformation toward sustainability by 

connecting transformational ideas with the power needed to drive these ideas into the 

mainstream. In order to do so, four main beliefs about power underlay actions of people 

in the collective. First, ideas are an essential basis for power. Second, transformational 

ideas start with asking the question of what is necessary, not what is possible. Third, the 

collectives build power for their transformational ideas in ways that enable them to drive 
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the idea into mainstream discourse and practice. Finally, the people in the collective are 

relentless in their work of driving change. 

Belief in ideas as a basis for power: Driving toward a different future requires 

imagining a different future and taking intentional steps to make progress toward that 

future. Ideas about a different future and how to get there are, therefore, essential in 

deliberate transformation. Action in the collective reflects the belief that ideas have 

power. Michael Crow (2016) described it this way, “I believe in the authority of the idea, 

as opposed to authority of the person. So, I think power should be a function of ideas as 

opposed to individuals because all of us are temporary.” Bill McKibben was described by 

many in interviews as having an instinct for identifying potentially powerful ideas like 

the carbon budget, and then making the ideas more powerful by shaping and amplifying 

them through his writing. 350.org puts these powerful ideas at the center of their 

organizing. The ideas the collectives work with articulate a different future and bring to 

light different paths forward to make progress on the needed transformations. 

Asking what is necessary. The ideas the collectives base their work on have the 

potential to drive transformation because the ideas are rooted in asking what is necessary 

to achieve sustainability, as opposed to asking what seems to be possible in current 

contexts. By addressing what is necessary, the ideas have the potential, if enacted, to 

create a fundamentally different future. ASU’s transformation did not begin by asking 

what kind of change is possible at universities, but rather what kind of universities 

society needs to navigate the challenges of this time. NatCap leadership did not start with 

asking in which decision-making contexts it is possible to consider the value of nature as 

a step toward sustainability, but rather with the idea that it is necessary to consider the 
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value of nature in all relevant decisions as a condition of sustainability. In describing 

350.org, Betsy Taylor (2016) said, “they [350.org] don’t look at change first by asking 

what is possible. They really do ask what is necessary. And I think they articulate that 

with moral power, particularly through Bill [McKibben]. And so they have moral power 

by speaking truth.” In addition to creating the potential for transformation by asking what 

is necessary, the collectives can also claim a moral stance based on norms of 

sustainability, which helps them build the power necessary to drive transformation. 

Building power for transformational ideas: Building off the belief that ideas have 

power, the collectives are founded on transformational ideas, but these ideas alone are not 

enough to drive transformation. In order to actually drive transformation, the collectives 

build power and reshape power to move transformational ideas forward. They use these 

ideas to focus and inspire people, and they actually do the work of aligning and building 

power to drive their ideas’ transformative potential into becoming reality. For example, 

NatCap developed the science necessary to make the idea of ecosystem services operative 

in actual decision contexts in order to move forward idea of considering the value of 

nature in decision making. 350.org didn’t only rely on an article by Bill McKibben as a 

means to lift up the powerful idea of unburnable carbon, they did a 21-city tour around 

the idea to launch a global divestment movement. ASU is putting power behind the idea 

of the New American University by transforming itself as an institution in line with this 

idea of what a university can and should be.  

Relentless pursuit of change: One theme connecting the work the collectives do to 

drive transformation is that they are relentless in pursuing change. Deliberate 

transformation is hard, and successfully driving transformation takes combining an 
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uncompromising focus on transformational ideas as purpose and relentless work and 

creativity in building the power to drive these ideas forward. This relentless pursuit of 

change enables the collectives to deal with adversity, to strip away distractions, and to be 

forgiven for making inevitable mistakes along the way, all of which contribute to their 

ability to drive transformation.  

A description of 350.org from chapter four illustrates both the capability to 

identify transformational ideas and 350.org’s willingness to do the work necessary to 

build power to drive ideas into the mainstream.  

“I give Bill [McKibben] an enormous amount of credit having an instinct for 
seizing on an idea. Few of 350’s ideas are really original. Unburnable carbon and 
do the math was languishing in the obscurity of academic research that we all 
knew. We sort of knew it and walked by it. And Bill and 350 said, no, no, no 
there’s really power in that idea. And they were right, there really was power in 
that. And there isn’t power in any idea until you get out there and flog it. They 
were just willing to really, you know, 21 cities and the whole [Do the Math Tour], 
to just really lean into drawing out the power of this idea” (Golden, 2015). 
 

At ASU, many interviewees talked about a high expectation of hard work, an expectation 

that started with President Crow. This expectation that was accepted in part because 

President Crow was recognized for working harder than anyone else. In a profile of 

Crow, a former colleague describes Crow’s schedule as being organized in 15-minute 

increments, often spanning long hours and Crow describing his job as “an extended act of 

‘energy preservation’” (Stripling, 2015). 

This study’s collectives show that ideas matter in transformation. By combining 

ideas of what is necessary with relentlessly doing the work to build the power to drive 

these ideas into the mainstream is at the core of deliberate transformation. This result 

echoes a key finding by Westley (2017) that “for the most part a breakthrough in social 
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philosophy lay at the origin of the cascade of innovation” (p 240). The study’s collectives 

articulate a change in social philosophy, and what sets them apart is their ability to 

maintain focus on the ideas that serve as the purpose of their work while successfully 

building power for these ideas to drive transformation. How the collectives go about 

doing this is the focus of the rest of this chapter. I begin with a discussion of what these 

collectives do to drive deliberate transformation toward sustainability.  

Driving transformation toward sustainability 
 This study not only asks how to drive deliberate transformation, it asks how to do 

so in ways that make progress toward sustainability. While many of aspects of deliberate 

transformation could be applied in contexts other than sustainability, the collectives 

driving transformation toward sustainability studied in this dissertation do three essential 

things. First, the collectives driving toward sustainability are rigorous in their 

commitment to defining what is necessary based on the reality of the SES contexts in 

which they work, and they use science as a key tool to identify and define what is 

necessary as well as ways to get there. Second, the collectives recognize that this science 

points to the need to move fast in deliberate transformation and act accordingly. Third, 

the collectives recognize that in pursuing transformation they aspire to change 

relationships of power, and that driving toward sustainability means making these 

relationships of power more just.  

This study’s definition of sustainability is based on maintaining inclusive well-

being over generations, which depends on maintaining the integrity of ecological systems 

as part of SESs in ways that support the well-being of people now and into future. 

Understanding how these systems function, how they can be expected to so into the 
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future, and the potential of different paths forward is an important aspect of driving 

transformation toward sustainability. In recognition of the need for this understanding, 

the collectives embrace scientific knowledge about SESs as an important tool for both 

helping to define what is necessary to achieve sustainability and for developing and 

assessing different tools and paths to achieve sustainability. For example, 350.org took its 

name from a scientific analysis of the safe level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 

(Hansen et al., 2008), and used an analysis of carbon budgets as the basis for beginning 

work on divestment (Carbon Tracker Initiative, 2011). NatCap began with the idea that 

the value of nature should be considered in all relevant decisions, while also recognizing 

that the ability to do this was limited by the state of the science of ecosystem services. 

Unlike in the climate space, which has science that is well-developed enough for 350.org 

to use as a foundation for their work, NatCap had to develop the necessary science to 

advance their transformational idea. As a university, research and developing knowledge 

are at the core of what ASU does, and the ASU Charter explicitly states this research and 

discovery should be “of public value.”  In all these cases, science is an essential part of 

defining what is necessary for sustainability as well as for use as a tool to develop new 

solutions and assess the potential and tradeoffs of different solutions. A collective driving 

transformation toward sustainability does not necessarily have to do science, though it 

may, but it does rely on science as part of identifying, explaining, and moving toward a 

more sustainable future. 

 Science also provides evidence that society is not changing fast enough to have a 

strong chance of avoiding potentially catastrophic tipping points or exponential change in 

SESs. In other words, speed is required to avoid widespread forced transformation that 
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will likely be undesirable. Many interviewees talked about the need for speed in 

transformation toward sustainability, and moving fast appeared to be valued by many 

involved in the collectives. When asked an open-ended question about what is important 

to understand about ASU, President Crow brought up speed, responding, “I think, also, 

the concept of speed. The speed with which the institution [ASU] engages. You can’t sit 

around and spend five years. The Ross Ice Shelf will have collapsed into the ocean in that 

time frame. The entire thermohalene cycle will be altered by the freshwater changing the 

circulation pattern. And thus the climate will be adjusted while we’re sitting around 

talking about how we organize ourselves” (Crow, 2016). The need to act fast because of 

the realities of the earth’s environment as documented by science contributes to a sense 

of urgency that is rooted both in morality and in physical systems. As a result, the 

collectives may take on big pieces of work before being fully ready. For example, Bill 

McKibben emphasized this urgency and need to act fast in describing 350.org’s 

trajectory,  

“Our initial job was to show people that there are enough other people like them 
that there was some possible chance of coming together to do something about it 
[climate change]. That’s why we started organizing in the ways we did, these 
huge, spread out days of action all over the planet… Once we had the movement 
up and going after a couple years, earlier than we probably wanted to but the 
physics kind of forced our hand, we moved quickly into confrontation, hence the 
Keystone pipeline. That became a kind of signal in the fight that allowed a lot of 
other things to develop. And then we moved quickly into… trying to broaden the 
confrontation as much as we could, and that’s where the divestment stuff came 
in” (McKibben, 2015).  
 

In the words of another 350.org activist, “Winning too slowly is losing on this issue 

[climate change]” (Heartwell, 2016).  
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While science is necessary for driving transformation toward sustainability, it is 

not enough to engage powerfully and effectively with the social systems holding 

unsustainable trajectories in place. The collectives in the study also demonstrate a 

commitment to rigorously understand the function of the SESs in which they engage as 

well as how to drive change in these systems. Because they work in different contexts 

and take different approaches, this rigor appears differently in the collectives. The 

founders of 350.org studied successful social movement together at Middlebury, and they 

use scholarship and best practices developed by both scholars and practitioners of social 

movements, including training by Momentum (https://www.momentumcommunity.org/). 

At ASU, the design and organizational function the university as a knowledge enterprise 

is central to the transformation. President Crow’s doctoral dissertation and first book 

were about research labs in the US innovation system (Crow & Bozeman, 1998), and 

Crow is deeply knowledgeable about the history and purposes of universities (see 

especially chapters one through three in (Crow & Dabars, 2015)). Both are important is 

his leadership in driving transformation at ASU. NatCap’s more recent publishing record 

demonstrates the collective’s work to not just advance the science of ecosystem services, 

but also to rigorously understand the contexts in which they work and what makes 

success in those contexts (see especially (Guerry et al., 2015; McKenzie et al., 2014; 

Rosenthal et al., 2015; Ruckelshaus et al., 2015)). In short, the collectives drive 

transformation toward sustainability by using relevant, rigorous knowledge about the 

actual function of SESs as tools in their work.  

 Driving transformation toward sustainability as defined in this study also means 

the collectives consider the power relationships in their contexts and how transformation 
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can bring about more just power relationships not just across but within generations. The 

collectives show consideration of power relations and justice in varying ways. 350.org 

puts power at the center of what it does, and as 350.org and the broader climate 

movement have grown, climate justice has become an increasingly important value 

undergirding 350.org. Climate justice is first of 350.org’s three organizing principles 

(https://350.org/about/). In grappling with this principle, 350.org has shown increasing 

commitment to following the lead of people getting hit hardest by climate change, called 

frontline communities, and making sure 350.org organizes in ways that ensure frontline 

communities are heard and have the resources they need to take the lead. ASU makes 

justice a key part of their sustainability curriculum as the Dean of the School of 

Sustainability describes, “If justice is removed from sustainability, it’s not sustainability. 

It’s something else. And that’s built into the curriculum of our school. It’s one of the five 

competencies” (Boone, 2016) (see (Wiek et al., 2011) for description of these 

competencies). On a broader level, ASU challenges assumptions in higher education, 

particularly related to increasing access to the education a research university offers and 

taking responsibility for one’s place, that have important justice implications. Several 

NatCap scientists interviewed described how an ecosystem services approach lends itself 

to a better and more holistic understanding of tradeoffs in decision-making contexts, 

which can contribute to more just processes and outcomes. However, they also 

acknowledged more work needs to be done for NatCap to really contribute to driving 

justice as part of a transformation involving ecosystem services. As one NatCap scientist 

described, “It’s not to say that it’s [an ecosystem services approach] altering the power 

structures. But if there is a mechanism in place for these people to have a conversation, 
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which there often is, I think it evens the playing field a little to be able to show these are 

the benefits, these are the costs, these are the people bearing the costs. Let’s just be 

explicit about that” (Chaplin-Kramer, 2016). NatCap scientists are increasingly 

considering the implications for justice in their work and recognize they have more work 

to do in this area. Leadership in each of the collectives see justice as a key part of the 

work of achieving sustainability. At the same time, they recognize their collectives need 

to continue improving how they grapple with not only the justice implications of their 

work, but increasingly making justice a key part of the transformation they are driving.  

Coupling top-down focus and bottom-up vitality 
 The central finding of this study is that collectives in this study drive 

transformation by combining transformational ideas with the power to drive these ideas 

into the mainstream. Their ability to do so over time frames required for transformation 

depends on developing and maintaining both an ability to focus on their transformational 

idea as purpose and widespread, distributed, capable activity to drive this idea forward. In 

short, the collectives to pair a top-down focus on purpose with a bottom-up vitality to 

drive their ideas forward.  

By vitality, I mean a widespread excitement, creativity, and energy for bringing 

resources such as money and time to doing the work to realize the purpose of the 

collective. This vitality combines both many people contributing to the purpose of the 

collective and being creative in how they apply this purpose in their own context. For 

example, the 350.org’s divestment campaign started with a focus on university and 

college campuses, which have a natural base of students to do the organizing necessary to 

push divestment. Divestment soon spread, with people taking the idea to their churches, 
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to their union pension funds, and to government investments. 350.org celebrated this 

creativity of activists running with the divestment idea and supported these people as 

much as possible. NatCap depends on champions around the world pushing to advance 

ecosystem services as part of decision-making processes in their own contexts, whether 

its corporate leaders working on their supply chains or local champions who are key to 

getting government decision processes over the finish line of actually adopting a plan 

incorporating consideration of ecosystem services. In one sense, these collectives are 

spurring a lot of good sustainability work, what makes this work potentially 

transformational is that the collectives pair this vitality with a focus on a necessary and 

strategic purpose that holds together the widespread, good work and harnesses its 

potential to drive transformation. 

 The collectives rely on a top-down process to identify and keep the focus on 

transformational ideas as the purpose of the collective. At ASU, Michael Crow laid out 

the fully-formed idea of the New American University in his inauguration speech, just a 

few months into his tenure as president. The path forward he laid out was not developed 

through a strategic planning process or by committee, it was a top-down process. 

Multiple people interviewed at 350.org described part of 350.org’s success as dependent 

on McKibben’s ability to identify and articulate powerful ideas and 350.org’s 

commitment to remaining nimble and responsive, which partially depends on them not 

using bottom-up planning processes. Importantly, through this top-down focus the 

collectives do not actively control distributed, bottom-up vitality, rather the collective 

purpose inspires, lifts up, and channels distributed collective work, giving it more 

focused power to drive transformation.  
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 The ability to combine bottom-up vitality with top-down purpose depends on the 

existence of the collective. The collective enables a coupling relationship between the 

two, which enables the pairing of the power of focus on key ideas to drive transformation 

and building the power to move these ideas forward in the same entity. If the top-down 

purpose, bottom-up vitality, or the coupling were to go away, something essential would 

be lost in each collective’s ability to drive transformation. For this reason, these 

collectives as stewarding conditions of and offering collective leadership to drive 

transformation. This collective leadership depends both on individuals in the collective 

offering leadership as well as on relationships created by the collective as a whole, and 

this collective leadership is an emergent property of the relationships in the collective 

(Quick, 2017). Through the collective leadership created through coupling of top-down 

purpose and bottom-up vitality, the collectives are able to provide the direction, 

alignment, and commitment (Drath et al., 2008) of leadership, which enables them to 

build power to drive transformational ideas forward.  

I now turn to a discussion of how the collectives bring about the collective 

leadership they use to build power to drive transformation. First, I describe the collectives 

as having several key starting conditions that enable them to drive transformation. I then 

discuss the how the collectives use key elements of transformation – narrative, 

leadership, and networks – to align and unleash the collective power to drive 

transformation.  

Starting conditions for driving transformation 
From the beginning, the collectives in this study demonstrated an ability to 

identify transformational ideas and couple them with the bottom-up vitality needed to 
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drive the ideas forward. At the beginning, each collective went through a series of 

starting conditions, some of which were controlled by the collective and some that came 

from the collective’s relationship the SES it was trying to influence, in ways that laid a 

foundation for driving transformation. Three starting conditions are especially important 

– a transformational idea as original purpose, harnessing social energy by filling a niche, 

and early success. The collectives then pivot from being a more ephemeral project or 

campaign to an organizational form that has enough staying power to pursue 

transformation over the time frames necessary to do so. These conditions build on each 

other sequentially.  

Transformational idea as original purpose: As described earlier, the collectives 

were all founded with a transformational idea as their purpose. 350.org was founded to 

transform societal power structures to support a safe climate. NatCap was founded on the 

idea that decision-making should include nature and consider fundamentally different 

trade-offs as a result. In a sense, ASU was reborn with Michael Crow’s presidency, 

which made the transformation idea of the New American University the purpose of 

ASU. The collectives themselves are complex systems. In complex systems the purpose 

is essential to the outcome of the system’s function, and from the earliest days these 

collectives made transformational change their purpose. The condition of starting with a 

transformational idea as the purpose of the collective reiterates the finding of Westley 

(2017) that a social innovation has potential to become transformative if it includes a 

“radical seed.”  

Fill a niche and harness social energy: The transformational ideas each collective 

began with were grounded in ideas and energy building in wider social contexts, and the 
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founding of each collective reflected and harnessed this energy. The collective’s founders 

identified transformational ideas that filled a niche that enabled the fledgling collective to 

harness social energy and align it with the collective’s purpose. The collectives in this 

study show that getting the timing right at the beginning matters. Several 350.org 

interviewees described 350.org as “filling a niche” for a missing climate movement, a 

niche 1Sky also tried fill with a different approach before merging with 350.org after 

several years. NatCap was founded in the cultural context of the Millennium Ecosystem 

Assessment, and NatCap founders identified the niche of needing to connect these 

powerful ideas with actionable science and came up with a structure to do so. ASU 

differs in that its transformation involves transforming an existing organization, but the 

timing of President Crow coming in soon after ASU achieved the highest status as a 

research university and when collaborative, interdisciplinary sustainability work was 

happening meant ASU was fertile ground for finding a transformational niche. 

The combination of the starting conditions of focus on transformational purpose 

and harnessing social energy shows that from the earliest stages the collectives 

demonstrated an ability to couple top-down purpose and bottom-up vitality. Importantly 

for their continued ability to drive transformation, the collectives found early successes. 

Early success: The early success of collectives demonstrated the potential of the 

approaches, built momentum for continued growth and impact, and secured financial and 

other important resources that set the collectives up to continue their work. For example, 

the Step It Up campaign, which pre-dated and served as an impetus for 350.org’s 

founding, was wildly more successful than the organizers expected both in terms of 

numbers of events and people (see (Endres et al., 2009) for a treatment of Step it Up 
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events from the perspective of the study of social movements). The early studies 

completed by NatCap were promising, and early on NatCap was able to secure a large 

private financial gift, money that continues to support NatCap’s ability to innovate 

(Daily, 2016). ASU had a significant early financial gift supporting the School of 

Sustainability, and the student interest in the School was also high from the beginning. 

This early success built a foundation of energy and resources from which the collective 

could 

Taken together these three starting conditions showed the potential for the 

collectives to drive transformation. In order to continue to drive transformation over the 

years necessary to do so, the collectives needed to pivot to (1) become enough of an 

organization to fulfill administrative, legal, and other key functions and (2) do so using an 

organizational form that enabled the collective to maintain the ability to drive 

transformation. In making this pivot, the collectives signal their willingness and ability to 

continue the work of transformation over the time frames and with the resources needed 

to achieve it. 350.org formed a non-profit. NatCap developed a memorandum of 

understanding among the partner organizations, and a few years later formalized their 

governance in a strategic plan. ASU started a School of Sustainability, creating a formal 

home for faculty appointments, degree programs, and other university activities around 

the value of sustainability. Importantly, while the collectives recognized the need for 

more formalized organization, the collectives did not fit easily within traditional 

organizational forms. 350.org used a common combination of 501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) 

non-profit organizational form, while also working hard to maintain an identity as a 

movement rather than organization. NatCap created a unique structure that allowed them 
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to sit between two more traditional kinds of organizations, even though with this structure 

NatCap has no real legal status as an organization. ASU has gone through substantial 

changes in organizational structure, and it continues to do so to make sure the 

organizational structures support their purpose as the New American University. Most 

notably from the perspective of sustainability, ASU created the Global Institute of 

Sustainability as well as the School of Sustainability. In driving transformation, the 

collectives recognized the need for organizational structure and they work to make sure 

these structures help them advance their purposes, rather than the collective submitting to 

established organizational forms. 

 A certain level of organizational structure enables each collective to function over 

the timescales necessary to drive transformation. While this organization is essential, it is 

not nearly sufficient. In their relentless pursuit of transformation, the collectives must 

maintain a focus on their transformational idea as purpose while building, renewing, and 

reshaping the power needed to drive transformation through bottom-up vitality. Key 

elements of transformation help them to do so. 

Narrative – the story of what collectives do, aligning and unleashing power  
Narrative is the overall story the collective tells about its purpose, or the change it 

is working to create; the story of how the collective will bring about this change; and the 

associated stories the collective uses to support its narrative. Narratives explain what a 

collective aims to change, why it is important, and how they go about doing the work of 

creating the change. The collectives use narrative in ways that support collective 

leadership coming out of top-down purpose coupled with bottom-up vitality. The do so 

by weaving together three levels of narrative – purpose, strategy, and tactics. 
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Transformation is about bringing about a different kind of future, one that may be 

difficult for people to see and contribute to. Together the three levels of narrative help 

people see where they are headed in a transformed future and what to do now in order to 

contribute to getting there.  

The purpose of the collective is what it exists to do, which in the case of this 

study’s collectives is the original transformational idea at the core of each collective. 

Each collective started with a clear purpose, or in the case of ASU it began with new 

purpose when Michael Crow became president, and these purposes have not shifted much 

or at all over time. Identifying the purpose of the collective is not a broad-based activity, 

but rather the work of a smaller subset of key leaders I describe below as visionaries.  

A set of strategies supports each collective’s purpose. The strategies each 

collective pursue is fairly small in number. They shift as necessary to make sure the 

collective’s purpose is being pursued in ways that work in current strategic contexts, but 

overall the strategies are long-lived, and they build on each other. Like the purpose, these 

overarching strategies are developed quite centrally. Each collective pursues this strategy 

work a little differently, but each is disciplined in pursuing a relatively small subset of 

strategies that change in response to both changes in the contexts the collectives work in 

as well as the capabilities of the collective itself.  

A wide-range of tactics connect the more centrally developed purpose and 

strategy with the widespread leadership and action that enable the collectives to drive 

transformation. It is in the tactics that the creativity and leadership of individuals are 

brought to bear on the collective purpose and strategies. The tactics of the collectives are 

both crowd-sourced and open-source, which means the collectives rely on individuals and 
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teams to bring forward and refine tactics, while also encouraging the spread of effective 

tactics in an open way. 

The three level narrative maps onto the previous discussion with a top-down 

purpose, bottom-up tactics, and strategies to couple these two things together. This 

study’s collectives illustrate this. 350.org’s narrative has a purpose of building a global 

climate movement powerful enough to achieve what is necessary to have a safe level of 

atmospheric carbon. This purpose relies on a small set of strategies including divestment 

and keeping fossil fuels in the ground, and it is realized in the tactics developed and used 

by activist all over the world. ASU has the purpose of becoming the New American 

University, which is the kind of university that meets the society’s needs in a complex, 

fast-changing world. The design principles of the New American University can broadly 

be thought of as strategies, as can the university’s big bets like the Global Institute of 

Sustainability as well as the School of Sustainability. Research programs, new centers, 

academic programs, and other broadly-distributed activities are ASU’s tactics. NatCap’s 

purpose is to get the value of ecosystem services considered in all relevant decision-

making processes. They broadly pursue strategies of seeding and connecting projects and 

working through powerful actors and networks (like development banks) as well as 

through improving the science and tools of ecosystem services and communicating about 

the potential and success of using these approaches in decision making. To be successful 

in this, they rely on the work their scientists and collaborators developing more and better 

tactics in specific project locations, with specific software tools, and through networks. 

 The use of these three-level narratives of what the collectives do contributes to 

their ability to develop the direction, alignment, and commitment necessary for their 
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collective leadership. The purpose provides a direction for the collective, while strategies 

serve to align the work of the collective in how to move forward. Commitment is 

demonstrated by individuals choosing to engage with the collective’s work through 

developing the stories and approaches involved in different tactics.  

 In order to use narrative effectively to align their purposes and strategies and 

involve many in the development and communication of tactics, the collectives use 

several narrative practices. These practices are:  

Disciplined focus on purpose: The collectives are disciplined in focusing 

narratives on their purposes. They do not attempt to be and solve everything in a general 

way, but rather are clear and focused on their intent and approach. For example, 350.org 

does not work on building a movement for a range of environmental concerns, rather it is 

laser-focused on their purpose as related to climate. NatCap is focused on mainstreaming 

ecosystem services, even if the partnership they’ve created among five organizations 

could theoretically be applied to working on different conservation challenges. 

Dependent on many people: The “how” each collective articulates in their 

overarching narrative is about driving transformation, which is difficult and takes a long 

time. While the narratives are disciplined in terms of purpose, they are wide-ranging in 

how they include and lift up many people contributing energy, creativity, and resources. 

By being inclusive within the purpose of the collective, the narratives allow for 

reinterpretation and creative application in the different contexts people are working in to 

realize the potential embodied in the collective’s purpose and strategies. This aspect of 

the collectives’ narratives is important for enabling many people to bring leadership and 

power to the work of the collective. In building a movement, the need for many people to 
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contribute is quite clear in 350.org’s narrative. However, ASU and NatCap also articulate 

paths toward the future that require people to change the way they work, do science, 

educate, and engage in the world. For example, ASU’s Charter is explicit in this inclusive 

narrative, stating ASU is “measured not by whom it excludes, but by whom it includes 

and how they succeed.” 

Well-communicated within and beyond the collective: What the collectives do and 

how they do it is widely-known in the collective because of disciplined work to 

communicate the overall purpose of the collective’s narrative as well as strategies and 

tactics supporting it. At ASU, the idea of New American University is widely-

communicated in big, official ways, such as adoption of and ASU Charter enshrining this 

purpose, and in smaller ways like consistent print material around campus. 350.org is 

careful in ensuring their communications are consistent with the purpose of the 

collective, and they also help the broader climate movement by offering communications 

tools. NatCap’s strategic plan describes communication as a key part of their work, and 

they’ve developed fact sheets, newsletters, and capabilities to engage with broader 

communications platforms to do so. In short, the collectives spread narrative, and 

reinforce it, through regular, disciplined communication. 

Consistent over time: Though details may change, the collectives’ narratives are 

broadly consistent over time. This consistency demonstrates two key parts of driving 

transformation – relevance of the narrative for many people and a commitment to stay 

with the challenging work of transformation over the time it takes. ASU is a standout 

example of this consistency, with the New American University purpose and principles 

articulated in President Crow’s inaugural address still driving transformation at ASU 
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more than 15 years after this speech. This kind of consistency is important because it 

recognizes the fact that wide-scale deliberate transformation takes time and effort, and 

while the context and activities may change, the overarching purpose at the core of 

transformation remains the same.  

Weaving threads: While keeping a consistent purpose, the study collectives weave 

threads of different strategy narratives that come together to make the overarching 

narrative possible. 350.org does this with its growing number and reach of campaigns. 

ASU weaves together its threads of democratizing access to higher education and 

working across disciplines to develop knowledge for impact, along with the eight design 

principles of New American University. As NatCap has grown in their demonstrations of 

success and capabilities, they have begun weaving the threads of connecting these 

examples with the thread of working in already-established, powerful networks. The 

threads the collectives are weaving are not detailed action plans. But together the threads 

weave a fabric of a credible set strategies for realizing the collectives’ purpose.  

Naming: The collectives are good at naming things and ideas that enable people 

to see paths to a different, transformed future. 350.org names each of its major 

campaigns, enabling people to understand and pick up the work of these campaigns more 

quickly and without a lot of support from 350.org as an organization. Michael Crow, in 

particular, was recognized for his ability to name things, especially the different academic 

units at ASU. “One of Mike’s [Crow] geniuses is naming units. Every unit on this 

campus as far as I can tell has been named by Mike since he came here. Every single 

one” (Melnick, 2016). Giving something a name is a shorthand version of a narrative. It 

helps people make sense of what the group is doing overall, what some of the strategies 
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are, and how an individual piece of work makes sense in itself and fits into the bigger 

purpose.   

Stories within the narrative: The collectives bring more power and people to their 

narratives by telling stories of how people are contributing to the overarching narrative. 

These stories are often of different tactics serving to reinforce strategies and purpose. 

These stories make the work of the group more real by grounding it in stories of actual 

people, which inspire people to get involved and continue their involvement in the 

collective. These stories also demonstrate impact and power, which create a positive 

cycle to grow more of both. ASU collects and tells stories of students, alumni, and 

researchers. NatCap communicates the stories of its partnerships and tools through 

communications platforms it creates, like a newsletter, as well as through external 

channels. 350.org considers storytelling and lifting up the stories of the movement, both 

on their platforms and by actively working with wider-reaching media, to be an essential 

part of their work. Importantly, the collectives tell these stories with generosity, not 

claiming credit as an organization, but rather demonstrating the broader buy-in and 

support for the purposes of the collective. 350.org interviewees, in particular, were clear 

that 350.org not want to coopt or take credit for the movement stories, but rather use the 

platform 350.org has developed to help movement stories become more far-reaching and 

powerful. 

The collectives use three-part narratives coupling purpose, strategy with 

widespread stories of different tactics to align the resources and power of many 

individuals driving change as part of the collective. The collectives use a set of narrative 

practices that help many people understand transformational change the collective is 
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trying to drive while also inviting them in and supporting them to be part of driving the 

collective’s purpose forward. These people offer leadership, which is the next element of 

deliberate transformation I discuss. 

Driving transformation through collective leadership and fostering individual 
leadership 
 This study’s collectives suggest two key findings about leadership as a key 

element of their ability to drive deliberate transformation. First, the coupled top-down 

purpose and bottom-up vitality the collectives use to build the power to drive 

transformational ideas means the collectives both develop and use collective leadership in 

driving transformation. Second, the collectives develop and support the capabilities of 

many individuals offering leadership as part of the collective, using a host of practices to 

do so. In this section, I discuss these two findings, beginning with a discussion of 

collective leadership generally. I then identify key leadership roles that enable this 

collective leadership and illustrate these roles with the study’s collectives. Finally, I 

discuss how the collectives develop and support individuals offering leadership.  

 As a key part of collective leadership, the collectives establish and steward a 

strong sense of identity around the collective and its work. The importance of this sense 

of identity reflects the understanding of collective leadership developed in the social 

identity conceptualization of leadership. In this conceptualization of leadership, leaders 

and followers engage in developing a sense of social identity through the work of 

realizing “who we are” and “what we do” (Haslam & Reicher, 2016) in advancing the 

group’s shared goals in the world. The idea that people involved in the collective felt a 

sense of identity with the group came up in multiple interviews with leaders in each 

collective. A NatCap lead scientist explained, “There are NatCappers who have left and 
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have moved onto something else that are still collaborating with us, and there are people 

that were never NatCap that are just such great collaborators we think of them as us. And 

I think that the human capital of all those people, it’s not just whoever happens to be 

employed by NatCap, but it really is something that has taken on a life force at this point” 

(Chaplin-Kramer, 2016). A local 350.org activist who started MN350 also described 

taking her 350.org identity into her climate movement work even as she moved on to 

official employment with other organizations (Nerbonne, 2016). When describing the 

challenges of building ASU into the New American University, President Crow also sees 

challenges of identity, saying, “The biggest challenge that we’ve had has been the 

strength of ‘the invisible’ disciplines – the fact that people show more allegiance to their 

disciplines and the structures of those disciplines than to the institution they are part of.” 

(quoted in Fischman, 2014). Several faculty members I interviewed described their 

excitement about being part of the collective work happening at ASU, and they could all 

identify and describe this shared work, which suggests ASU has had some success in an 

identity with ASU overcoming identity with discipline as is common in academia.  

While the collectives in this study strongly demonstrate the importance of identity 

as part of their collective, the understanding of collective leadership developed in this 

study differs from a social identity theory of collective leadership in the roles of who is 

involved in the relationships constituting leadership. This study describes collective 

leadership not as a relationship between leaders and followers in pursuit of shared goals, 

which is how the social identity theory describes leadership. Rather people in the 

collective play different leadership roles (described below) as the whole collective 

pursues its purpose through a range of strategies and tactics.  
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This study’s understanding of collective leadership benefits from the use of an 

ontology of leadership centered on leadership producing direction, alignment, and 

commitment (Drath et al. 2008). This direction, alignment, and commitment comes out of 

the narrative of the collective, the work of individuals, and the relationships among them. 

This collective leadership reflects finding by Quick (2017), which describes collective 

leadership developing as leadership moved from being “situated in atomized, individual-

level actions,” and “became and emergent property of the network” (p 459). In 

developing the power to drive transformation, the collectives also move from leadership 

based on individual actions to leadership that is directed and aligned by the interplay 

among the three levels of narrative discussed above and three leadership levels that I now 

describe.  

The collectives bring about and use collective leadership by pairing a three-level 

narrative of what they do with three interconnected leadership roles. These leadership 

roles serve different functions in the collective, and together they bring about the 

collective leadership to develop the power to drive the collective’s transformational ideas 

into the mainstream. The three key leadership roles are visionary, facilitator, and change 

agent. Visionaries provide a top-down focus on purpose, change agents provide the 

bottom-up vitality enacted through varied tactics, and facilitators play key coupling roles. 

All of these roles are dependent on each other, and the interplay among them creates 

collective leadership. 

Visionaries have a well-developed, nuanced understanding of the landscape in 

which they see the need for transformation, identify what needs to happen to move in the 

direction of transformation, and play a central role in articulating the collective’s 
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overarching purpose and strategies. They have an intuitive sense about what ideas are 

powerful, and they are skilled at articulating these ideas in ways that help others make 

sense of them. Visionaries continue this work as collectives grow and change over time, 

sensing the landscape, sorting through ideas, and identifying and articulating potentially 

powerful ideas. Visionaries play important communication roles in developing narratives 

and serving as visible focal points who inspire and are trusted by facilitators, change 

agents, and external entities.  

The role of facilitators is to couple the purpose and strategies of the collective 

with the larger groups of people involved in the collective driving transformation. The 

facilitator role serves as an essential link between the purpose of the collective and the 

many people enacting it, and they connect the collective to external networks and change 

agents. Importantly, these connections work in multiple directions, helping to facilitate 

communication, information, and work flows. Facilitators play leadership roles in 

communicating, connecting, coaching, training, and making projects happen. They also 

serve sensing roles, bringing information to others, particularly in helping other roles to 

understand the landscape and how to make strategic shifts on it. Facilitators are highly-

motivated by the purpose of the collective, and they are skilled at execution and 

reflection for improvement. They often engage with the collective for the long-term, 

growing into and taking on different leadership activities over time.  

Change agents make up the large group of people who do on-the-ground work of 

transformation. These change agents identify with the collective’s purpose, make this 

purpose their own, and exercise their leadership in their localized contexts. The activities 

people in this leadership role do vary depending on the collective, its strategies, and its 
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structures. Importantly, change agents apply the group’s tactics in their contexts, 

contribute feedback on how tactics work in different contexts, and help develop tactics 

suited to their contexts. 

Importantly, all three of these leadership roles are essential for the collective 

leadership that brings power to the collective’s transformational purpose. A visionary 

without facilitators and change agents can have transformational ideas, but not the people 

and resources behind it to actually drive transformation. Change agents can work hard to 

change their communities, but without being part of the larger collective their ability to 

drive transformation at larger scales is limited.  

In this study’s collectives, the people most publicly-associated with each 

collective play the visionary role. 350.org has Bill McKibben, ASU has Michael Crow, 

and NatCap has its founders, with Gretchen Daily as the most visible and well-known 

among them. None of these people claim the success of their collectives as solely their 

own, but they all play unique roles in the collective’s success.  

These visionaries have developed deep knowledge experience in their domains 

through study and engagement with these domains over years and decades. McKibben 

wrote the first popular book on climate change, published in 1989, and rereleased in a 

second edition in 2006 (McKibben, 2006). He has subsequently written many more books 

and articles about climate change and related issues. Michael Crow spent years studying 

knowledge development enterprises, including writing a dissertation and publishing a 

book on them (Crow & Bozeman, 1998) and working at high levels in universities. The 

founders of NatCap are pioneers in the field of ecosystem services, including Gretchen 

Daily editing an early influential book on ecosystem services (Daily, 1997). The 
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visionaries also seem to have a small group of trusted people with whom they work 

through transformational ideas. NatCap founders helped each other in this regard, Naomi 

Klein notably interacts with McKibben on key ideas, and a handful of Crow’s earliest 

academic collaborators (prior to his arrival at ASU) play key roles at ASU decades after 

these academic collaborations started. In short, these visionaries recognize the contexts in 

which they’ve developed deep knowledge operate in broader systems that are not 

sustainable, and they use their knowledge to articulate both that change needs to happen 

and how to get there. 

 Importantly, these visionaries remain humble in their approaches and their 

knowledge. Several NatCap interviewees described Gretchen Daily as humble, in some 

cases using the phrase “the most humble person I know.” In his memoir, Bill McKibben 

(2014) wrestles with his discomfort taking on the identity of being a leader, suggesting a 

humble stance in his work. In remaining humble, these visionaries are open to the 

learning needed to continually drive transformation. Their humble approach also enables 

others to offer expertise and leadership as part of the collective. 

Essential to the capability of the collective to drive transformation is that the 

collective’s visionaries all recognized the need to and managed to partner up with highly-

skilled facilitators early on in the collective’s work and over time. In 350.org, the original 

key facilitators were the six college students who cofounded 350.org. This team of six 

college students proved to be highly-skilled in connecting a transformational purpose of 

building a climate movement, and the movement’s increasingly savvy set of strategies, 

with emerging digital organizing capabilities. The savvy of use of these digital tools, and 

the boldness of jumping into using them in a distributed and only somewhat coordinated 
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way across the globe, was both essential to 350.org’s early success and well outside of 

McKibben’s capabilities. Over time, 350.org facilitators have expanded to include 

additional highly-skilled people in key roles. While some of the original 350.org 

facilitators still serve key organizational roles (including May Boeve as executive 

director), key roles have transitioned from founders to others. NatCap’s effectiveness 

depends on a team of highly-skilled facilitators made up of lead scientists, software 

architects, and strategists. Early on these people made key scientific advances. They are 

essential for NatCap’s ongoing research successes and software development and, 

increasingly, in engagements with the wider networks key for driving transformation. At 

ASU, the facilitator level of leadership role is both role- and individual-specific. 

Important university-wide roles include key deans, top leadership in university-wide 

offices like the Office of Enterprise Knowledge Development, the ASU Foundation, and 

the new ASU Enterprise Partners, which is an umbrella revenue generator that includes 

the ASU Foundation. In the sustainability realm, the leadership team of the Global 

Institute of Sustainability and the School of Sustainability are also key facilitators. 

Interestingly, an early Crow collaborator has played key roles as an individual and has 

moved among several of these key positions including serving as Director of GIOS, 

Senior Vice President for the Office for Knowledge Enterprise Development, CEO of the 

ASU Foundation, and currently as CEO of ASU Enterprise Partners.  

The change agents in each collective take on different roles depending on the 

contexts and strategic approaches of the collective. In 350.org, change agents are, 

broadly-speaking, climate activists. They may start groups, hold formal leadership 

positions in community groups, and many show up as individual activists. These people 
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organize local groups and events, recruit others, march, talk about the work with their 

friends, and engage in political and governance processes both as active participants and 

in oppositional ways like civil disobedience. At NatCap, the change agents are people 

helping enable an ecosystem services approach in decision-making in contexts all over 

the world. NatCap calls the most active ones “champions” and sees them as essential for 

making projects work. These change agents could be business executives, scientists in 

international collaborations, government staff people, non-profit leaders, stakeholders 

involved in decision-making processes, or others. Because NatCap’s approach involves 

changing what is considered in and how decision-making processes work, the change 

agents they work with are likely to occupy a position of power or authority in their 

communities. At ASU, change agents are varied and include individual faculty or staff 

and teams who lead interdisciplinary, solutions-focused research projects, faculty who 

embrace teaching larger classes that come with accepting more students, staff people who 

support interdisciplinary research and teaching, facilities staff who figure out how to 

make the university more sustainable, and donors willing to fund transformational work. 

What drives these change agents is their identity with and commitment to the collective’s 

purpose, a willingness to subsume some of their individual identity and interests in 

pursuit of the collective’s strategy, and an ability to bring their own skill to advancing 

different tactics. 

This study’s collectives share characteristics with what Crutchfield (2018) 

described as “leaderfull” movements. “Leaderfull movement leaders give the grassroots 

the tools and roadmap to success – not commands or detailed instructions that must be 

followed” (Crutchfield, 2018: p 146). Crutchfield also found that leaders of leaderfull 
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movements are capable of letting go of ego and relentlessly pursue impact, both of which 

could describe the visionaries and facilitators in this study. Both the social movements 

Crutchfield studies and the collectives in this study rely on distributed leadership, which 

Crutchfield describes as grassroots, and I describe as change agents.   

So far, I have described the different roles involved enabling the collective to 

develop and use collective leadership to bring power behind their transformational ideas. 

This collective leadership also depends on many change agents stepping up and into 

leadership. Many people in the collective must do what Ganz (2010) describes as 

leadership, which is “accepting the responsibility to create conditions that enable others 

to achieve shared purpose in the face of uncertainty” (p 1). While I use the word 

“leadership” in the discussion here, it is important to note the way I asked about 

leadership in interviews. I included the word “leadership” and similar ideas like “taking 

initiative,” “willing to step up,” and “champion” when asking questions about leadership. 

This was an effort to focus the conversation on widespread leadership capabilities, rather 

than on a handful of key individuals. In most cases, interviewees were uncomfortable 

with the idea of “leader,” but understood and saw as essential many people offering 

leadership. Importantly, the collectives are successful in getting many facilitators and 

change agents to offer leadership as part of the collective’s overall collective leadership. 

The collectives use several practices to encourage and support facilitators and 

change agents to step into leadership. These practices increase both the number of people 

offering leadership and their capabilities in doing so. The following paragraphs describe 

these practices.  
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Identity: The collectives foster the ability for individuals to lead by developing a 

sense of identity with the collective and its work among the people involved. Both 

350.org and NatCap leaders described this identity being connected to people even if 

these people worked with the collective only in informal roles or remaining connected to 

people as they moved beyond official work with the collective. In a sense, the collective’s 

work transcends official affiliation to become part of who people are and what they do 

more broadly. Association with the collective is more than being a volunteer, or an 

employee, or a partner. It becomes part of who someone is. Identity with a collective 

enables people to make sense of complex situations of transformation, identify what 

needs to be done, how they are part of it, and to commit to volunteering their best work 

and selves to make it happen. Fostering identity depends on all of the other leadership 

practices, as well as some of the practices described in the internal networks section 

below. 

Excellence without shame in failure: The collectives support an entrepreneurial 

and leadership-filled culture through a fostering a commitment to pursuing excellence 

while avoiding the shame associated with the failures that inevitably come with risk-

taking. This is an entrepreneurial cultural tension that can be challenging to hold, 

especially in public and civic work where risk-taking is often not valued as much as in 

the private sector. Taking risk is essential for people to grow into their leadership 

potential and for the kind of individual and collective learning that is necessary for 

deliberate transformation, and people in the collectives viewed taking risks as not only 

necessary, but essential. ASU holds the tension between pursuing excellence while 

avoiding the shame of failure by being what one interviewee described as a “yes” 
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university where people are penalized more for avoiding risk rather than taking risk 

(Melnick, 2016). NatCap and 350.org facilitate this kind of culture by combining a clear 

commitment to big aspirations with the humility of moving ahead without knowing all 

that is needed to achieve their aspirations. Stewarding a culture of excellence without the 

shame of failure needs requires work in all leadership roles. It takes a combination of 

accountability and support for getting better that is difficult to navigate, and the 

collectives in the study appear to do so effectively. 

Designation: The collectives designate people to offer leadership by calling 

people leaders, change agents, activists, champions, or another action-based designator. 

This designation gives permission and encouragement to step into the challenge of 

leadership in service of something beyond oneself and to persist in doing so even when it 

is difficult. An ASU faculty member described this designation as a powerful 

phenomenon she had observed in faculty members selected to participate in a leadership 

development program (Kinzig, 2016). Early on, 350.org designated thousands of people 

around the world as climate activists by developing a platform for them to share images 

of their actions. Julia Nerbonne (2016), founder of MN350, described flipping through 

hundreds of photos on Flickr with her team after an early climate movement day of 

action, something that helped them claim their own activism and leadership. Several 

350.org leaders talked about the importance of holding a mirror up to the movement and 

helping the movement see itself (Heartwell, 2016), which on the individual level helps 

people feel like they have a designated role as a climate activist and calls forth leadership 

in these people.  
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On-ramps: On-ramps provide entry points for people to offer leadership as part of 

the collective. Taking on leadership is challenging, and on-ramps provide ways for 

people to enter into leadership in a way and at a level that is close enough to their comfort 

level that they can begin. On-ramps into the collective’s work use different entry points 

and engage at different levels of leadership in recognition that not everyone brings the 

same skill or has the same comfort level with leadership. These collectives realize that 

people need encouragement to begin and then can grow in leadership capability over 

time. As a leader in the broad-based climate movement, 350.org is particularly attuned to 

this practice, helping people to start with a seemingly small leadership act like sending an 

email and moving into showing up at marches, planning events, and lobbying elected 

officials. NatCap grows leadership through traditional on-ramps in academia moving 

from graduate students, to post-doctoral scholars, and beyond. On-ramps into leadership 

are supported through leadership support and training. 

Support and training: The collectives offer leadership support and training, 

sometimes but not always, through explicit leadership development programs. This 

support and training help people to develop the skills and capabilities to offer leadership 

as well as the opportunity to reflect on and get better at leadership. 350.org does formal 

trainings all over the world and also works to meet the leadership support needs local 

movement leaders articulate. ASU has several leadership development programs for 

faculty and staff, developed after top leadership in the university recognized they didn’t 

have a critical mass of the kinds of leaders needed to do what was necessary to realize the 

aspirations of the New American University. NatCap’s trainings have less of an explicit 

focus on leadership, but the trainings do go well beyond technical knowledge of how to 
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use software tools to the wider set of skills and capacities NatCap identifies as important 

for successfully considering the value of nature in decisions.  

Open source principles and tools: The collectives are all committed to open 

source principles and to providing open source tools to support leadership. This 

commitment means they are open with their approaches and tools for creating change, 

both in how they share the tools and in taking feedback and input to make them. The 

collectives open source commitments come from and demonstrates their commitment to 

drive transformation that is bigger than the collective as an organization. In other words, 

the collectives are focused on being of service to the wider work rather than maintaining 

their own place and role in it. Making the ideas, tools, and learnings developed by the 

collective available and responsive to others helps ensure those offering leadership have 

access to the tools they need to do so effectively. 350.org and NatCap are both explicit in 

their open source commitment in that they share their tools of organizing, communication 

and, in NatCap’s case, software, using open source principles. As a large institution, ASU 

needs to maintain its position as an institution, but they are also open and collaborative in 

their work, sharing their models and experiences widely. This open source approach 

enables the collectives to simultaneously foster leadership both in their collective as well 

as more broadly by developing and giving access to useful tools.  

Team leadership: The collectives enable individuals to step into leadership by 

using and supporting team leadership. 350.org and NatCap were both founded by 

leadership made up of a team of close friends. People in all three of the study collectives 

often work in teams, and the groups recognize and support the importance of team 

leadership. Team leadership contributes to leadership capabilities by supporting the 
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courage to take action, creating space for reflection and learning, and facilitating work 

that draws on individual skills while contributing to the overall collective. 350.org 

Executive Director May Boeve (2015) highlighted team leadership as something she’d 

like to better understand because it is so important for 350.org’s success. ASU supports 

interdisciplinary, team-based research proposals with administrative and other support, 

and their leadership development program has a team-based track. NatCap brings teams 

from specific projects to their annual symposium, which facilitates team bonding and 

learning. The teams in each collective serve as an intermediary to between individual and 

collective, serving to nurture and grow individual leadership. 

Autonomy: The study collectives support a culture of autonomy, which enables 

people to wide leeway in their leadership in and contributions to the collective’s work. 

While ASU has made some big all-in bets such as GIOS, it also supports and seeds 

smaller projects, enabling people run with their ideas with some support and not too 

much oversight from those at the top. This approach connects a culture of pursuing 

excellence without shame of failure and autonomy, which allows individual and team 

contributions to the collective flourish. 350.org, partially by design and partially because 

of small staffing, has found success in local groups taking the 350.org name and approach 

and running with it in their communities. 350.org as an organization does not provide 

close oversight of these groups and has a lot of trust that activists around the world will 

use the tools and brand of 350.org in the spirit of the overall movement, something that 

has worked very well so far. NatCap builds on the culture of academia, in which people 

take initiative on their own research and has found success in NatCap scientists driving 
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particular collaborative and research projects that are essential for NatCap’s overall 

impact. 

Engaging with and developing the capabilities of a wide-range of people to offer 

leadership is important for the overall success of the collective leadership of 350.org, 

ASU, and NatCap. These individuals offering leadership associated with each collective 

see part of their own identity and agency as connected to and supported by the collective, 

which enables this widespread individual leadership to support collective leadership. 

Discussion of narrative and leadership in the collectives 
The interplay between the three-level narratives and three leadership roles is 

important in the collectives developing collective leadership to drive transformation. This 

section uses this study’s collectives to discuss and illustrate the interplay between 

narrative and leadership. 

In each case, the collectives rely on visionaries and a few trusted others to 

develop purpose. Michael Crow began his tenure as ASU president with well-developed 

idea of the New American University already in place. While NatCap founders were 

steeped in the wider conversations about ecosystem services, they developed the idea for 

NatCap in conversation among friends. Bill McKibben was not the only one to sense the 

need for a climate movement, but he articulated it well, and many in people I interviewed 

in 350.org described McKibben’s ability to identify transformational ideas as a key part 

of 350.org’s success. Bill McKibben identified similar activities in an essay called 

“Movements without leaders” in which he wrestled with the idea that the climate 

movement, and other movements of this time, don’t have leaders in the ways leaders are 

traditionally thought of. Instead McKibben describes “elders-of-all-ages” who gain 
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standing from experience, charisma, sacrifice, dogged work, living in affected 

communities, and more. He sees these people as “play[ing] a sorting-out role in backing 

the ideas of others or downplaying those that seem less useful” (McKibben, 2013). The 

visionaries in these collectives play a similar sorting-out out of ideas role as well, both in 

identifying purpose and strategies and in sorting through which tactics to lift up and 

support in service of the collective’s purpose. 

The collectives develop the broad outlines of their strategy and shift strategy as 

necessary to make sure the purpose is well-served. Like the purpose, these overarching 

strategies are quite centralized in their development (though less so than purpose), and 

the collectives are disciplined about making sure these overarching strategies support the 

purpose effectively. While each collective approaches strategy development differently, 

facilitators play roles in strategy development and implementation. In the case of 350.org 

and NatCap, strategies have developed and shifted over time, reflecting broader societal 

trends, the needs of wider movements, and the collectives’ own capabilities. Both began 

with a start-up mindset, clear in purpose and in the broad outlines of their strategy, but 

willing to figure out details along the way. Neither started with a strategic plan. NatCap 

created their first strategic plan after five years and a second one five years later. 350.org 

has found it does not make sense to have strategies looking out even three to five years 

given how fast they believe the world needs to move on climate change and how dynamic 

the political, technological, and cultural landscapes on which they work are. ASU’s 

approach to strategy reflects the fact that it is trying to change a big institution in the 

institutionally conservative landscape of higher education. From the beginning of 

Michael Crow’s tenure, ASU was focused on the purpose of the New American 
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University and the eight design principles supporting it. While this purpose has not 

changed, ASU has developed an increasing array of strategies. 

Through the work of facilitators and use of practices that invite and support 

individuals offering leadership, the collectives couple centralized purpose development, 

and somewhat centralized strategy development with the widespread leadership of 

change agents. It is important here to highlight the individual agency of change agents, 

and how it relates to the agency and leadership of the collective. Individual change agents 

have a choice in whether they offer leadership as part of the collective. This choice makes 

the collectives dependent on individuals choosing to offer leadership as part of the 

collective. Change agents make this choice because they see offering leadership as part of 

a collective as an essential part of their own individual desire to exert agency. In a sense, 

because sustainability challenges are so big, individuals change agents recognize they are 

more able to drive the needed changes as part of a collective. Visionaries and facilitators 

in the collective, in turn, demonstrate they both respect and are dependent change agents. 

The collectives also create trust with change agents by being straightforward and direct 

about the magnitude of change needed for sustainability. The purposes of these narratives 

are not easy for change agents, but they are powerful in getting change agents to choose 

to offer leadership as part of the collective. Through these collective’s purpose, individual 

change agents have the opportunity to contribute to something that has the potential to be 

up the task of meeting huge sustainability challenges. Change agents, therefore, see these 

purposes as worth investing in with resources of talent, time, and money. 

Each collective manages and navigates the interplay among the three levels of 

narrative and the three leadership roles a little differently. 350.org excels at clearly 
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creating their overarching purpose and strategy and combining it with supporting 

individuals effectively using different tactics. It is easy to list what 350.org does overall – 

build a climate movement, early on mobilizing people around the idea of 350 ppm, and 

subsequently around specific campaigns like the Keystone XL pipeline, divestment, and 

Break Free from Fossil Fuels. 350.org is disciplined and intentional in their 

communications to make sure they support the overarching purpose of the climate 

movement through narrative and identity. As one leader put it, “You can’t overstate the 

value of managing by brand. By just being really careful that every single message that 

goes out the door, whether it be email or social media, or personal interactions, or events, 

or whatever, actually epitomizes who we are” (Stember, 2016). 350.org also provides 

tools and support for action, while also not being too involved or prescriptive in how 

change agents should use these tools. 350.org partially has to do this out of necessity 

because their global staff is only 115 people. They have also found it works. Many 

people around the world want to take action on climate change and are looking for a 

wide-scale purpose and strategy to hook into. As the same 350.org leader describes it, 

“We inspire our network. We might coordinate, but we coordinate through mission, 

through values, though stories and strategy. So that people really do get what we’re doing 

and who we are. And why the bigger “we” here is important. And then they (teams and 

individuals) run with it. They copy it. The grab it. They use it” (Stember, 2016). 350.org 

is generous in its work. They work hard to make sure the movement has what it needs, 

and people have responded stepping up to drive deliberate transformation. 

NatCap is strongest in stewarding an entrepreneurial culture among its facilitators 

and making sure its wider network of change agents has what they need to contribute to 
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transformation. NatCap leadership fosters a strong team culture, and people who work for 

NatCap are both drawn by the mission of NatCap and comfortable with this culture, in 

part because they most often come from academic cultures in which individuals and 

small teams work hard to advance science and research. The result is a group of staff, 

mostly working in facilitator roles, who are willing to take on big projects and work hard 

to make them happen in spite of the pioneering and challenging contexts in which 

NatCap works. NatCap also works to ensure the increasingly large group of change 

agents who are doing the work of mainstreaming ecosystem services into varied decision-

making contexts have the resources, tools, and support they need to do so. This includes 

frameworks, software tools, trainings, and convenings for resource and knowledge 

sharing. NatCap offers all of this with a generous ethos, sharing what it has learned, 

thinking hard about how it contributes to meeting the needs of the wider ecosystem 

services community, and offering open source tools and resources.  

ASU excels at communicating its purpose and stewarding an entrepreneurial 

culture to support the leadership of change agents. As a large university, ASU is trying to 

change an already-established institution as the foundation of a deliberate transformation. 

An individual university’s culture functions in the wider cultures of disciplines as well as 

academia as a whole. These wider cultures of disciplines and higher education are not 

conducive to the kind of collective work toward big goals that is required for deliberate 

transformation, and so ASU has focused on fostering a culture centered on ASU’s 

purpose. Many people I interviewed talked about the importance of culture change. What 

they highlighted as important was a culture that supports risk-taking, starting without 

having all the answers, and not letting bureaucratic structures get in the way of purpose of 
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the New American University and acting with speed to realize this purpose. In order for 

people to work on the purpose of the New American University, people at ASU need to 

know what it is, which means ASU works hard to communicate about the New American 

University and the eight design aspirations supporting it. As one ASU faculty member 

described it, “eight design aspirations for the New American University. Everybody can 

remember them, or at least two or three of them. Which is fair enough. Let’s get started 

on something” (Wiek, 2016). People on campus know that ASU is trying to do something 

different than other universities. After more than 15 years of working at it, people at ASU 

are excited to be part of this transformation, and others in higher education more broadly 

have noticed.  

The role and use of networks in driving transformation 
Networks are key element in the collectives driving transformation because they 

collectives are both organizationally complex and distributed and because they work in 

large-scale, complex contexts in which no individual or group is capable of creating 

transformational change alone. Two main kinds of networks are important for driving 

transformation, networks internal and external to the collective. While this division is 

helpful for thinking about networks, there are not clear dividing lines between the two. 

Both 350.org and NatCap consider the collective itself to be a network, and they are fluid 

about who is in and who is not. While 350.org has about 115 staff, they have many more 

who identify with and are part of the 350.org internal network. NatCap connects five 

large organizations, and all of its staff are actually employed by one of these 

organizations, which means no one is officially employed by NatCap. However, there is 

still a cohesive group of staff and researchers that functions as the core of NatCap. As a 
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large institution, ASU has many people who are officially part of the ASU internal 

network through employment and as students and alumni. 

Internal networks – functions and practices 

Internal networks serve important functions of fostering a collective identity, 

avoiding bureaucracy, and aligning resources with purpose that help support and facilitate 

collective leadership. Since little research on networks in transformation explicitly 

addressed the importance of networks internal to an organization, these purposes are 

worth addressing more in-depth. 

Fostering identity: Internal networks help foster a sense of identity previously 

discussed as an important part of leadership associated with the collective. Internal 

networks help foster this identity by creating channels of communication among 

individuals to reiterate and make the collective’s purpose part of the identity of 

individuals in the collective and support their ability to act on this identity. 

Preventing and circumventing bureaucracy: Internal networks help the collectives 

avoid problems associated bureaucracy, which can slow and stop innovation and change. 

Internal networks help the collectives to avoid building up (especially in the case of 

350.org) and to get around (especially NatCap and ASU) cumbersome bureaucratic 

processes. 350.org interviewees described putting a high value on being nimble, and 

while they have some organizational structures to work as a legal entity, they maintain 

the ability to move quickly by not using slow decision-making processes or doing long-

term planning processes. Internal networks enable NatCap to draw the best from each 

partner while also being strategic about not getting stuck by bureaucracy at any one of its 

partner institutions. At ASU, interviewees described President Crow and other ASU 
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leaders as working to clearly communicate that they do not want bureaucracy to slow 

down people and the implementation of ideas, and President Crow himself described the 

importance of speed in the transformation of ASU (Crow, 2016). 

Align resources with purpose: The collectives use internal networks to align 

resources and make sure they are brought to bear on the collective’s purpose effectively 

and efficiently. As a complement to avoiding the slowdown of bureaucracy, well-

functioning internal networks help increase speed because they facilitate flow of 

important resources of staff time, attention, and money. Importantly, these networks may 

also serve as a source of support for individuals in the collective as they go about doing 

challenging work. This helps to preserve the valuable resource of the ability of highly 

capable, engaged people to continue contributing.  

The collectives use several practices to realize these benefits of well-functioning 

internal networks. These practices include: 

Attention and investment: The collectives pay attention to the presence and 

functioning of internal networks and make investments in supporting them. As of 

November 2018, ASU’s Global Institute of Sustainability has named over 500 

sustainability scientists and scholars around campus. ASU invests in this network by 

offering members collaborative and individual shared space with helpful administrative 

and video conferencing services and a high-quality coffee machine (mentioned by over 

half of the ASU interviewees) to encourage people in the network to spend time together 

and collaborate. 350.org staff spend significant time getting to know different key 

activists and their needs and investing in connecting them to each other to weave a more 

productive internal network.  
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Focus on purpose: The collectives also steward internal networks by organizing 

them around and encouraging them to support the purpose and strategies of the collective. 

Key events with and communication to internal networks are organized around the 

purpose of the work of the collective and why the work of individuals contributing is an 

essential part of the collective successfully realizing their purpose. For example, ASU’s 

leadership programs and sustainability scientists and scholars are two networks organized 

around purposes of the New American University, and ASU has realigned research and 

teaching through the creation of new academic units organized around key ASU 

strategies. NatCap has a practice of bringing together its internal leadership team network 

to discuss and identify which opportunities it wants to take based on its purpose and 

strategy.  

Ritual: The use of ritual facilitates internal networks by promoting and supporting 

collective identity. Rituals connect people to each other and their purpose in emotional, 

identity-based ways. NatCap is particularly strong in their use of ritual, including taking a 

silly photo in which everyone jumps at major meetings. They also use rituals to promote 

team bonding at the NatCap Olympics, which is an annual meeting of internal NatCap 

people to share research and plan for future work.  

 These internal networks enable the collectives to more effectively drive 

transformation by fostering a sense of collective identity that supports collective 

leadership. Internal networks also support the kind of speed of decision-making and 

resourcing the collectives need to drive sustainability transformation, especially in light 

of the collectives being organizationally complex and distributed. 
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External networks 

 Given the scope of sustainability challenges, a single group or collective cannot 

drive the kind of transformation needed to achieve sustainability, and therefore external 

networks are essential to a collective’s ability to drive transformation. The importance of 

networks in transformation is well-documented in the literature. Networks serve 

important roles in bridging across spatial scales (Moore & Westley, 2011) and time 

(Westley, 2017). Networks facilitate information flow, help identify knowledge gaps, and 

create nodes of expertise (Olsson et al., 2006). Networks can serve important functions in 

creating and shaping the venues in which decisions are made (Meijerink & Huitema, 

2010). All of the people interviewed in this study confirmed the importance of network in 

their work, with a particular emphasis on achieving impact at larger scales. Because the 

functions of networks are extensively-documented in the literature, this study focused on 

how the collectives stewarded, worked with, and engaged in networks in order to realize 

the well-documented benefits of networks. In order to facilitate working with networks in 

ways that support transformation, the collectives engage in work with external networks 

using several practices described in the following paragraphs. 

Humble, generous, relational: The collectives bring a strong sense of purpose and 

humility to engaging with networks, which enables the collectives to be relational, as 

opposed to transactional, in their approach to building networks and collaborations. By 

focusing on the value of relationships themselves and being generous in interactions, the 

collectives build trust and the potential for working together not just on a single project, 

but over time. The collectives are generous in their networks, lifting up others work in 

service of shared purpose and power. This generosity, however, does not necessarily 
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mean the collectives in this study are easy network partners or collaborators. In pursuing 

transformation, the collectives challenge the status quo, which can make partners 

uncomfortable or frustrated. One of 350.org’s collaborators described this, saying 350.org 

wasn’t necessarily an easy partner, but that other environmental groups recognized that 

350.org was helping to open up space that made them all more successful (Hodgdon, 

2016).  

Growing into networks and bringing value: The collectives in the study did not 

begin with an ability to convene, build, or usefully enter into external networks. Rather 

they focused on their own work and internal networks, building up their capabilities, 

reach, and successes. Over time, the collectives built and engaged in external networks in 

ways that contributed to their power. This approach to external networks enables the 

collectives to come into network work with a stronger foundation of purpose and with 

something to offer. Growing into networks is important because network building and 

stewardship is resource intensive and can be overwhelming. Entering into a network 

without something of value lessens the change of usefully engaging with the network. 

NatCap began with some ability to build networks, drawing on the reputation of their 

founders and partner organization. As their approaches and tools have become more 

effective and useful, NatCap is better able to work in networks through their own 

reputation in addition to the ones they are associated with. 350.org has grown 

increasingly able to work with wider movements as they have wins and the power 

associated with these wins, enabling them in more recent years to better collaborate with 

networks in the wider progressive movement. As ASU’s abilities and reputation as an 

innovative, sustainability-focused university has grown, they’ve intentionally built 
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networks of universities around specific goals including the Global Consortium for 

Sustainability Outcomes. As the Dean of the School of Sustainability described it, they 

didn’t start with building this network, “I do recognize that there’s transaction costs 

associated with partnerships. If we’d started from day one with something like this 

Global Consortium for Sustainability Outcomes, I don’t know how much buy-in we 

would have had. I don’t know if we would have been able to build the base of people 

who were committed” (Boone, 2016). 

Network versus partnership, collaboration, and coalition: The collectives’ 

external networks are made up of many different individuals and organizations, and 

interviewees described the collectives as being thoughtful about which entities with 

whom it makes more sense to work more closely in a partnership, collaboration, or 

coalition. The strength, formality, and agreements behind these relationships vary, but 

among the collectives in the study it is clear that they do not think of everyone in their 

networks in the same way and pursue more intentional, closer working relationships with 

some entities. In their second strategic plan, NatCap has started to formalize some of 

these relationships, and in 2017 they took the step of bringing the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences in as a formal partner. While ASU works through traditional academic 

networks, they have also created their own collaborations like the one referenced above, 

and 350.org is thoughtful about how they work in coalition with other entities in the 

larger networks of progressive movements. 

Clarity of roles – self and network: All of the collectives work in increasingly 

crowded spaces, a sign of success in driving the widespread change they envision. At the 

same time, these crowded spaces mean the collectives need to work harder to be clear 
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about how they usefully fit in these larger networks including consideration of the roles 

they play, what wider networks need, and how to effectively interact with these networks. 

This clarity helps the collectives to stay relevant and useful in the wider work of 

transformation. For example, NatCap interviewees could articulate the unique role 

NatCap plays in supporting the InVEST software tool and in their strength in being able 

to convene meetings and networks focused on using ecosystem services in decision 

making. And 350.org interviewees described their role as contributing specifically to the 

climate movement and also in being clear about the need to say “no” to more fossil fuel 

investment and infrastructure. 

Combining strategies of seeding/connecting and leveraging: 350.org and NatCap 

strategically think about their networks in at least two distinct ways, with a continuum 

between them. In one way, they work to seed projects and then connect these projects via 

a network in order to increase learning, grow impact, and increase the prominence of 

their approach. NatCap also works on leveraging existing networks by connecting with 

key individuals who have an ability to influence large decision-making processes in 

powerful organizations like development banks or companies that control a large 

percentage of a commodity’s production. 350.org uses a similar approach of 

seeding/connecting and leveraging in a way that opposes incumbent power. 350.org 

seeds, supports, and connects with many groups on the ground who are fighting specific 

projects. 350.org also works to leverage the power of changing investment decisions of 

large networks through divestment. 

 The ability of a collective to drive transformation in part depends on the 

collective’s capabilities in entering into and working with external networks. Doing so 
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effectively requires the collectives are relational in networks, they bring value and are 

also clear about their role in networks and the role of networks overall.  

Positive feedbacks among power, narrative, leadership, and networks 
 The relationships and positive feedbacks among power, narrative, leadership, and 

networks also contribute to the collectives’ ability to drive transformation 

 Power, narrative and leadership interact in important ways that support and lift up 

these different elements of driving transformation. Acting on one’s agency by stepping 

into leadership is especially challenging in sustainability contexts. Sustainability contexts 

involve complex SESs in which the causes and effects in system function are often 

separated by distance and time, making it difficult to locate potential solutions for action. 

Furthermore, power relationships themselves, much less how to change these 

relationships, are often hidden. For example, people interested in acting to address 

climate change may not be aware of the organized, intentional effort by powerful fossil 

fuel interests to sow doubt about climate change science (Oreskes & Conway, 2010), 

much less figure out how to deal with this widespread doubt. In these kinds of situations, 

the collectives’ narratives serve an important function in providing a straightforward way 

for individuals to make sense of how SESs function and the power relations that support 

this function. Narratives also help people see how they can engage with these systems 

effectively as they step into leadership as part of the collective. In addition to making 

sense of power, the overarching narrative, and the stories each tells in support of this 

narrative, serve to inspire and encourage people to do the uncomfortable work of 

leadership. As people get more engaged in leadership as part of the collective, these 

people build power behind and reinvigorate the narrative. For example, the narrative of 
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divestment as a way to undermine the social license of the fossil fuel industry has been a 

consistent part of how 350.org conceives of power since 2012, and as people around the 

world have pushed divestment 350.org is able to powerfully update the divestment 

narrative with stories of more assets committed to divestment. An essential part of 

collectives driving transformation is a virtuous cycle of narrative and leadership 

reinforcing each other in a positive feedback loop that builds collective power.  

 Positive feedbacks including internal networks also matter. Narrative helps to 

align internal networks around each collective’s purpose and strategies. Aligned and 

well-functioning networks create the kind of organizational conditions in which 

individuals feel empowered and supported to step up beyond what they are comfortable 

doing, which enables them to offer more and better leadership. More people offering 

leadership means more people engaged in internal networks, which supports individuals 

bringing more energy into and likely gaining more energy from internal networks. For 

example, at ASU, all of the interviewees talked with excitement and energy about not 

only their individual work, but also about their relationships with colleagues and the 

purposes they were working toward overall. This excitement meant more than the 

tangible research collaborations common in academia, rather it was a sense that there was 

a network at ASU making something exceptional together. Internal networks help spread 

a collective sense of purpose, which is articulated through narrative, and these networks 

reinforce this purpose and ultimately support and enhance individuals leading. 

 Driving the kind of transformation needed for sustainability goes beyond a single 

collective, something all interviewees expressed. At the same time, the collectives in the 

study play essential roles in broader networks, especially in the relationship between 
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external networks and narrative. In order to drive transformation, a collective’s narrative 

must reflect the energy of external networks enough that the narrative can be understood 

and serve as a source of inspiration and focus for actors in external networks. At the same 

time, a collective’s narrative cannot be so similar to common practice that it does not 

involve transformation. A collective must hold a tension in their narrative of reflecting 

current conditions while also challenging these conditions. The climate narratives 350.org 

has brought into broader environmental and social movements both challenge and lift up 

work of other entities in their networks, an example of this tension. ASU’s narrative 

holds the tension of both challenging historic practices in higher education as inadequate 

and serving as an inspiration for themselves and others to change these practices. 

 The collectives driving transformation use narrative, leadership, and networks to 

reinforce and support each other in ways that enable them to build power to drive 

transformational ideas into the mainstream. Taken together, this chapter so far addresses 

the studies main research question of how collectives drive transformation, as well as the 

supporting questions about power and key elements of driving deliberate transformation. 

I now turn to a discussion about how collectives contribute to driving transformation over 

space and over time.  

Collectives as platforms for navigating transformation over space and time 
The question of how collectives drive transformation over space and time is 

rooted in resilience thinking and transition management literature that conceptualize 

transformation as multi-level and multi-phase. Many of the studies of transformation 

identify skills and strategies that are useful at different phases (Moore et al., 2014; Moore 

& Westley, 2011) and describe interactions among spatial scales as important to 
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understanding transformation (Moore, 2017; Smith et al., 2010; Westley et al., 2011). If 

navigating and crossing these levels and phases are essential to transformation, the 

collective, as an entity itself, is a particularly useful tool for driving transformation. 

Collectives maintain a platform for individuals to drive transformation, even as specific 

individuals move in and out of the work. The collectives serve as a platform for 

developing, growing, and distributing the resources needed to drive transformation. 

Finally, collectives serve an essential role in facilitating the kind of learning needed to 

drive transformation across geographic scales and over time. Collectives are not 

necessarily unique in maintaining these kinds of platforms, other collective actors like 

organizations and units of governments could also serve these functions if these 

collective actors were focused on transformational purposes. However, it is useful to 

recognize the importance of collective actors serving as platforms for driving 

transformation and discuss the ways in which they do so. 

 Because transformation takes time and is difficult, maintaining an individual’s 

commitment to and energy for driving transformation is challenging and may not even be 

possible over the time frames required. Moreover, an individual, no matter how 

committed and skilled they are, does not do the work of transformation alone. Collectives 

serve as a platform to address both of these challenges in deliberate transformation. A 

collective can use and preserve the contributions of individuals while enabling the 

renewal that comes from engaging new people in driving transformation. In order to do 

this, the collectives center the narrative of the collective on the purpose and strategy 

while also lifting up the stories of how individuals are essential to the transformation. 

Internal networks, if managed well, welcome new people into the collective’s work 
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underway and benefit from the resources and perspectives new people bring. Through 

these processes, the collectives grow the skill and number of people involved, enabling 

the collectives to navigate transformation over timescales in which they have the 

potential to drive transformation.  

 The collectives also serve as platforms for creating and growing resources needed 

to drive transformation across space and over time. These resources can be financial, but 

more often they are knowledge, relational, and reputational resources that enable the 

collective to serve as a platform for driving transformation. NatCap is a good example of 

this. Early on, NatCap founders saw a gap in the kind of science needed to actually use 

the idea of natural capital and ecosystem service in decision-making, and they set out to 

fill this knowledge gap. In doing so, NatCap developed the InVEST software tool. 

Maintaining and growing the usefulness of this tool, and the scaling transformation 

potential it embodies, requires continual work by NatCap as a collective. The knowledge 

resource of InVEST would quickly lose value if NatCap did not continue to invest in 

maintaining and improving the tool. At the same time, NatCap as a collective is able to 

build on the knowledge resource of InVEST to grow NatCap’s reputation and ability to 

build relationships that facilitate scaling of impact. This kind of growth in ability to drive 

transformation takes a collective platform. 

 Finally, collectives enable and facilitate learning needed to scale transformation 

across scales and over the timeframes it takes to do so. One way the collectives contribute 

to scaling is by making connections through their internal networks to facilitate 

information exchange and learning among those directly associated with the collective. 

The collectives also foster conditions in which entities in external networks can learn. 
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NatCap hosts an annual “NatCap Olympics” for its staff to learn from each other as well 

as the larger NatCap symposium, which serves to connect ecosystem services 

practitioners around the world for learning and potential collaboration. 350.org staff put 

effort into understanding the contexts and needs of local activists in order to matchmake 

among them in ways that enable local activists to learn from each other and solve 

problems. 350.org also takes the input of local activists to improve the tools 350.org 

provides, which can then be taken and used more effectively by local groups. These 

collectives are more effective at driving transformation because they steward conditions 

that enable learning across geographic scales.  

Collectives also enable learning that both speeds up the ability to drive 

transformation and enables the collective to drive transformation through changing 

contexts over time. When asked how their strategy has changed, one NatCap scientist 

said simply, “We’ve gotten faster” (Guerry, 2016), meaning NatCap as a whole has 

gotten faster at developing decision support tools and facilitating decision-making 

processes in ways that more quickly lead to productive conclusions. In driving 

transformation, the collectives are doing new and different things, which initially take a 

lot of time to figure, and the collective as a whole facilitates learning that speeds up key 

transformation activities over time. Collectives are also a platform for navigating the 

changing contexts as transformation proceeds. That transformations have go through 

different phases that require different strategies and skills is well-documented (Westley et 

al., 2013). A collective serves as a platform that can draw on individuals and networks to 

sense what phase both the collective and the transformation are in and also draw from the 

skills and resources in the collective to navigate the context at a given point in time. The 
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complex work of driving transformation benefits from the kind of highly-functioning 

collective described in this study.   

The limits and possibilities of collectives in driving transformation toward 
sustainability 
 While collectives are powerful, and likely essential, in driving transformation, 

they are also limited in their ability to do so by the SESs in which they aim to drive 

transformation. A discussion of these limits is important for full understanding of how 

collectives drive deliberate transformation toward sustainability. This section discusses 

these limits using the example of trying to drive transformational change related to 

climate change in the United States, the SES in which 350.org in particular operates.  

 The collectives work in governance contexts that are slow by design, systems that 

uphold continuity and stability, as opposed to facilitating change, particularly the 

fundamental, structural change involved in transformation. Furthermore, within these 

systems, incumbent actors have power from having wealth and relationships with 

powerful individuals in the governance of the current system. In some cases, these 

incumbent actors use this power to push back hard against collectives trying to drive 

transformation. Furthermore, there can be struggles over the direction to move forward 

even amongst groups that generally support environmental protection and sustainability 

that may be less inclined to drive transformation. In addition, collectives driving 

transformation work in SESs in which opposing actors do not hold themselves 

accountable to the processes of collective truth-seeking, in particular challenging the role 

of science, that facilitate good governance and decision-making. 

 Collectives trying to drive transformations do so in governance contexts in which 

policy and laws are meant to be difficult to change. Examples of how governance 
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processes make transformation challenging include the multi-step processes that a 

proposed policy change needs to make it through to become law and budget processes 

that assume base budgets, which perpetuates government spending in ways that maintain 

current, unsustainable pathways. Society has also made major investments in 

unsustainable infrastructures that undergird the function of current SESs. The ability of a 

collective of people is limited by the challenges of working within society’s governance 

systems and current infrastructure. 

 The ability of collectives to drive transformation is further limited by incumbent 

actors in the system having and using power in these systems to oppose change that 

threatens their interests and power (Geels, 2014). Trends in politics and governance in the 

US illustrates this challenge. For example, between 2000 and 2016 $2 billion was spent 

on climate lobbying with sectors related to fossil fuels outspending renewable energy and 

environmental sectors by a ratio of 10:1 (Brulle, 2018). More broadly in American 

politics, the policy interests of economic elites and business interest groups have more 

influence over policy outcomes than the preferences of average citizens and mass interest 

groups like those representing environmental and sustainability interests (Gilens & Page, 

2014). In this context, collectives can bring more and better science to decision making, 

like NatCap, or transform a key institution for achieving sustainability, like ASU, but 

when engaging in trying to transform broader governance and decision-making contexts 

they will face powerful and sustained pushback from interests with large amounts of 

money and access to policy-making processes.  

350.org is the collective in this study that has most directly challenged the power 

of incumbent actors, particularly fossil fuel interests. While there is evidence that in 
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doing so they’ve changed the narrative of what acceptable potential policy may be among 

some groups in society (Schifeling & Hoffman, 2017), they also work in an environment 

in which congressional voting records show record partisan divides on environmental 

issues (Lavelle, 2017), and one in which views on climate change are increasingly 

polarized along party lines (Dunlap et al., 2016). This polarization is combined with the 

fact that the Republican party has become increasingly hostile to environmental 

protections, as demonstrated by a longitudinal analysis of Republican Party platforms 

(Hejny, 2018). In 2016, Republicans won the presidency of the United States and 

majorities in both houses of congress. Since being elected president in 2016, Donald 

Trump and his administration have used an array of tactics to roll back environmental 

protections, including making political appointments of people who oppose 

environmental regulation, proposing reduced budgets for environmental agencies, 

lessening enforcement, and appointing record numbers of judges who can be expected to 

rule in ways that do not uphold environmental protections (Hejny, 2018). 350.org and the 

larger climate movement specifically saw a reversal of Keystone XL pipeline decision, 

undermining a key movement victory. However, a federal judge then temporarily blocked 

the Trump administration’s reversal of the Keystone decision, requiring the 

administration to conduct a more thorough review of climate change facts related to the 

pipeline to move forward (Barbash et al, 2018). This ruling is a sign that the climate 

movement may have managed to drive the transformational idea of denying the ability to 

build new fossil fuel infrastructure into the mainstream of environmental review 

processes. The power of incumbent actors opposing transformation, particularly when 
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they gain control of key governance roles and processes, is an important limit to 

collectives driving transformation. 

 As discussed earlier, collectives driving transformation toward sustainability use 

science as a way to define and support the transformations they seek to achieve. 

Collectives driving transformation toward sustainability face opposing actors who not 

only disregard science, but actively undermine the status of science as an important 

source of knowledge in decision making and governance. In the context of climate 

change, the decades-long efforts to sow doubt in the climate science are well-documented 

(Oreskes & Conway, 2010), and these efforts have had success. Scientific evidence about 

the extent, impact, and causes of climate change continue to advance and coalesce 

strongly around the dangers of climate change and need for transformational action to 

avoid the worst impacts is documented by the latest report by the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (2018), a well-respected body made up of scientists from 

around the world. At the same time, the 2016 Republican Party Platform explicitly seeks 

to undermine the IPCC, saying “The United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change is a political mechanism, not an unbiased scientific Institution.” Studies 

show the more individuals use conservative media, the less certain they are about climate 

change happening (which is usually called “global warming in this media”) because they 

have lower trust of scientists (Hmielowski et al., 2014), and US red state social media 

conversations are more likely to associate climate change (or “global warming”) with 

hoax frames than social media conversations in US blue states and the UK, Canada, and 

Australia (Jang & Hart, 2015). This evidence suggests questioning both science of 

climate change and the scientists working on it goes beyond official declarations by the 
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Republican Party and has become part of a conservative identity more broadly. This 

conflation between a conservative identity and anti-science/climate hoax frames suggests 

that collectives opposing sustainability transitions have managed to successfully use the 

tactics of collectives to develop social identities that undermine the role of science in 

society and to doubt the scientific consensus about climate change. The work of these 

conservative collectives makes the work of collectives trying to drive transformations 

toward sustainability even more challenging. 

Collectives driving transformation toward sustainability also work in systems of 

advocacy and philanthropy that at best do not agree on the best strategies to move toward 

sustainability and at worst may act in ways that make driving transformation more 

difficult. While the SESs in the study are driving toward transformations that contribute 

to sustainability, not all groups working on sustainability agree with a strategy of 

pursuing fundamental change. Efforts to push climate policy in the United States 

illustrate this challenge. While a large coalition of environmental groups came together in 

a push to pass cap-and-trade climate legislation through congress in 2009, they failed to 

do so amidst intense pushback (Hestres & Nisbet, 2018). After the failure to pass cap-

and-trade, the large coalition supporting it fell apart, and several different threads of 

strategies emerged (Nisbet, 2018). This major policy failure also sparked debate about 

whether the more insider approach used by large environmental organizations to try to 

pass transformational policy like cap-and-trade had any chance of success without 

widespread mass mobilization supporting a transformational policy (Skocpol, 2013). It 

was in this context that 350.org rose to prominence and found success in trying to 

develop widespread mobilization as a source of political power (Hestres & Nisbet, 2018). 
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Driving transformation in contexts with competing approaches requires what Crutchfield 

(2018) calls “reckoning with adversarial allies” in her study of successful social 

movements in the 21st-century, which means different factions of strategies in a 

movement try to come together to work on common goals. Crutchfield specifically calls 

out the climate movement in being challenged in this area, arguing “Another movement 

that may be ripe for re-set is the climate change segment of the environmental 

movement” (p 113). In short, a collective driving transformation toward sustainability 

works on a landscape not only of powerful opposition, but also allies who engage in ways 

that can make the ability of a collective driving transformation more difficult.  

 Given the challenges and limits collectives face in trying to drive transformation 

toward sustainability, the role of a collective can seem small, perhaps even insignificant. 

However, this study develops an understanding of collectives as important platforms for 

driving transformational ideas into mainstream discourse and practice by building power 

for these ideas through collective leadership. This work of collectives is necessary to 

navigate the power-filled landscapes on which transformation toward sustainability will 

occur. When done well, the work that happens in and through collectives has the potential 

to develop new kinds of power and more of the kinds of power necessary to drive 

transformation (Avelino & Rotmans, 2009). Developing new and different power is 

necessary to bring about the fundamental changes in relationships required for 

transformation because power must be reshaped in ways that break down incumbent 

power structures and imagine and build new kinds of power relationships. The 

collective’s narratives have the power to make sense of these needed changes in power 

for large numbers of people, while also developing the leadership platform and 
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capabilities for these people to contribute to developing power behind the narrative. 

Power through a transformation is dynamic, with shifts both in who has power and in 

what kinds of power matter in the SES that is transforming (Moore & Tjornbo, 2012). 

Collectives are particularly useful in these contexts because they facilitate learning across 

spatial scales and over time. Collectives, and the transformational ideas they are founded 

on, also serve a function of continuity over the potentially decades-long time frames 

necessary for transformation. Because these collectives are organized around 

transformational ideas as purpose, they can transcend the time limits of individuals and 

small teams contributing to transformation. In short, collectives are essential platforms 

for developing collective power and leadership to drive transformation, even if the 

possibility of transformation seems distant given the difficulty of driving transformation 

and the limits on collectives doing so. 

Conclusion: stepping back to view collectives in social-ecological systems 
transformations  
 Resilience thinking scholars often describe transformations as something people 

navigate (Olsson et al., 2006), suggesting that these transformations cannot be fully 

controlled. Instead actors sense the systems in which they operate and attempt to act 

strategically in ways that help foster necessary transformation. Given the challenges of 

transformation, and the limits collectives face trying to bring it about, asking how 

collectives drive deliberate transformation toward sustainability may seem problematic. 

The question probes right at the tension between agency and structure and comes down 

on the side of key roles for agency in transforming SESs. The question asserts an 

essential role for collectives in their ability to drive transformation, and the collectives in 

this study demonstrate agency in their ability to drive transformational ideas into 
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mainstream discourse and practice in SESs. Driving ideas into the mainstream shapes the 

forward trajectory of the system, which means the collectives are also driving 

transformation toward sustainability. The collectives do not, however, have the ability to 

break fully with the structures of the SESs in which they work. However, not having full 

control does not mean the collectives don’t demonstrate their agency by doing essential 

work of pushing transformational ideas into mainstream practice. In doing so 

successfully, collectives are able to shift meaning in the system. Success in driving 

transformation depends on holding together a collective focus on a coherent set of 

transformational ideas and principles while also using a wide-range of tactics to drive 

transformation. This combination of the importance of meaning, transformation 

transcending individuals, and coherence of principles through a transformation precisely 

reflect the first three findings of Westley (2017) about how historic transformations have 

unfolded.  

While only time and later study will tell if the transformations this study’s 

collectives are driving toward come about, their ability to drive transformational ideas 

forward is an essential part of transformation because transformation requires 

incorporation of new, transformational ideas into the system. Collectives are both a 

source of these ideas and, more importantly, develop power to drive these ideas forward. 

As more collectives trying to drive transformation toward sustainability form, become 

effective, and achieve success, the meaning and understanding of what is considered 

possible in regard to sustainability will also change. And perhaps, together these 

collectives will drive the global SES system to a point at which transformation toward 
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sustainability will happen rapidly enough and at a big enough scale to address global 

environmental change that people have unleashed.   
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Chapter 6 – Conclusion 
 
 Global environmental changes already underway mean social-ecological systems 

(SESs) will transform in the coming years and decades. These transformations stand a 

better chance of being desirable if society manages to bring about deliberate 

transformations on the path toward sustainability. This study increases understanding of 

deliberate transformation by addressing how collectives drive deliberate transformation 

toward sustainability. 

Findings and contributions 
 The collectives in this study help to bring about deliberate transformations by 

connecting transformational ideas, rooted in asking what is necessary for sustainability, 

with building the power to drive these ideas into mainstream discourse and practice. This 

finding highlights the centrality of ideas in deliberate transformation. It echoes Westley's 

(2017) finding that changes in meaning matters in transformative innovation, and that 

social innovations that have the potential to scale into transformations are rooted in a 

radical idea. This study contributes to the literature of deliberate transformation by 

adding additional evidence that ideas are at the core of deliberate transformation. It adds 

the insight that these transformational ideas can be driven into the mainstream through 

the intentional work of collectives to build and reshape power to do so. 

 In order to develop the power to drive transformational ideas into the mainstream, 

the collectives couple a top-down focus on a purpose based on transformational ideas 

with bottom-up vitality of many people contributing leadership, innovation, and 

resources. In other words, the collectives do more than support widespread good work on 

sustainability, they focus and harness this good work to develop the power needed to 
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drive the collective’s transformational ideas forward. This finding is similar to findings 

by Westley et al. (2011) and Meijerink & Huitema (2010) that transformations take both 

top-down and bottom-up strategies, and that these strategies are connected by agency. 

This study amplifies this point by showing that collectives are a useful platform for 

coupling top-down and bottom-up approaches in ways that enhance the capability of 

individuals to act on their agency to drive transformation as part of a collective. 

 This top-down focus coupled with bottom-up vitality enables the collectives to 

develop and benefit from collective leadership. This collective leadership depends on 

support and stewardship of many individuals offering leadership. This finding connects 

two well-documented aspects of deliberate transformation – that deliberate 

transformation is collective work and that leadership is essential for deliberate 

transformation. The finding suggests that scholarship on deliberate transformation would 

benefit from developing more nuanced understanding of leadership, and in particular 

should increase engagement with scholarship in leadership studies and the growing 

interest and focus on collective forms of leadership. 

 The collective leadership documented in this study comes about through the 

interplay among three levels of narrative about what a collective does and three levels of 

leadership roles. The collectives use a small set of strategies to couple a focused purpose 

and distributed, varied tactics that are refined and developed from the bottom-up. 

Visionaries articulate and maintain focus on purpose, change agents pursue varied tactics, 

and facilitators play important coupling roles between the two by communicating, 

networking, coaching, and sharing information. This research finding contributes to 

deliberate transformation by putting the focus on collective leadership and moving away 
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from the role of individual leaders. Collective leadership stresses understanding 

leadership roles and the interactions among them, along with collective leadership’s role 

in focusing on transformational ideas and core strategies as important in deliberate 

transformation. The findings about collective leadership also point to the importance of 

narrative for the kinds of leadership necessary to drive transformation, this narrative 

serves roles of providing direction and alignment for leadership, and it enables more 

people to commit to leadership as part of the collective because they better understand 

how to contribute to transformation effectively and are supported in doing so. The finding 

contributes to collective leadership literature by highlighting sustainability 

transformations as an important context in which to study collective leadership. It also 

suggests that understanding of collective leadership can be usefully advanced by studying 

the interplay among levels of narrative and leadership roles that connect direction and 

alignment with a commitment among many people to offer leadership. 

 This study reiterates the importance of networks in deliberate transformation, and 

it contributes several insights about the purpose and use of networks in transformation. 

First, this study describes how internal networks are important to the successful function 

of collectives in driving transformation and the collectives’ use of several practices to 

realize the benefit of well-functioning internal networks. These internal networks are 

made up of people in the collective, which means that internal network create bonding 

ties among individuals within the collective. Networks use of bonding ties are discussed 

very little in the literature of deliberate transformation, and this study suggests they may 

be more important in deliberate transformation than their treatment in the literature 

suggests. This study builds on the well-documented functions and purposes of external 
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networks, which are networks that involve more bridging ties, by identifying the ways in 

which a collective productively engages with these networks in order to realize the 

benefits of doing so. In particular, the collectives enter into external networks in a 

humble, relational manner and with clear understanding about both their purposes in 

doing so and their specific roles in these networks. 

 This study finds that in driving transformation toward sustainability, the 

collectives rigorously reckon with the realities of the SESs in which they operate. Instead 

of asking what appears to be possible in these SES, the collectives ask what is necessary 

in order to achieve sustainability and use science and research as essential tools in 

identifying what is necessary to achieve sustainability. The science of global 

environmental change suggests that without fast and sustained effort to move off of 

current trajectories, the impacts of this environmental change on people will increase and 

achieving sustainability will become increasingly difficult. Therefore, the collectives 

demonstrate that they value acting with speed. The collectives also develop deep 

understanding of the social conditions in which they operate and what strategies are 

likely to be successful in these conditions. Key leaders in each collective have developed 

a rigorous understanding of their contexts. For example, the transformation at ASU 

depends on Michael Crow’s deep understanding of organizational design and the role and 

history of universities as knowledge enterprises. 350.org was founded by Bill McKibben 

and six Middlebury students who had studied social movements together. The collectives 

in this study are also sensitive to power relationships, and they all express the desire and 

commitment to contribute to moving toward a more sustainable future in which power is 

distributed in a more just fashion than it is currently. These findings contribute to the 
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literature by highlighting that while many of the learnings about deliberate transformation 

are broadly applicable, driving deliberate transformation toward sustainability requires a 

number of specific commitments and practices. 

 These findings and contributions are based on the study of all three collectives. In 

addition, this study contributes to the literature on deliberate transformation by 

developing three in-depth case studies of collectives driving transformation toward 

sustainability. The case study of NatCap is a particular contribution since a general 

history of NatCap appears not to be documented in published literature.  

Deliberate transformation as a coupling of ideas and widespread leadership 
 This study’s central finding is that the collectives studied drive transformation by 

identifying and maintaining focus on a core transformational idea and harnessing, 

building, and reshaping power to drive this idea into the mainstream. Doing so requires 

three key things: a top-down-driven focus on a transformational idea as purpose, 

harnessing and stewarding a bottom-up vitality, and effectively coupling the two. 

Examining this finding in relation to two related studies about large-scale transformations 

– Crutchfield's (2018) study of social movements in the United States and Westley et al.'s 

(2017) study of social innovations that become transformative – helps to clarify it. 

Crutchfield and Westley et al. use different entry points into the study of deliberate 

transformation. Crutchfield’s entry is through the study of social movements as an entity 

driving change. Westley et al. (2017) enter through the study of the social innovation as 

an idea, asking how it develops into something transformative. This study develops 

understanding of deliberate transformation through an entry point combining both the 

collective as an entity driving transformation and the idea that achieving sustainability is 
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an important purpose. Through this dual entry point, this study supports findings by 

Crutchfield (2018) about movements as entities driving change and by Westley et al. 

(2017) about the importance of social innovations as ideas driving transformation. By 

combining these two perspectives, this study advances the understanding that driving 

deliberate transformation involves both transformational ideas and entities that capably 

drive these ideas forward.  

Crutchfield (2018) explains the success of social movements that bring about the 

change by identifying patterns in successful movements. Three of these patterns (“turning 

grassroots gold,” “being leaderfull,” and a “10/10/10/20 = 50 vision”) are encompassed in 

the finding of driving transformational into the mainstream by coupling a top-down focus 

on the ideas with vital bottom-up leadership. The bottom-up vitality depends on 

widespread leadership of change agents connected not just to the central leadership of the 

collective, but also with each other in ways that reflect what Crutchfield calls “turning 

grassroots gold.” This study’s collectives are also what Crutchfield would described as 

“leaderfull,” meaning the change agents (or grassroots) retain a productive balance of 

autonomy and support from leaders working in more centralized roles at higher scales. 

Crutchfield points indirectly to the need to emphasize a centralized purpose with a small 

set of strategies supporting it. The way she describes this idea is through a movement 

having these United States-based movements as having a “10/10/10/20 = 50 vision,” 

which means the movement has a suite of strategies it is pursuing in different states that 

reflect each state context while also supporting the overall movement’s 50-state vision. 

This study differs from Crutchfield’s in more strongly emphasizing the need to have a 

clear, central purpose. This difference may come out of studying collectives, as opposed 
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to movements, as the entity driving a transformational change forward and out of 

studying how to drive transformational change for the purposes achieving sustainability. 

Together, this study’s and Crutchfield’s (2018) findings offer strong evidence for the 

need for both collective leadership that involves many change agents working within a 

set of focused set of strategies in support of an overall purpose, as well as the need to 

develop the individual capacity of many to offer leadership as part of a collective. 

Westley et al. (2017) study how social innovations become transformative in 

society, and many of their findings focus on the original idea of the social innovation. 

Westley (2017) describes both how the idea of a social innovation that becomes 

transformative includes a radical element and grows in ways that enables it to shape 

meaning. At the same time, the system overall shapes the original idea as it is paired with 

other related innovations and as people working on the innovation navigate the tension 

and conflict created by driving an innovation forward. This study’s finding that the 

collectives driving transformation each drive forward transformational ideas aligns with 

Westley’s finding that a radical idea is at the core of transformative social innovations, 

and both studies also recognize that transformation involves not just advancing new 

ideas, but that these ideas ultimately change systems. The two studies differ in the 

emphasis on how the system influences transformation. Westley (2017) more strongly 

emphasizes the ways in which the current system influences the unfolding of a social 

innovation becoming transformative, particularly highlighting that people who drove 

innovations forward managed tension, paradox, and conflict and engaged with other 

system actors to secure and align resources. All of these things influenced the trajectory 

of the original radical idea for the social innovation. This study, on the other hand, 
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emphasizes the collectives developing the capability to build collective power to engage 

with broader structures of power in the system in ways that enable the collective to drive 

transformational ideas forward and change the system. Together the studies suggest 

transformation requires both collective actors acting on their agency to drive 

transformational ideas forward while also recognizing the system’s current function and 

actors will influence how a transformation unfolds. How this tension between agency and 

system structure influences the ultimate transformation will likely continue to be an 

essential debate in the study of deliberate transformation. 

Further research 
 This study points to several paths for future research that could usefully advance 

the understanding and practice of deliberate transformation. 

 Continued and expanded research focused on power and deliberate transformation 

would be useful. This research should focus on how to develop, engage with, and use 

power more effectively to drive transformation, particularly the kinds of collective power 

that can drive transformation. Better understanding of how collectives engage with the 

power of incumbent actors is especially important, including both incumbent actors who 

oppose the collective and those that are allies in the collective’s work. How do collectives 

avoid having advancement of their transformational ideas blocked by powerful 

incumbent opposition, and what kinds of power are particularly useful in doing so? Also, 

how do collectives usefully partner with powerful allies to advance transformational 

ideas into mainstream practice while avoiding these ideas being marginalized by the 

agendas of more powerful incumbent allies or coopted by these allies for their own 

purposes. This study uses cases of collectives founded with the transformational ideas as 
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their purpose, or in the case of ASU at a key inflection point in the trajectory of the 

collective’s development. Future research could look at incumbent collectives, and how 

their power may support or limit the ability of these incumbent collectives to drive 

transformation. In addition, because transformations take place over long time frames, 

research focused on how to build, renew, and reshape power over time would add 

important understanding. Further research on deliberate transformation would benefit 

from more focus on the power of ideas as a central and essential component of 

transformation, especially how transformational ideas are developed, identified, and 

articulated. 

 Several areas of further research related to leadership would be useful. This study 

describes three leadership roles that are important in collective leadership, and further 

research could connect this conceptualization of multi-level leadership roles with how 

collectives expand their influence across different scales. Someone may play a change 

agent role when looking at the scale of a national or global collective, but in this person’s 

local context they may function in the role of visionary. For example, the founder of 

MN350 plays a change agent role in the context of 350.org, but in Minnesota she is better 

understood in the role of visionary. Future research could ask how three-level leadership 

roles function in nested or cascading ways that help drive transformation across 

geographic scales. This study also identifies the role of facilitator as key to coupling the 

top-down focus and bottom-up vitality of collectives, but despite the importance of this 

role it is not well-understood. Future research should ask questions about the role of 

facilitators and what makes people effective in this role. Useful questions include what 

underlays the commitment of facilitators to this challenging role, what skills and 
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capabilities are particularly useful for them, and how does the role of facilitator change 

over time as a collective develops and the context of transformation changes?   

 Finally, future research on deliberate transformation must remain sensitive to the 

value of and tensions among transformation, adaptation, and persistence. This study is 

based on the idea that deliberate transformation is important and essential in bringing 

about more desirable, sustainable futures. However, transformation is only part of the 

overall sustainability transition. The sustainability transition will also require many parts 

of SESs to persist either without changing or by going through adaptive change. Further 

research on deliberate transformation could ask what parts of and relationships in SESs 

must remain or be adapted in the transition to a sustainable future. Are there specific 

norms or cultural and governance practices that are particularly important to maintain? 

As global environmental change unfolds, questions such as how to help cultures 

connected to places undergoing forced transformations persist in the face of these 

changes and what is essential to maintain in these cultures will likely rise in importance. 

In essence, research on deliberate transformation should include a critical assessment of 

transformation in an effort to develop the most useful research to contribute to the 

sustainability transition. 

Collectives driving deliberate transformation ideas as essential inputs in 
sustainability transition 
 Because of the global environmental change already underway, and that which is 

likely to come in the future, the earth and its people will go through fundamental changes 

in coming years. Efforts to make these fundamental changes move toward more desirable 

futures, efforts like those involved in driving deliberate transformation, are of increasing 

importance in the transition to a sustainable future. A single collective does not do the 
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work of transformation alone, nor does one collective have the power to control 

transformation. However, collectives can contribute to a sustainable future by driving 

transformational ideas into mainstream discourse and practice. The changes in 

mainstream discourse and practice alter meaning, which then shapes the transformations 

that contribute to sustainability. By driving forward transformational ideas about how to 

bring about a more sustainable future, collectives provide essential inputs into the 

unfolding sustainability transition.    
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Appendix 1 – Interview Protocol 
 

Overall Description of the Case 
 

1) Tell me about what you are trying to do with [Arizona State University, the 
Natural Capital Project, 350.org/the climate movement]?  

a. What is your specific role in this work? 
 

2) What kind of change are you trying to accomplish at [Arizona State University, 
the Natural Capital Project, 350.org/the climate movement]? 

a. Do you see this contributing to sustainability? 
b. Can you give me an example of success? 

 
3) Describe how this work got started. 

a. How do you develop your strategy? 
b. What are key aspects of your strategy now? 
c. What has been most important for success? 
d. What are the biggest barriers? 
e. What do you see as most important going forward? 

 
4) Do you see working for social change to move toward sustainability as different 

than other kinds of social change work? Why or why not? 
 
Form of Change 

5) How do you think about scale, or different levels of society in your group?  
a. How does work at different scales interact? 
b. Does working successfully at different scales require different activities? 

How so? 
 

6) How has the work of your group played out over time?  
a. How has what your group does in creating change developed over time? 
b. Have you noticed any patterns? How so? 

 
Role of networks 

7) Now I’d like to turn to the role of different aspects of how you make change. To 
what extent do networks play into what you do? 

a. How important do you think networks are for successfully creating 
change? 

b. What contributes to using networks successfully? 
c. Can you give me an example in which networks made a big difference? 

 
Role of Leadership and Individuals 

8) How do you see individuals acting as leaders or change agents in broader society 
in your group? 

a. How important is leadership for the success of your group’s work? 
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b. What makes someone successful in acting as a leader in this work? 
Do you have any examples? 

 
Role of Power 

9) To what extent does the pursuit of justice play into your group’s work? 
a. Can you illustrate this with an example? 

 
10)  Related to justice is power. In what ways do you think about navigating power in 

society in your group’s work?  
a. What tools are really important to consider or use? 
b. What would you like to better understand when thinking about navigating 

and utilizing power? 
 
Conclusion 
 

11) Are there important parts of what you do in creating change that I missed?  
a. If yes, can you elaborate? 

 
 
Note about interview protocol 

The interview is being conducted using the responsive interviewing method 

described by Rubin and Rubin (2012) in Qualitative Interviewing: the Art of Hearing 

Data. Responsive interviewing emphasizes the development and maintenance of a 

respectful relationship between interviewer and interviewee. The method depends on a 

conversation between interview and interviewee with the goal of building “a solid, deep 

understanding of whatever you are studying based on the perspectives and experience of 

your interviewee.” The interview protocol begins with key topic areas to cover, but it also 

leaves open the possibility of discovering new and valuable perspectives on the topic 

being discussed from the point of view of the interviewee. Relevant topics brought up by 

the interviewee should be further discussed and could shape future interviews. The 

interview protocol relies on both planning and flexibility to facilitate discovery and 

understanding in through the interview process. If the research protocol changes 
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significantly through interviews, the PI will communicate with the IRB about the 

changes. 
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Appendix 2 – Consent Form 
 

CONSENT FORM 
How? Understanding the emerging sustainability transition 

 
You are invited to be in a research study of transforming society to make progress toward 
sustainability. You were selected as a possible participant because you are a leader 
working on an effort contributing to societal transformation toward sustainability who 
can talk about that work and strategy. We ask that you read this form and ask any 
questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study. 
 
This study is being conducted by: Kate Knuth, Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and 
Conservation Biology at the University of Minnesota. 
 
Background Information 
 
The purpose of this study is to better understand the process of change contributing to 
sustainability transition. 
 
 
Procedures 
If you agree to be in this study, we would ask you to do the following things: 
Be interviewed by Kate Knuth about your group’s work and strategy for change, with a 
particular focus on networks, leadership, and power.  
 
 
Risks and Benefits of being in the Study 
The researcher will work to minimize the risk of being involved in the study. Risks could 
result from sharing information with wider audiences.  
 
The benefits of participating in the study are you sharing your work and its impact with a 
wider audience and potentially contributing to better understanding of how to make 
progress toward sustainability. 
 
 
Handling of data 
The interview will be recorded and transcribed. The transcribed interview will be shared 
with you so you can make any corrections. The transcribed interview will be stored on a 
password protected computer. Any quotes used in any research reports will be shared 
with you via email, and you may decline having them included in the research reports. 
The audio recording of the interview will be stored for four years in a locked cabinet. 
 
Page 1 of 2, UMN IRB # 1510E7934, 1/15/16 version of form 
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Voluntary Nature of the Study 
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will 
not affect your current or future relations with the University of Minnesota. If you decide 
to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without 
affecting those relationships.  
 
Contacts and Questions 
The researcher conducting this study is Kate Knuth. You may ask any questions you have 
now. If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact Kate at Learning and 
Environmental Sciences Building, 1954 Buford Ave, Saint Paul, MN; 612-624-8359; 
knu0236@umn.edu. Kate Knuth’s advisor is Steve Polasky. He can be contacted at 612-
624-3663, polasky@umn.edu/ 
 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to 
someone other than the researcher(s), you are encouraged to contact the Research 
Subjects’ Advocate Line, D528 Mayo, 420 Delaware St. Southeast, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 55455; (612) 625-1650. 
 
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records. 
 
 
Statement of Consent 
 
I have read the above information. I have asked questions and have received answers. I 
consent to participate in the study. 
 
 
Signature:_________________________________________________ Date: 
_________________ 
 
 
Signature of Investigator:____________________________________  Date: 
__________________ 
 
 
Page 2 of 2, UMN IRB # 1510E7934, 1/15/16 version of form 
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Appendix 3 – Background Resources on Study Collectives 
 
350.org 
 

• 350.org 
 

o Website for 350.org 
 

• McKibben, B., Aroneanu, P., Bates, W., Boeve, M., Henn, J., Osbord, J., & 
Warnow, J. (2007). Fight Global Warming Now: The Handbook for Taking 
Action in Your Community. New York, NY: Henry Holt and Company. 
 

o Book published by McKibben and the Step It Up team, the groups the 
350.org cofounders used before starting 350.org. This book documents the 
early thinking of 350.org 
 

• McKibben, B. (2012). Global Warming’s Terrifying New Math. Rolling Stone. 
Retrieved from https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/global-warmings-
terrifying-new-math-20120719 
 

o Article documenting the carbon budget idea behind the divestment 
campaign. 
 

• McKibben, B. (2013). Movements without leaders: what to make of change on an 
overheating planet. Retrieved January 30, 2018, from 
http://www.tomdispatch.com/blog/175737/ 

 
o Article in which McKibben discusses his perspective on leaders and 

leaderhip in the climate movement 
 

• McKibben, B. (2014). Oil and Honey: The Education of an Unlikely Activist. New 
York, NY: St. Martin’s Griffin Press. 

 
o Bill McKibben’s memoir about a pivotal year in the climate movement, a 

year in which he also learned to keep bees and grow a honey crop 
 

• Mathiesen, K. (2015, April 8). May Boeve: the new face of the climate change 
movement. The Guardian. Retrieved from 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/apr/08/may-boeve-new-face-of-
climate-change-movement-350-org 

•  
o Profile of 350.org Executive Director May Boeve, with some background 

and history about 350.org 
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Arizona State University 
 

• asu.edu 
 

o Website for Arizona State University 
 

• sustainability.asu.edu 
 

o Website for the Global Institute of Sustainability at ASU 
 

• schoolofsustainability.asu.edu 
 

o Website for ASU’s School of Sustainability 
 

• A New American University: The New Gold Standard; 
https://president.asu.edu/sites/default/files/address_0.pdf 

 
o ASU President Michael Crow’s inaugural address 

 
• Sustainablity @ ASU; https://sustainability.asu.edu/resources/prospectus/ 

 
o Prospectus of the Global Institute of Sustainability, with information about 

the history of sustainability at ASU and its current endeavors 
 

• Crow, M. M., & Dabars, W. B. (2015). Designing the New American University. 
Baltimore, MA: Johns Hopkins University Press. 

 
o Book about the history of universities, the idea of a New American 

University, and ASU’s experience developing it in practice 
 

• Redman, C. (2013). Transforming the silos: Arizona State University’s School of 
Sustainability. In P. Bartlett & G. Chase (Eds.), Sustainability in Higher 
Education: Stories and Strategies for Transformation. Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press Books. 
 

o Article about development of ASU School of Sustainability 
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Natural Capital Project 
 

• naturalcapitalproject.org 
 

o NatCap’s website 
 

• naturalcapitalproject.org/library/ 
 

o NatCap’s library of publications 
 

• naturalcapitalproject.org/software/ 
 

o Overview of and links to NatCap software tools 
 

• Daily, G. C., Polasky, S., Goldstein, J., Kareiva, P. M., Mooney, H. A., Pejchar, 
L., … Shallenberger, R. (2009). Ecosystem services in decision making: time to 
deliver. Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment, 7(1), 21–28. 
http://doi.org/10.1890/080025 
 

o First paper describing NatCap’s framework for integrating ecosystem 
services into decision making 
 

• Ruckelshaus, M., McKenzie, E., Tallis, H., Guerry, A., Daily, G., Kareiva, P., … 
Bernhardt, J. (2015). Notes from the field: Lessons learned from using ecosystem 
service approaches to inform real-world decisions. Ecological Economics, 115, 
11–21. http://doi.org/10.1016/J.ECOLECON.2013.07.009 
 

o Paper describing many of NatCap’s engagements using an ecosystem 
services approach in decision making 
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Appendix 4 - Detailed Natural Capital Project Software and Project History 
 

One way to trace the detailed history of NatCap is through their development of 

software tools to support consideration of ecosystem services in decision processes. Their 

initial first models developed into the software Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem 

Services and Tradeoffs (InVEST). InVEST is a spatially-explicit ecosystem services 

model that maps the values created by nature and shows how changes in ecosystems lead 

to different changes in goods and services coming from those ecosystems. InVEST is 

NatCap’s earliest tool for fulfilling its vision of mainstreaming ecosystems services into 

decision-making processes, and it continue to be its most significant.  

From the beginning, NatCap chose to make all of the software tools it developed 

free and open source. This open source value reflects their aim of getting the science and 

tools into the hands of people who could use them. InVEST was originally developed to 

run on ArcGIS, a fairly expensive proprietary software. However, NatCap worked to get 

InVEST off of this platform. In 2015, NatCap released PyGeoprocessing, ‘a 

programmable, open source, and free GIS processing library,” 

(https://www.naturalcapitalproject.org/software/) that it developed to support InVEST but 

that can also support other applications. InVEST is supported by a user’s guide, trainings 

hosted by NatCap and a range of other partners, as well as through forums in an online 

community (see https://www.naturalcapitalproject.org/invest/).  

The Resource Investment Optimization System (RIOS) analyzes how to optimize 

ecosystem protection and restoration in watersheds to get the best return on investment 

for ecosystems in a watershed. RIOS was developed as part of NatCap’s work on water 

funds. NatCap developed OPAL, or the Offset Portfolio Analyzer and Locator, to 
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quantify the impacts of infrastructure development projects such as roads while also 

assessing mitigation benefits. In addition to these tools, NatCap has developed MESH, 

Mapping Ecosystem Services to Human well-being, and ROOT, which performs 

ecosystem service optimization and tradeoff analyses. All of these tools rely on the use of 

scenarios, which can be a challenge to develop effectively. To help with this challenge, 

NatCap partnered closely with WWF to develop ScenarioHub, which provides 

background on scenarios and scenario generation as well as tools to help with this part of 

the ecosystem service modelling work. 

As described earlier, much of NatCap’s initial work was focused on developing 

the science and models to show a software tool like InVEST was even possible (see 

(Nelson et al., 2009) for one early example). NatCap also had two initial engagement 

projects, one on the Hawaiian Island of Oahu and the other on the Indonesian Island of 

Sumatra (Ruckelshaus, 2016). In these initial engagements NatCap was able to develop 

the science of modelling ecosystem services as well as a framework for integrating 

ecosystems into decision making. Gretchen Daily led work in Hawaii, which included 

using InVEST in a collaboration with the Kamehaha Schools to help them assess land-

management options for 26,000 acre parcel of land they controlled (Daily et al., 2009). In 

this early work, NatCap also developed a framework for how ecosystem services can be 

integrated into decisions (see figure 2 in chapter 4). In Sumatra, NatCap had its first 

experience combining bring the perspective of a university team to support an NGO team 

in meeting the needs of decision makers (Ruckelshaus, 2016). NatCap worked closely 

with WWF-Indonesia to integrate ecosystem services information into sustainable land 

use planning on the island over several years. Working with stakeholders, NatCap 
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developed different development scenarios in 18 districts on Sumatra and mapped the 

ecosystem service impacts of these different scenarios, which resulted in some districts as 

well as the province of Jambi adopting different land use plans (October 2012 NatCap 

Newletter). In addition, WWF and NatCap published a report, A Green Vision for 

Sumatra: Using ecosystem services information to make recommendations for 

sustainable land-use planning at the province and district level (2012). This work 

coincided with an announcement by the Millennium Challenge Corporation, a U.S. 

foreign aid agency, that they would invest hundreds of millions of dollars of in Indonesia, 

which included a request for proposals calling for inclusion of ecosystem service 

information and specifically identifying InVEST as a tool to do this kind of work 

(October 2012 NatCap newsletter). 

NatCap’s earliest modelling and on-the-ground engagements were focused on 

terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems, but soon after NatCap started working with new 

collaborators on a marine version of InVEST models. Mary Ruckelshause and Anne 

Guerry had been working on developing ecosystem service models of marine systems 

through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and saw NatCap as a 

natural collaborator on this work and the opportunity to expand InVEST’s capabilities.  

The marine InVEST models were developed mainly through two initial cases, 

West Coast of Vancouver Island and in Belize (Guerry, 2016). On Vancouver Island, 

NatCap worked with West Coast Aquatic, an NGO that works across sectors to develop 

shared understanding of aquatic resources as well as collaborative solutions. In 2012, 

West Coast Aquatic released the Coastal Strategy for the West Coast of Vancouver 

Island, which drew on work with NatCap. In Belize, NatCap worked with the Belizean 
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Coastal Zone Management Authority and Institute, which had authority from the 

government of Belize to develop a spatial plan for the coast. NatCap worked with this 

group on an extensive engagement and ecosystem service modelling process to inform 

the Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan for Belize. This plan, the first of its kind to 

use the ecosystem services framework, would improve coastal protection by >25% than 

previous versions based only on stakeholder preferences (Arkema et al., 2015). This plan 

was finished in 2013, but a change in government slowed down the approval process, and 

the plan was adopted in 2016. 

NatCap has also been an essential part of a number of large ecosystem service 

planning and implementation processes around the globe, helping to enable consideration 

of ecosystem services both through the use of NatCap software tools and through staff 

engagement. In China, NatCap has partnered with the Chinese Academy of Science’s 

Research Center for Eco-environmental Science, conducting trainings and serving as an 

important partner in the first Chinese Ecosystem Assessment. In 2000, the Chinese 

government decided to focus investment on natural capital, creating the Natural Forest 

Conservation Program and the Sloping Land Conversion Program, the world’s largest 

payment-for-ecosystem services programs, reaching $50 billion of investment by 2009. 

In 2012, the Chinese government launch the Chinese Ecosystem Assessment, to 

understand how ecosystem services had changed in China from 2000-2010 and found all 

ecosystem services assessed except for habitat protection had improved (Ouyang et al., 

2016). See NatCap’s August 2012 newsletter for more details on these engagements. In 

2017, the Chinese Academy of Sciences joined the NatCap partnership, bring the number 

of NatCap partners to five.  
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NatCap’s work on water funds has been mostly in collaboration with TNC in 

Latin America, as well as a wider group of partners in the Latin American Water Fund 

Partnership. In particular, NatCap has helped develop tools for optimizing water fund 

investments to get the best return for ecosystems and people. This work resulted in the 

RIOS (Resource Investment Optimization) software tool, which they hope will contribute 

to standardization of water fund design and investment more broadly (September 2012 

NatCap newsletter). TNC has nearly two decades worth of experience developing water 

funds in Latin America, and NatCap has been a valuable partner in developing science to 

support this work. 

In more recent years, NatCap has strategically expanded its work beyond specific 

projects or countries to work with partners in ways that would enable consideration of 

ecosystem services to expand more broadly. For example, they have worked with Inter-

American Development Bank (IDB), the main source of multilateral financing for 

development in Latin America, starting with road development (Mandle et al., 2015). 

This work demonstrates the power and possibility of considering ecosystem services 

across IDB’s and other development banks investment portfolios. NatCap is also working 

with private companies on approaches to considering ecosystem service impacts by 

applying commodity-sourcing standards that could help improve the sustainability of 

supply chains (Chaplin-Kramer et al., 2015). 

 

 
 
 

 


